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First Impression: Wearing it well

A light snow dresses up Kauke Hall and the trees along the Campus Mall.
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Assembling a far-flung team
er application slipped in quietly over the Internet. Does the freelance designer that
you’re looking for, she wondered, need to live in Ohio? So began an e-mail corre
spondence with Dawn DeVries Sokol, who joins us this issue as our part-time designer.
From her studio in sunny, warm Tempe, Arizona (we’re only jealous in the win
Taking ter months), Dawn will design the features and covers beginning with this issue.
N ote She ships work back and forth to us thanks to the wonders of an FTP site (don’t
ask). After a whirlwind tour of campus in November — days after a tornado tore
through town — she also began work on updating the magazine departments surround
ing the features. Look for those changes beginning with the Spring 2004 issue.
Dawn isn’t the only professional whose expertise we draw on these days. Before and
after each issue, we seek the wisdom and constructive thinking of a growing group of
alumni and staff who have agreed to serve on our Editorial Advisory Board. You can read
their names at right in our masthead. The group includes newspaper editors, public rela
tions specialists, writers, an English professor, an Associated Press photographer, and an
art director at Forbes. These folks take time each issue to let us know, honestly, what’s
working and what isn’t, and to share ideas for future issues.
Such assistance goes a long way toward enhancing our staff of one and a half editors
and several part-time student assistants. I learned just how small we are when the orga
nizer of an annual college editors forum asked me to speak on “how to survive in a small
shop.” Of everyone she contacted, ours was the smallest — even with our new freelance
designer. But we also draw on staff in public information — Matt Dilyard shoots photos
for us, John Finn writes, Peter James assembles our Web pages — and Roger Collier in
publications scans all of our photos and ensures that these pages are ready to print. We
even assign our boss, John Elopkins, a story to write now and then.
It’s fun work. And like most things, it’s better when we share it. — Lisa Watts, editor
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Insight into Dr. Hartman
I was a student under Dr. Hartman and a
philosophy major. It was good to hear of his
extensive accomplishments (“The ‘Father’ of
Profit-Sharing,” Fall 2003). Our class used to
visit him and his wife, Rita in their home for
bull sessions. One of his favorite sayings was,
“Life is but an interruption of sleep.” Thanks
for a great issue.
Joanne Bender Regenhardt ’46
La Jolla, California
What a relief, after all these years, to get
some insight into what Prof. Robert S.
Hartman was all about! I was an econ/ reli
gion major and enrolled in his ethics course
in 1945-46. Or maybe I audited the course? It
was all very confusing. I hadn’t exactly ace’d
Prof. Ferm’s “Intro” and knew I wasn't very
good at “philosophy,” but Hartman sounded

TELL US ABOUT IT
We welcome your thoughts on the maga
zine’s contents. Send letters to Lisa Watts,
editor, Wooster, Ebert Art Center, The
College of Wooster, 1189 Beall Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691; or lwatts@wooster.edu.
Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
Include a phone number for verification.
2

so good yet didn’t make any sense to me. To
use a more contemporary term, it all seemed
so airy-fairy! I sensed some faculty uneasiness
about Hartman. I had heard that President
Lowry had said that hiring Hartman was
either the most brilliant move or the greatest
mistake of Lowry’s career.
It was in Hartman’s classroom I first
heard the term “Krystal Nacht” (the Nazi
“night of shattered glass”). I thought it had
triggered his abrupt departure from Germany.
The most concrete thing I recall about
Hartman was his comment at the start of
class one morning, “I must push my English
button now.” We knew he was German, that
he was married to a Swede and had lived in
Mexico, so we grasped his sense of humor.
That comment has served me well through
life.
Anne Austin Murphy ’47
St. Petersburg, Florida

Name those musicians
Hold on! That’s not just some unknown
“student trio” in the photo on page 9 (“Why
We Love Music,” Fall 2003). That photo
depicts part of Appalachian Spring, the
College’s legendary bluegrass group of the late
70s. That’s Don Snow ’77 on guitar, Deb
Schwinn ’79 on fiddle, and Bob Amos ’79 on
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Properly identi
fied this time are
members of the 70s
campus bluegrass
band, Appalachian
Spring: Don Snow
’77 on guitar, Deb
Schwinn ’79 on fid
dle, and Bob Amos
79 on banjo (missmg is Dave Shugert
’80 on bass).
banjo. Missing from the photo is bassist
Dave Shugert ’80.
Bob Amos would have been a good
addition to the “Alumni of Notes” features.
°b fronts a primo bluegrass band called
r°nt Range and has become a highly
regarded songwriter in the bluegrass world.
r°nt Range just released its sixth CD, a live
recording called The Real Thing fwww.fron~a Qggnews.coml. Bob’s solo CD, Wherever
. D°> is a favorite of mine; a second solo CD
>s due out soon.
Bob and I met during freshman orien
tation and we teamed up to win second
P ace in that week’s talent show. My music
career peaked right then and there. Bob’s
star continues to rise.
Dan Hunter ’79
Medina, Ohio
Did 1 miss some comment on the gum
s °e hops that were a regular musical hapPcrung, at least during my period at
ooster? I recall one gum shoe hop, maybe
the fall of 1950 or ’51, when I played in
p e P’t band (saxophone) along with Ron
rice 53 (trumpet), Bill Murphey ’51
rums) and Ed Lauchenager ’54 (piano). I
0rget the name of the show, but these were
0ta% done by the students.
Rev. David D. Mellon ’53
Ormond Beach, Florida

left out of the last issue; WCWS. For those
of us without instrumental ability, the cam
pus radio station was the best way to share
our love for music with others. I probably
spent more hours in that radio studio than
anywhere else on campus.
I always enjoyed dj’ing the midnight to
2 a.m. shift. Nothing was better than spin
ning some obscure tunes and having a ran
dom late-night listener call in to ask what
song I had just played. It felt great to bring
the music to the masses. Well, the masses of
Wayne County at least.
Graig Meyer ’96
Chapel Flill, North Carolina
I loved this last issue of Wooster! I was a
music history major and couldn’t have
received a more comprehensive and won
derful education than what I received at
Wooster. Small classes; professors who
knew each of us by name, greeting us daily
and encouraging our efforts; a feast of
opportunities for participation in various
music groups ... none of these have an
equal in a larger conservatory atmosphere. I
participated in the marching and concert
bands, the Symphony Orchestra, the
Concert Choir, Wooster Chorus, Madrigal
group, a recorder ensemble, opera work

shops, the Westminster Choir, a string
quartet, and probably other groups I no
longer recall. I took lessons in voice, viola,
french horn and piano.... I had so many
wonderful chances for one-to-one conver
sations with faculty members.... I am heart
broken that so many of my own students
have chosen large conservatories over
Wooster and other liberal arts colleges,
often to return home disillusioned after the
first year of not being able to gain access to
a good teacher for their main instrument or
being able to participate in even one major
ensemble.
I was especially delighted with the arti
cle about Dr. Richard T. Gore (Family
History, Fall ’03).... One evening the
Concert Choir was rehearsing the “German
Requiem” of Brahms and came to the fifth
movement, a soprano solo. Our soloist was
absent, so Dr. Gore held forth on this awe
some piece in his somewhat timeworn
tenor voice. He sang with an indescribable
passion those soaring, exquisite notes, as if
they had taken over his entire being. At the
end of the movement, he set his baton (I
think it might have really been a pencil)
down on the stand, and just sat, as the
stunned and amazed choir took in not a
breath. Finally, an applause burst out, and
Dr. Gore looked as if he hardly expected to
see anyone else in the same room that he
and Brahms had just shared. No silvervoiced soprano has yet to bring that same
level of passion to that piece, though I must
have heard it more than one hundred times
since.
....Thanks for the centerfold, too! I can
still smell the wet sporran hair!
Nan Beth Walton ’71
Seattle, Washington
Let me add to the data on the begin
ning of the pipe band. We did have kilts in
the forties, but in the ’49 Index a notation
says that the first pipers appeared in the fall
of ’48.1 remembered that it must have been
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I had no idea that Caitlin Cary (“She’s
paying Out,” Fall 2003) went to Wooster,
fV<j\n though I’ve seen her perform a good
a 'dozen times down here in North
tj'rolina. The next time I see her, I’ll have
to njI*3^e
connection. Maybe she needs
° B u8 Wooster more on stage!
One purveyor of music on campus was
ntet

Wlnter 2004

a Religion, at its best, is about liberation,
about removing obstacles that prevent us from complete human
fulfillment.... But as violence erupts around the world in the
name of God and religion, we rediscover that religion can itself
be an oppressive force.??
— Charles Kammer (religious studies), on the 2004 Clergy Academy lectures, “Liberating Religion’
3

in our “era” because when we went for
country walks, we could hear a piper prac
ticing. The early sounds must have been so
unpleasant that he felt that he had to get
away from civilization and critical ears.
The effect on a brisk fall day was thor
oughly Scottish and entirely appropriate.
Elaine “Willi” Williams Campbell ’49
Solvang, California

I remember ‘how it felt’
Seeing that picture on your back cover
(“How it Felt,” Summer 2003) of Reggie,
Mint, and Jet [Reggie Williams, Reggie
Minton, Jim Turner, ’63s] along with Prof.
Ted. Williams stirred my memories and
emotions.... Having those three guys
(along with Lu Wims ’61, Don Baker ’64,
Gerry Collins ’62, Dale Perry ’62, and Rod
Dingle ’66, among others) as teammates,
Kenarden crew mates, fraternity brothers,
classmates, and friends taught me some of
life’s most important and enjoyable
lessons. The administrators, coaches and
others who had anything to do with their
attendance at Wooster will never know
fully what good decisions they made.
We made a road trip to my home to
attend the Penn Relays. My friends made a
great impression on my parents.... I wish
that I had made more of an effort over the
years to stay in touch with them.
Guy Dicicco ’64
Ithaca, New York

I.S. list
I strongly agree with Bob Zimmerman
(Letters, Fall 2003). Wooster should return
to printing a list of I.S. titles and offer
more pictures of the campus. I really miss
reading all the I.S. titles.
Matt Kaiser ’94
Silver Spring, Maryland
For the past two years, we have steered read
ers to the College Web site for the complete
list of I.S. titles. We try to use the Web in
ways that complement the print magazine,
not duplicate it. Long lists of names, num
bers, or other such information are tailormade for the Web, as are interactive features
such as submitting a class note or a letter to
the editor. On the Web, for example, you can
sort the I.S. list by majors, by names, or by
project title. The College Web site also fea
tures a wealth of photographs, refreshed
almost daily, of campus goings on.
— Ed.
4

More headline acts
Thanks to all who wrote to let us know o f more big concerts on campus
(“Headline Acts,” Fall 2003). Some of their responses:
Rusted Root played in the fall of ’98 in
the PEC. Good show. — Tom Pilon ’99
Student body vice president Ansley
Coale ’66 brought Jose Feliciano to
Wooster for an event attended by per
haps 25 to 50 students, before Jose’s first
record. Ainsley brought some phenom
enal talent to campus, talent that simply
hadn’t gained widespread recognition
yet. I’ll never forget the evening with
Jose Feliciano. We gathered in the front
few rows of the chapel (so few people
had bothered to come), and Jose played
as long as anyone wanted.
— John W. McCreight ’66
Here are some concerts that I attended
while in high school and while at COW:
1974, Michael Stanley Band at McGaw;
1975, Styx at PEC; 1977, Phil Keaggy of
Glass Harp fame at McGaw; 1977,
Michael Stanley at McGaw; 1980
Michael Stanley at the PEC; 1981, Jonah
Koslen and Breathless, McGaw; and
2000, Commander Cody and His Lost
Airmen, the Cage. — Sam Steimel ’80
In 1943-1944, Tommy Dorsey’s orches
tra came to campus, along with his
famous drummer Gene Krupa, to
entertain the Navy V-5 unit stationed
here. We students stood around the bal
cony of the old gym to experience it.
Wow!
— Marilyn Lilley ’47
I remember KISS playing on campus,
maybe 1975 or so (they were just
becoming popular).
— Andrea Ettingoff ’76
What about the Party on the Green
bands? Blessid Union of Souls was here
in fall 2000, Naughty by Nature in 2001,
Red Turning Blue in 2002, and this year
the Pat McGee Band. Also, my Dad says
that Emerson, Lake and Palmer played
at the PEC in the early 70s. And Donnie
Iris played in McGaw Chapel in the
mid-80s. — Mindy Horst ’05

In the fall of 1986, Buckwheat Zydeco
played for Party on the Green. It was
head and shoulders above Howard
Jones’ show the following spring.
— Scott McLean ’87
Four concerts that I remember:
• The Four Freshmen (Group #3: Ross
Barbour, Don Barbour, Ken Albers, and
Bob Flanigan);
• The Dave Brubeck Quartet (original
group: Dave Brubeck, Paul Desmond,
Eugene Wright, and Joe Morello);
• The Woody Herman Big Band;
• The Les and Larry Elgart Big Band.
The Elgart Orchestra played for a
dance in the gym. I didn’t have a date,
but I listened through the open win
dows.
Dave Brubeck played an extra long
concert. Hard to believe, but the
acoustics in the gymnasium were
extraordinary that night and the audi
ence was responsive. Brubeck said he
played much more than his usual time
because of the sound quality and the
audience.
— Frank Davis ’61
I’ll never forget 1943 and the big
Seventh Section (Kappa Kappa Kappa
at the time) formal dance. Oscar
Schrader ’43 was working to book
bands and he learned of the availability
of the one and only Bunny Berrigan
Orchestra for a Friday night. Oscar was
able to book them — I believe for a
total of $300. Seventh Section got the
OK to hold the dance in Severance
Gym. Using a little ingenuity, and rec
ognizing the tremendous popularity of
Berrigan (undoubtedly the most out
standing trumpeter in the world at that
time), we sold tickets for observation
only for the balcony (the indoor track)
for 25 cents. The balcony was mobbed.
Seventh Section members had the gym
floor to themselves as they danced to
Berrigan and his orchestra. He sung his
legendary, “I Can’t Get Started With
You” twice.
— Stan Morse ’45
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Stories from around the Wooster campus

SEEKING RELIEF
Staff at the Longbrake Student Wellness
tenter treated 35 cases of influenza in
the two weeks between Thanksgiving
end winter break — more than the
total flu cases diagnosed during the last
two school years.
Other statistics from the 5,267 total
visits for the fall semester, according to
fongbrake nurse and director Nancy
Anderson, include:

51°
flu vaccines given to students, staff,
and faculty

529
visits related to upper-respiratory
infections

214
strep tests conducted

2,030
visits receiving over-the-counter
medications
\ , m

visits receiving prescription medication

185

.

bottles of cough medicine consumed

12,200
tissues used in-house
Winter 2004

Tornado tears through tow n, skirts campus
tornado raced
from west to
east through
the City of Wooster
in the early evening
of November 12,
leaving a path of
downed trees and
ripped roofs in its
wake. A dozen or so
businesses sustained
major damage to
buildings, and
Christmas Run Park
top, siuaems ana siajj gamer with food ana drink fo r residents on nearby
lost hundreds of
large, older trees, but Washington Street the day after a tornado hit the neighborhood. The College invited
no one was seriously neighbors without power to a free, hot meal in Lowry Center. Above, an uprooted
tree ju st missed the back ofTroyer House, beside Westminster Cottage. The tornado
injured.
struck three blocks south o f the Oak Grove, sparing those older trees.
The tornado
damaged several small student houses and
the storm. The College invited neighbors
tore down power lines as it passed
who had lost power to visit Lowry Center
through the south end of campus. Two
the day after the storm for free, hot meals.
students suffered minor injuries from the
Students and staff distributed flyers
wind and blowing debris. Some sixty-five
announcing the offer along with coffee,
students living in College houses lost
hot chocolate, and doughnuts, through
power for a few days, as did several thou
the neighborhoods.
sand residents in other parts of the city.
In January, the Wooster Area Chamber
The golf course suffered the most
of Commerce and a local law firm,
damage of any area on campus, with at
Critchfield, Critchfield and Johnston, hon
least twenty trees uprooted.
ored the College and two other organiza
Residential areas east and south of
tions with special humanitarian awards
campus were some of the hardest hit by ■
for their efforts after the tornado.
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Moonlighting: Faculty and
sta ff as w rite rs, composers
A
collection of ragtime music by Brian
Dykstra, professor and chair of
music, is featured exclusively on Concert
Rags, a new CD by pianist Noel Lester
(Centaur, 2004). The disc features four
teen of the 44 rags that Dykstra has com
posed since 1972, including “Raggedy
Blue Romp,” one of his first and, he says,
most difficult; “Spring Beauties,” which
won first prize in the
International
Ragtime Foundation
Composition Contest
in 1997; and two rags
written in 2002 —
“Delphinium Rag,” a
tender tune written
for the marriage of his daughter, and
“Nancita and Noelito,” in honor of
Lester’s twenty-five-year partnership with
Nancy Roldan.
Lester calls Dykstra’s rags “witty,
sophisticated, and delightful.” He has
included them in numerous recitals
throughout the United States, Europe,
and Asia, and, “invariably, they have been
the hit of the concert.” — J.F.

ob Rodda shares his passion for the
game of baseball in For the Fun of It
(Wooster Book Company,
2003). The book is Rodda’s
account of a Wooster,
Ohio, Little League all-star
team and its trip through
the 2001 district and state
playoffs. Rodda, director
of Lowry Center, coached
the team; its roster
included his son, Kevin.
“Initially, I was hoping to have a
record of the season for my own purpos
es, a keepsake from a special season,”
Rodda says. “As I got into the project, I
realized that it was something I should
share with all of the players, so I planned
to make copies and distribute one to
each of them. Then I thought, why not
tell everyone.” — J.F.
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aul Gaus (chemistry) released his
fourth mystery novel set in Ohio’s

Amish community; Cast a Blue Shadow
(Ohio University Press, 2003).
The improbable journey from chem
istry professor to mystery writer began
in the mid-1980s when he was teach -^
ing a first-year semi
nar on issues of jus
tice, liberty, and how
some cultures struggle
to maintain a distinc
tive identity within the
larger American soci
ety. The class reading
list included Tony
Hillerman’s mysteries,
set on a huge Navajo reservation in the
Southwest. On a visit out West, Gaus
met Hillerman, who encouraged the
chemist to give fiction a try.
“I realized I knew as much about
Amish culture as he knew about the
Navajo,” Gaus says.
The books have proved popular with
the Amish. “The people who drive the
bookmobiles in Holmes County can’t
keep enough copies on the shelves.”—J.H.
n her book, Any Friend of the
Movement: Networking for Birth
Control, 1920-1940 (Ohio State
University Press, 2004), Jimmy Meyer
adds new voices to the history of the
national birth control movement.
Meyer, assistant editor of Wooster
magazine, draws on
I letters, speeches,
news accounts, and
other materials to tell
the stories of women
who established, ran,
and used the
Maternal Health
Association of
Cleveland — the fore
runner of a Planned
Parenthood clinic.
“The book grew out of my interest
in women’s choices and the restriction
of those choices over time,” says Meyer,
who holds a Ph.D. in history from Case
Western Reserve University. — L.W.

I

Bells honored a
fter some five combined decades of
service, Barbara and Richard Bell
stepped down from their positions at the
College in December. Barbara Bell had
served as a government information
librarian since 1980. Richard Bell, the
Frank Halliday Ferris Professor of
Philosophy, had taught at Wooster since
1969.
“Their value to the College has been
beyond calculation,” President Stan Hales
said at a reception in the Bells’ honor.
“And it is not surprising that they have
been asked many times to lead — Rich as
chair of his department many times, and
named to his professorship in 1985; Barb
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Since last tim e...

Lilly renovation recognized
he $200,000 restoration project
that transformed a 94-year-old
house at 1415 Beall Avenue into a
warm and inviting home for the
College’s Lilly Project was recognized
by Main Street Wooster, an organiza
tion that promotes historic preserva
tion and city revitalization. The reno
vation plays up much of the house’s
distinctive wood trim and Victorian
character to create “a magnificent
retreat space,” says Dianna Kardulias,
director of the Lilly Project for the
Exploration of Vocation.
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Gilts of Soup and Bread:

Students dine in Kittredge this fall on meals o f soup
and bread for Tuesday dinners and Thursday lunches. Each time a student participates,
the College donates $1.50 o f his or her meal plan to a hunger fund, supporting local
and international charities. Students this fall raised $9,984 - a semester record. “It's
about eating simply so that others may simply eat," says Soup and Bread intern David
Tarbell '04. The program has been operating fo r more than forty years at Wooster.

as they join ranks of emeriti
as acting director of libraries twice.”
During research leaves, the couple
traveled extensively, primarily to England
and Africa. Active in international librarianship for the past decade, Barb began
e Namibia National Bibliography for
I at country’s national library in 1994.
. >an expert in the philosophy of reliD°n, African philosophy, aesthetics, and
e Philosophy of language, published his
P/i th h°°k, Understanding African
lilosophy: A Cross-cultural Approach to
assical and Contemporary Issues
(HoutledgeJ, in 2002.
I he Bells don’t plan to slow their
Pace much in retirement — or to let
w >nter 2004

their passports collect dust. Rich Bell is
pursuing two publication projects while
planning to serve a term in residence at
Clare Hall, Cambridge University, and
to teach African philosophy at Rhodes
University in South Africa during 2004.
Barb Bell is writing an article on the
history of national bibliographies, con
tinuing a project on African women
writers, and revisiting the national bib
liography project in Namibia.
“For Wooster, Rich and Barb repre
sent the best of leadership and mature
judgment,” Hales noted. “They have
been great colleagues, in the very best
sense.”

Dadzie honored for service
he works to inform her fellow stu
dents and community members
about such global issues as AIDS,
African political and economic devel
opment, and inter-cultural dialogue.
Lor these and other efforts, the College
awarded Christabel
Dadzie ’04 the 2004
Peter H. Gore Prize,
recognizing her out
standing work as an
international relations
major. Dadzie will use
Dadzie ’04
the prize money to
help with expenses for an upcoming
trip home to Ghana to gather infor
mation for her I.S.
Jane Gore established the prize in
2002 to honor her husband. Peter
Gore ’64 died in 2001 of complica
tions related to cancer. Working for
the U.S. Agency for International
Development, he had completed tours
of service in El Salvador, Botswana,
and Washington, D.C. He taught envi
ronmental science at the State Univer
sity of New York in Plattsburgh for 22
years.
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Nixon Chair
of Natural
Sciences
created,
awarded to
Mark Wilson
he College has named geology
professor Mark A. Wilson ’78 the
first Lewis M. and Marian Senter
Nixon Professor in the Natural
Sciences.
The Nixon Professorship was
established through a bequest from
Marian Senter Nixon ’27. A native of
Canton, Ohio, she graduated from
Wooster with a degree in Latin and
taught in the Canton public schools.
In 1938 she married Lewis M. Nixon,
who held a variety of positions in the
U.S. Information Agency, the
Department of State, and other
offices during his forty-seven years with
the federal government. Lewis Nixon
died in 1990; Marian Nixon died in 2001.
“As one who greatly valued teaching of
the highest quality, and a teacher herself,
Mrs. Nixon would be very pleased to know
that the inau
Web update
gural holder
of this profes
Kauke Challenge Begins
sorship is one
Up to $8 million of The
of Wooster’s
Walton Family Foundation
most highly
gift will be used as a
regarded
matching challenge grant
teachers,” says
toward the renovation of
Kauke Flail.
President R.
For more on this and
Stanton Hales.
other campaign news, see
“I am
www.wooster.edu/camDaian.
very honored
to accept the
Nixon Professorship,” says Wilson, who
has taught at Wooster since 1981 and
chairs his department. “It gives me an
opportunity to thank The College of
Wooster for its support over all these
years, and to thank the Nixon family for
their generosity and thoughtfulness.”

Campaign progress as of February 1, 2004

T
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Regional campaign
events get underway
egional efforts in support of
Independent Minds: The Campaign
for Wooster kicked off in the fall.
More than 85 alumni and friends
joined President R. Stanton Hales,
Chairman of the Board James R. Wilson
’63, and trustees Paul R. Abbey ’73,
Marjorie Morris Carlson ’62, Steven A.
Minter, and The Honorable Solomon
Oliver Jr. ’69 in Cleveland in October for
dinner and a presentation on the cam
paign goals and progress to date.
President Hales hosted a cocktail
reception at the Union League Club of
Chicago in November for some fifty alum'
ni and friends, including Alumni Trustee
John Kneen ’74 and several members of
the Alumni Board. Nancy Wilkin
Sutherland ’67 and George Sutherland
helped organize and support the event.
Campaign events are scheduled this
month in Venice, Naples, Tampa, and Boca
Raton, Florida. Alumni and friends will
gather in Washington, D.C., San Francisco,
and New York during March and April.

R

M ark Wilson ’78 has
taught geology at
Wooster since 1981

Wilson is an expert in evolution,
paleontology, and sedimentary geology.
His most recent research, conducted with
two Smith College colleagues on the
Eemian coral reefs in the Bahamas, found
evidence of a sea-level change resulting
from a “little ice age” approximately
125,000 years ago. Known now as the
“Devil’s Point Event,” the finding is a sig
nificant addition to models of climate
change.
“I am excited about this research,”
Wilson says, “because it connects my
interests in paleontology and sedimentology with paleoclimatology, and it is ideal
for involving undergraduate students.”
Wilson also is interested in the
debunking of “pseudoscience.” He teach
es a popular first-year seminar, Nonsense
in America: The Lure of the Irrational,
which helps students develop critical
thinking skills on material raiiging from
crop circles and scientific creationism to
conspiracy theories and Holocaust
denials.

I n C h ic a g o : Lydia Amerson Murray ’93, Tom

Murray, William Fischbach ’93, and Erika Poethig
Lydia and Erika serve on the A lum ni Board.
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Mustafa Rafique ’05,
Pakistan, with Nancy
and Ken Anderson
“We learn so much from
these students — it helps us
realize that we live on a pretty
small planet. And they learn
about us. We live in a house in
the country with no TV —
that changes many of their
stereotypes about Americans.
Different students have dif
ferent needs. We have helped
them find winter coats and
given them rides to and from
the airport. We just sort of
include them in what we do.
We walked down the aisle
in the wedding of our
student from Colombia as her
godparents, a Colombian cus
tom. That was a real honor.”
— Nancy Anderson

IT WAS THE IRANIAN CRISIS of the late ^
1970s. Ken and Nancy Anderson had just joined Wooster’s
host family program and were matched with Faranak
Tutunchi ’82 from Iran.
“Our oldest daughter was in second grade,” says Nancy
Anderson, a nurse and director of the Longbrake Student
Wellness Center. “One day she came home and asked if
she could bring Faranak in for show-and-tell. She told us,
‘People are saying that Iranians are bad, and Faranak is
really nice.’
Winter 2004

“We’re always going to do this program,” Nancy
remembers telling Ken.
Wooster’s Friends of International Students program
offers local families and foreign students just what the
Andersons experienced: a chance to understand another
culture on a personal level. By involving students in every
day activities such as visiting a shopping mall or cooking
dinner at home, host families offer students up-close slices
of American family life. In return, the students give a
name and a face to different cultures.

9

Nghia “N eo” Tran ’04, Vietnam, with Tracy and Dave Hoag and Helen, 2
(Missing from picture: Will Hoag, 4)
“It’s fun to learn about American culture and what
American families are like. Every year we’ve gone together
to get a Christmas tree, then brought it home and deco
rated it. That’s an awesome experience for me.
10

It’s been interesting to see Will grow up. When I first
met him he was just one. So I’ve watched him learn to
walk, then run, and talk. And Helen is super cute. They’ve
become my family in the U.S.” — Nghia Tran
Wooster

Adoley Mensa-Bonsu ’05, Ghana, with Margaret Sander
(Missing from picture: Larry Sander)
“Adoley and I like going to movies. You do the same
old things that you do with your own families. I don’t
think host parenting is really about the big things you do
— it’s about the little things.
March Dadzie ’96 [another student hosted by the
Sanders] came for dinner one night and offered to help set
the table. That was our daughter’s job — she was in sec
ond grade. She told March that he was doing it the wrong
way. ‘No, Melanie, it’s not the wrong way,’ he told her, ‘it’s

just different from how you do it.’ That’s what host par
enting teaches us: every family, every culture is different.
My son was in the U.S. Capitol building on September
11. The only people he knew in Washington, D.C. were
March and Jeremy Dadzie ’98, so he went to stay with
them. When I wrote to their mother to tell her how grate
ful I was, she wrote back, ‘That’s just God’s plan. You were
there when my sons needed you, and now they were there
when your son needed them.’” — Margaret Sander

To learn more about the host family program, see www.wooster.edu/oisa/hostfam, or call 330-263-2074.
Wir>ter 2004

COMPLICATING!
In t he n a m e o f s e c u r i t y , o u r c o u n t r y
ust hours after the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001,1 stood before a
gathering of some hundred interna
tional students enrolled at the College. A
young man from Myanmar asked me
how this horrific event might affect his
ability to travel and study
in the United States. More
then two years later, we are still learning
how to answer his question.
Foreign citizens studying in the
United States are classified as non-immi
grants, with visas that limit the length
and purpose of their stay. More legisla
tive action has been taken on non
immigrant issues since September 11
than in the previous ten years com
bined. Policy changes have created bar
riers that discourage well-meaning visi
tors who previously were treated as
guests of goodwill. My role as adviser
has been altered by additional report
ing responsibilities, and the journey for
international students has become far
more complicated.
Some of the changes placed on the
fast track since September 11 can be
very positive for our country as well as
for visitors from abroad. The nowdefunct Immigration and
Naturalization Service was woefully
behind in processing foreign visitors, so

J

BY KAREN EDWARDS
the Department of Homeland Security’s
desire for “real-time” information is wel
come. The technological aspects of the
Student and Exchange Visitor Informa
tion System (SEVIS) — electronic track
ing of all foreign students in the U.S. —
were long overdue.
A number of directives, however,
could be considered reactive and short
sighted, serving mostly to discourage

Karen Edwards, assistant dean for internation
al student affairs, advises 130 Wooster stu
dents from 35
nations on govern
ment regulations and
cultural transitions.
Wooster has enrolled
international students
since 1878 and has
actively recruited
them since 1973. US

News and World
Reports College
Guide, 2001 edition,
listed Wooster among the top 25 national lib
erals arts colleges for the percentage o f inter
national students enrolled.

potential international students. The visa
application fee has doubled. The State
Department has been authorized to scru
tinize student visa applicants who will
study “sensitive” fields. The National
Security Entry-Exit Registration System
allowed for thirty-day waiting periods for
background checks prior to issuing stu
dent visas, but thirty days often extends
to one hundred days or more. As a result,
students may miss an entire semester or
lose a valuable assistantship. The State
Department has initiated more aggres
sive expectations for more face-to-face
interviews for student visas. The
Department of Homeland Security
has proposed an additional $100 stu
dent fee to finance SEVIS.
Once students arrive here, things
are still more difficult. They encounter
additional bureaucratic hurdles when
they apply for a social security card,
open a bank account, or secure a dri
ver’s license. SEVIS requires real-time
reporting each time they register for
classes, change their address, and
declare or change their major. The
Patriot Act, passed in November 200 ft
waived confidentiality rights for the
purposes of SEVIS and made it risky
for international visitors to practice
free speech through political protest.
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:THE JOURNEY
, 'scouraging i nt er nat i onal students
e Department of Homeland Security
P aced SEVIS under Immigration and
I Llst°ms Enforcement, which is respons
; e or investigations, detentions, intelli
gence and removal, rather than Custom:
and Immigration Service. The move
sends a message that the government’s
IIst Priority is enforcement, not service.
Americans should be particularly
concerned with the process of Special
egistration. Males born before 1987 wl
w6 nationals of twenty-five primarily
us im countries are required to registe
1 t^le Department of Homeland
u^urity. They complete a written form,
bn er§° Personal interviews, and report
110^raPhical and residential details: conroC 111formation for family and friends,
^oommates’ names, student organizatior
anT Partrcipate in, registration of librar)
to Cr?^^ cards, etc. They are pho* * * * * and fingerprinted and allowet
Se raT^ ° n^ tro u g h specific ports.
« a of our students have been asked
U nrf u-6 n° intent toward Americans
Pe ' fn's past December, Special
CustStrantS a^S°
t0 reP°rt to the loca
rhirt0*?S 3n<^ E m igration Service withii
ally L 3^S eac^ entry> as well as annuha,,' u an^ booster students and alumni
j been affected by this process.
ls lrnportant to recognize the fear
W'nter 2004
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that surrounds and is perpetuated by
these policies. We have witnessed that fear
in Wooster: the student who shaved his
beard so he wouldn’t look so “foreign;”
the host parents who dropped out of our
Friendship Program because they were
uncomfortable around Muslims; the
police cars that surrounded a Pakistani
male after a minor traffic violation; and
the international student who couldn’t
bring himself to tell his father about an
assault that left him with a black eye.
Many Americans are unaware of these
changes in policy and protocol. Others
simply believe it is wise to monitor our
foreign visitors more closely. We need to
examine the larger effects, however, as the
pendulum swings to the point of prevent
ing legitimate students from entering our
gates. The United States has long been the
top destination for students. Canada,
Australia, and the United Kingdom now
salivate at the prospect of drawing the tal
ents and perspectives — not to mention
millions in tuition payments — of stu
dents from around the world.
Last school year the number of inter
national students in this country
increased by less than one percent, the
smallest increase since 1995. While a slow
global economy is also in the mix, the
number of Middle Eastern students

attending U.S. institutions fell 10 percent
in 2003, according to the Institute of
International Education. For the past five
years, international students made up 7.2
percent of Wooster’s first-year class; in
2003 that number dropped to 4.2 percent.
“Perhaps the greatest power of educa
tional exchange is the power to convert
nations into peoples and to translate ide
ologies into human aspirations,” former
Senator J. William Fulbright once said.
Through international education, we
have an opportunity to expose young
people from around the world to
American principles of free speech, civil
liberties, and religious freedoms. We also
have an opportunity to expose Americans
to new ways to view our world. Both are
key components of a liberal education,
and both are key means of preserving our
national security.
Years from now, when we look back
on September 11, how will we answer the
question asked by our student from
Myanmar? Will we see this era as a period
when the United States hunkered down,
isolated our citizens from others, and
treated everyone who wasn’t our friend as
our enemy? Or will we see a time in
which the United States renewed its com
mitment to international understanding?
I pray for the latter. EM
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/ n ngene Hopkins Wilson and Jack
l A ^ Wilson, ’61s, were Peace Corps
volunteers in Liberia from 1962 to 1964.
They taught social studies and English at
Suehn Industrial Academy, about twen
ty-five miles outside of the capital of
Monrovia. Angene later taught teachers
in Sierra Leone, Fiji, and Ghana. For the
last twenty-eight years she has been a
professor o f teacher education at the
University o f Kentucky.
Because of her Peace Corps and other
experiences overseas, she
began to research the
impact o f international
experience on students,
teachers, and schools. In
her book, The Meaning of
International Experience
for Schools (Praeger,
1993), she identifies five
dimensions of the impact of
international experience:
substantive knowledge, per
ceptual understanding, per
sonal growth, interpersonal
connections, and cultural
mediation, or bridging cul
tures.
Here Wilson shares how
her Peace Corps experience
illustrates those dimensions.
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Even forty years later, Liberia is still
in the center of my world, not on the
periphery. I can’t explain Liberia or its
fourteen-year war in a few sentences,
and Africa means far more to me than
an AIDS pandemic.
One of the wonderful things about
being a Peace Corps volunteer is that
you get to learn so much yourself. As a
young secondary school teacher, I
found students who were hungry for
information about their own nation

and continent. I was excited to find
and share the 1880 inaugural speech of
Edward Blyden, president of Liberia
College, on the “African Personality.” I
began looking for other materials and
discovered Basil Davidson’s Black
Mother at a Muslim bookstore in
Monrovia and his articles on the
Sudanic empires in West Africa maga
zine. On vacation in Nigeria, we went
to the University of Ibadan bookstore
and returned to our teaching with a big
box of books written by
Africans.
I’ve yet to stop learning
about Africa. Following my
Peace Corps service, I earned a
master’s in history/African
studies. I featured Nigerian
students in my doctoral disser
tation on intercultural educa
tion. I took teachers to Nigeria;
traveled in east Africa, finally
saw the Great Zimbabwe ruins
in Zimbabwe. Today I follow
twice-weekly news from a listserv about Liberia, hosted by
Indiana University, as well as
several general Africa listservs.
In retirement, I will teach an
African history course.
Knowledge - the fact that
Woostd

News o f Jack and Angene Wilson’s impending Peace Corps assignment made Jack’s hometown paper in
Michigan, top. Opposite page, the Wilsons in Liberia. Below, one o f Angene’s many letters home.

Monrovia was named after our President
James Monroe or that Mansa Musa was
an important ruler of the Mali Empire —
,s not the only thing a Peace Corps vol
unteer gains. My letter home in
eptember 1963 illustrates the impact of
^iberia on my perceptions of race relaWell, we have heard since Monday the
facts and the reactions to the story of the
unday School murders in Birmingham.
e would hope the reaction turns to
notion. I don’t think any of you can understand what it is like to be a white
Pterican in Africa and be constantly con
sented with the puzzled, angry, bitter, and
efj en pitying questions and remarks from
jack Africans. We meet face to face every
ay with adults and kids who have read
e newspapers and magazines and lisened to Voice of America. What would
y°u say when someone asks, “Why do
^ jte people think we have tails?” “Aren’t
w utel Americans shamed when
ter 2004

Africans treat them equally?” “Are
Americans Christian?” One seventhgrader concluded we’d better pray for the
whites in Birmingham.
In recent years I have thought and
written about the relationship of the
U.S. and the West with the rest of the
world. There’s the image of benign
interdependence that we teach children
through the chocolate bar story — that
all of the ingredients come from differ
ent places. That picture contrasts with
an African perspective, seeing interde
pendence as a horse (Africa) and rider
(the West), with the rider holding the
reins of power in economic relations.
Peace Corps volunteers also
experience personal
growth. Jack and I
learned things both prac
tical and philosophical
during our time in Africa. I
learned to use a charcoal
iron, for example, and to

grade papers by Aladdin lamp light if
the school generator failed. On vacation
we traveled through seven other West
African countries by crowded taxis,
trucks, trains. (We tried once to get to
Timbuctu, but the Niger River was too
low for the boat.) Like many others who
live overseas, our experiences made us
more self-confident and independent,
more flexible and accepting, and more
tolerant of ambiguity and understand
ing of complexity.
We certainly learned that people are
more important than things. As the
Akan proverb says: “It is the human
being that counts. I call gold; it does not
answer. I call cloth; it does not answer.
It is the human being that counts.”
Our friendships with people are
most important to us. We continue to be
in touch with many Liberians, partly
because the war there over the last four
teen years has created many refugees.
Our teaching colleague, Bibi, left Liberia
last July and lives in Kentucky with his
son, who lived with us for a year after
college. Another teaching colleague
arrived in the U.S. in November. We talk
monthly with a former student, Alfred,
who lives in London after earning a mas
ter’s in agricultural economics at the
University of Kentucky. Alfred still hopes
to return home.
We enjoyed a memorable recon
nection in 2002 when a former stu
dent, Joetta, visited our home. She
headed straight for our Africa book
case, a collection of several hundred
volumes, and found her favorite short
story in West African Narrative, the
text Jack found in that University of
Ibadan bookstore and taught to her
junior English class forty years ago.
We spent Labor Day 2003 with
another former student, Dorothy Davis
Martin. In her 1963 valedictory
address at Suehn Industrial
Academy, Dorothy quoted
from a Howard Lowry
address (we had

Frances Hopkins Irwin '63,
Angene Wilson's sister, began
training fo r the Peace Corps in
July 1964. She worked on The
Kabul Times in Kabul,
Afghanistan, from November
1964 to July 1967, and met her
husband, Will, also a Peace
Corps volunteer. Following are
excerpts from her letters home.
Dec. 26, 1964: (a New Year's letter to friends and
relatives.) I am one of the 55 members of Afghan IV,
the fourth Peace Corps contingent to come to
Afghanistan. Half of our group is teaching in the
provinces and the other half is teaching, nursing, or
working in various ministries in Kabul as secretaries,
mechanics, or irrigators. (Afghanistan) is an Islamic
country about the size of Texas. . . Perhaps 350,000
of its. . . thirteen million people live in the capital
city of Kabul (equal stress on each syllable) which is
situated at 6000 feet, several hundred kilometers
west of the Khyber Pass and within sight of the
snow-covered Hindu Kush ranges to the north.
More specifically, I live in a six-room mud
house enclosed by a ten-foot compound wall, along
w ith tw o fellow Peace Corps volunteers.
My job is working on The Kabul Times, a fourpage daily (except Friday), English-language newspa
per sponsored by the government. I work w ith an all
Afghan staff editing wire service stories from
Reuters, AP, Tass, and New China News Agency. . . .
A new constitution has just been written and under
it a new press law w ill allow some freedom of the
press by next year. Political parties may be formed;

“On our way between Taloqan and Faizabad, our Land Rover got stuck crossing
a river. We didn’t meet m any people along the road, but we had an audience o f
villagers, nomads with their camels, and a German mountain climbing expedi
tion when we got stuck. We lost only a tent pole and dried out overnight.’’

Left: Fran reads p roof on
The Kabul Times with
colleague M oham m ed
Ibrahim. The Times
moved to a brand new
marble building with
much-appreciated cen
tral heating and a spec
tacular view o f the
m ountains during
Fran’s second year in
Kabul.
Below: Fran talking
with nomads near
Qala N au (northeast
o f Herat) on a trip
around the country
gathering stories for

The Kabul Times.

more women may come out of chadri. It is an excit
ing time to be getting to know the people who are
rediscovering the East and West and trying to
emerge w ith a synthesis of their own.
Aug. 25, 1965: We took o ff over an apparently
barren hill and found a beautiful valley — the
Willian — and talked to three different families on
the way through about schools, hospitals, water, and
machinery. At the first house there were three
brothers, one of whom had been sick for four years.
(My colleague) gave him a note to a doctor in Kabul.
One of the boys did go to school. Down the hill we
sat on the roots of a mulberry tree and talked to a
man threshing wheat by driving five cattle round
and round. He noted that they probably did that by
machine where I came from, which was interesting
because he hadn't been to school or far from home.
Aug. 25, 1965: I am sitting under a mulberry tree
on my sleeping bag on a mat about 100 feet above
the green, fast-flowing Kokcha River. This morning I
woke to the sound of camel bells; three caravans
totaling about 150 camels passed by in the next
hour about 15 feet in fro n t of me through a row of
poplars.... In the six days since we left Kabul, we
have seen at least 4,000 camels, one bridal caravan,
thousands of goats, sheep, and donkeys. ^

Wooster

given her all our Alumni Bulletins).
Dorothy, who recently retired as a
professor of sociology at Lorain
Community College, came to the
United States and graduated from
Wooster in 1967.
The third goal of Peace Corps
work, after providing technical assis
tance and being ambassadors from the
U.S., is to bring the world back home
by becoming bridges between cul
tures, or cultural mediators. Because
Liberia has been in the news, we have
made several community presenta
tions recently. This past fall I taught
high school juniors who were interested in reading a letter from a freed
slave who left Kentucky in 1852 to set
tle in Liberia along with a recent
newspaper story about Bibi as a
refugee. To help my education students
learn how to teach about politics and
economics, we researched how private
profit and public policy connected in
guns, blood diamonds (diamonds that
have been linked to buying arms), and

Angene Wilson monitors a Liberian classroom, circa 1963

timber in Liberia.
Over the years, my cultural media
tion has usually been more generalized
to include the whole world. Two years
ago, as the United States went to war in

Afghanistan, I used one of my sister
Fran’s letters from there (see
“Reporting from Kabul,” opposite
page) to introduce a lesson on the
country. My office door sports post
cards from students from Cuba,
Japan, Portugal, Ukraine, and more.
1 have cheered on students who go
overseas to teach in Australia, Costa
Rica, Egypt, Ireland, South Africa,
and elsewhere. I write lesson plans
to accompany articles in the
National Peace Corps Association’s
WorldView magazine about such
topics as “the power of one” in m ak
ing a difference in issues of child
labor and the environment. Finally, I
am honored when a former student
writes that my influence resulted in
his beginning service as a Peace
Corps volunteer in Thailand in this
past January.
An African proverb says that the
world is a journey. For most of us with
international experience, the journey
continues. ^

promote a better understanding of Americans;
Angene Hopkins Wilson and Jack Wilson, '61s,
and
to bring some understanding of other cul
were among the first Wooster alumni to join the
tures
back to the U.S."
Peace Corps, which was created in 1961. In the
Twelve
Wooster alumni from the classes of
February 1996 Wooster, Wilson shared her thoughts
1998 to 2002 currently serve in the Peace Corps.
on why the College ranked third in the U.S. in per
Lisa Kastor, career services director at Wooster,
centage of graduates going into the Peace Corps.
sees
some four to six students each semester who
"The tradition of service is old at Wooster,"
seriously consider signing up. It's a
she wrote, adding that "Wooster
daunting application process and a
taught me to do research, to write
two-year commitment out of the
on my own, to study independent
country. But interest in the Peace
ly," and "the Peace Corps prizes
Corps along w ith a number of faithindependent action."
based service organizations and
While Wooster hasn't placed in
domestic
programs such as
Peace Corps rankings lately, student
AmeriCorps
remains especially high
interest in the program is increasing,
since September 11, 2001.
reflecting national trends. World
Marcie Kasek '01 left in January
events may be driving the interest
for
Zambia to work on a program
Sisters
Angene
Hopkins
Wilson
’61
olong w ith a slow job market, but
that
w ill broadcast classes by radio
and Fran Hopkins Irwin ’63 in 2003
the Peace Corps is hardly passe, says
to
rural
villages. A sociology major,
Scot Roskelley, a public affairs special
Kasek
brings
tw
o
years
of AmeriCorps experience
ist with the organization.
in
public
school
program
development and a half
"The need is still great, if not greater, and the
year
working
w
ith
College
administrators as a
interest is still significant — our applications for ^
policy
analyst.
2003 were up by close to ten percent over 2002,
"I'm ready to experience another culture, to
Poskelley says. "Our mission is as true today as it
throw
myself into service somewhere else," Kasek
Was forty-three years ago. We have three goals,
says.
"I'm
not ready for just a normal jo b."— L.W.
to bring skills to countries that need them, to
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Aziz, an interpreter fo r the 10th Division, and Spc. Zia Ul Haq, 211th Public Affairs, say evening prayers as the sun sets in the Deichopan Valley. Spc. Haq was born
Pakistan and moved to the United States with his parents when he was a child.

At t h e C r o s s r o a d s
Last August, the Watertown (New York) Daily Times asked staff
photographer Michael Fagans ’91 to cover the deployment of the 10th
Mountain Division from neighboring Fort Drum to Afghanistan.
Fagans readily accepted and spent a month with the 10th as they
trained members of the Afghan National Army in the north and pro
vided security in the south.
“My real hope for the country is the army,” says Fagans, who majored
in political science at Wooster. “For the first time, it’s been integrated eth
nically and tribally, so that villagers can identify with soldiers in the units.
It’s the beginning of a
national consciousness for a
young country. The army’s
intent is to be professional
and not aligned with a reli
gious group or political
While on patrol, Sgt. 1st Class James D. Gannaway o f the 1st Battalion, 87th
party.”
Infantry Regiment, lets a young Afghani look through his binoculars.
Fagans didn’t find him
self near combat in
Afghanistan, and he doesn’t
usually advocate military solutions to political problems, so he is uncomfortable calling
himself a war photographer. “One of my favorite photographers once said that he’s an anti
war photographer. I like that.”
The assignment was just one more intriguing location for Fagans, whose photography
has included freelancing features from a mission trip to Malawi and covering the Navajo
Nation Reservation in Gallup, New Mexico. The Afghan trip “was a good step for me as a
photographer,” he says, “because you’re living, breathing, eating your assignment for a
Soldiers in the 11th Kandak celebrate their upcoming
graduation from basic training camp by dancing at
month, out of your comfort zone, and you don’t usually get a chance to do that.”
the end o f the day.
“I’m living the life that I’ve always wanted to lead.” S3

Photos by Michael Fagans/ Watertown Daily Times
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BY MELODY SNURE

A dozen teenage girls sit captivated as the speaker reenacts a
ritual to prepare the bride for her wedding night. It’s a loving
mother’s farewell, given as she braids her daughter’s hair.
Don’t come running back home when you have a fight,
she advises. “Work things out with your husband. He is your
amily now. You must love him and respect him. And listen
to the wisdom of your co-wives.”
Co-wives?
Welcome to the Ambassadors Program, in which
a select group of Wooster international students
share their culture with the campus and the
im m unity. They receive no pay and earn
academic credit for their time.
ut lhe five students

Meeting with school children,
community groups, and fellow
students, international
ambassadors help bring the
world to Wooster

chosen this year agree that being an ambassador is a highlight of
their college experience.
The 2003-04 ambassadors come from Bangladesh, Israel, The
Gambia, Jamaica, and Mexico. In the fall semester alone, they
made more than seventy presentations, reaching hundreds of
people in grade school classes, service organizations, even a
grandmothers’ club.
Nicola Kille coordinates the program, which is financed by a
three-year grant from The McGregor Fund of Detroit.
‘Presentations involving food are very popular,”
Kille says. She schedules the appearances by work
ing a list of more than 250 organizational con
tacts. Kille also coaches the ambassadors on
their speeches, drives them to their
appointments, and offers post
program critiques.
Ambassadors are

Ceramic
boat from
Bangladesh.

Wil»er 2004

expected to make at least one presentation
every other week and are not permitted to
skip classes to speak.
Each ambassador receives an
allowance to purchase cultural artifacts so
that audiences can enjoy a hands-on look
at the country. Traditional clothing,
musical instruments, jewelry, and kitchen
utensils are among dozens of items that
line shelves in the Overholt House, where
the program is headquartered.
One shelf illustrates the impact of
globalization: a row of Coca-Cola con
tainers representing each Ambassador’s
country. Things go better in Israel with a
red Hebrew can, while in Bangladesh they
drink the beverage from a bottle printed
in Bengali. The Gambia also bottles its
Coke, while Mexico sells it in cans.
In a fashion design class at Wooster
High School, Jainaba Sarr ’05 points out
her country, The Republic of The Gambia,
on a map of Africa. She launches
into a description of fabrics and
clothing styles typical of major
Gambian tribes. Her audience is
polite but restrained as she
recruits models for a quick fash
ion show.
But when the teens become
guests at her mock Gambian
wedding, conducted on a round
mat sewn from animal hides,
their curiosity is piqued.
Co-wives? The students
exchange glances, not
sure they have heard
correctly. As soon as
the ceremony
ends, hands wave.
Yes, Sarr con
firms, polygamy is
common in The
Gambia because
of Muslim influ
ence. While dating
has become the
norm, some mar
riages still result
from betrothals,
in which
Gambian girls

Sophomore Felipe
Millan-Calhoun
describes some
foods typical of his
homeland to a
Wooster High global
gourmet class. His
mission, he jokes, is
to impress upon his
audiences that
Mexicans do not live
on what is served
at Taco Bell.
are promised as wives in infancy and
wear a bracelet throughout childhood to
indicate their arranged marriage status.
Grace-Ann Lindsay ’04 from Jamaica
uses her laptop computer to play clips
for students in a music appreciation class
at the Ohio State University Agricultural
Technical Institute. A Bob Marley tune
spurs discussion about Rastafarianism
and religious practices in Jamaica.
Students are surprised to learn that
Rastafarianism is loosely organized and
not the norm in Jamaica, despite
Hollywood portrayals.
“How does Jamaica view
the United States?” an ATI
student asks.
“Like all countries,
Jamaica has people who hate
Americans,” Lindsay responds.
“But most Jamaicans view the United
States as a neighbor up the road.”
Felipe Millan-Calhoun ’06
describes some foods typical of
his homeland to a Wooster
High global gourmet class. His
mission, he jokes, is to
impress upon his audiences
that Mexicans do not live off
of what is served at Taco
Bell. On a follow-up class
visit, he supervises as co-ed
teams learn to make flour tor
tillas. He brings a tortilla press
to flatten the dough before it
is fried in oil.
But tortilla dough takes a
special touch which some
teams don’t have. “It’s sup
posed to be like Play-Doh,”

Millan-Calhoun encourages as he watches
over a shoulder. “Knead it to find the right
texture.”

INTERPRETING POLITICS
Zareef Huda ’05 wants people to
understand that his country, Bangladesh,
is more than just a place hit by floods. An
economics major, he explains the micro
credit system developed in Bangladesh to
enable citizens to start small businesses.
He has spoken to classes on campus as
well as in an elementary school and at a
Wooster Lions Club meeting.
Do audience members sometimes ask
stupid questions about his country?
“People here are quite educated, or
at least polite enough or maybe scared
enough not to ask silly questions,”
Huda says.
Many of the presentations feature
light topics such as everyday life, tradi
tions, and natural attractions. Sarr tells
her audiences that crocodiles, hippos, and
hyenas are common in The Gambia.
Millan-Calhoun demonstrates how to
make an altar to a deceased relative for a
Mexican Day of the Dead celebration.
But not every presentation is warm
and fuzzy.
“In one class a professor wanted me
to solve the Middle East crisis in two
minutes,” remembers Elina Ojanen ’04 of
Israel. Because her homeland is in the
news so often, Ojanen knows that her
audiences will ask about Israel’s volatile
political situation. And questions like
whether she ever speaks to Palestinians
give her the opportunity to bring head
lines into perspective.
“I tell them that I’m just a citizen of
Israel, and here is how I see it. The politi
cal part of being an ambassador does
interest me.”
Ojanen holds dual citizenship in
Israel, her mother’s native country, and
Finland, her father’s homeland. At the
Ojanen home in Jerusalem, her parents
converse in English, the language her
father commonly used in his career with
the United Nations. Ojanen and her older

Cloth doll from The Gambia
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brother learned English as children but
also speak and write Hebrew and Finnish.
Ojanen’s artifacts include a menorah
for discussion about her Jewish faith and
dolls dressed in traditional Yemenite
clothing. “Israel is a young country and
we are very westernized,” she says.
Traditional clothing worn in Israel reaches
back into the cultures of European
countries and of Yemen, the birthplace of
ber grandmother.
Traditional clothing is a topic that all
ambassadors embrace, often by inviting
audience members to dress in items the
ambassadors have brought from home.
Sarr s rural sociology class at ATI was
mterested to learn that in one Gambian
tribe, bigger is better. Being hefty is the
norm, and those who aren’t fortunate
enough to pack on the pounds dress in
°ose, flowing robes to appear larger. One
'’'■'ch outfit in Sarr’s traveling wardrobe
as wide vertical stripes in white, pink,
and brown, making the wearer look like a
sbb of Neapolitan ice cream.
Ambassadors make frequent oncampus presentations, both to classes
and to student groups. Hundreds more
booster students get a taste — literally
~~ ° f other lands during International
eek each fall. The celebration begins
''nth a Lowry Center program featuring
me cultures of Wooster’s 120 internabonal students. It was standing-room°nly this year for an evening of global
music, dance, fashion shows, and other
emonstrations. Throughout the week,
°°ds from the ambassadors’ countries
are included among Lowry Center’s
meal options.

Mutual benefits
To apply, international students must
ake a presentation about their home
^ountry and write an essay on why they
<j>ufo like to become an ambassador. The
c ection committee looks for students
o have ideas and opinions as well as a
^/esence when speaking. In exchange for
inf£ ^resentat;ions on a wide range of
ernational topics, the ambassadors
ain stronger public speaking skills and

^ n t e r 2004

Wooster Ambassadors for the 2003-04 year: Grace-Ann Lindsay '04 o f Jamaica, ZareefH uda '05 o f Bangladesh,
Jai Sarr '05 o f The Gambia, Elina Ojanen ’04 o f Israel, and Felipe M illdn-Calhoun '06 o f Mexico.

often a better understanding of their
home countries.
Ambassadors are chosen in the spring
for the following academic year. Each
receives a $1,500 stipend to conduct
summer research on his or her homeland,
from its history and geography to
politics, religion, traditions, and cuisine.
As applications opened for ambassa
dors to serve during the 2004-05 academic
year, administrators were assessing the
costs and benefits of the program as well
as the long-term options.
“The program enriches the interna
tional experience we want students to
have,” says Iain Crawford, vice president for
academic affairs. Administrators know of
no other academic institution that offers a
program like the ambassadors and consid
er the effort to be “distinctively Wooster.”

Traditional clothing
is a topic that all
ambassadors
embrace, often by
inviting audience.
members to dre
in
items they have
brought from home.

Crawford says funds from the threeyear McGregor grant may remain at the
end of the grant cycle in 2005 and might
be carried forward to help continue the
program. The College is examining other
possible funding options.
Christabel Dadzie ’04 of Ghana, an
ambassador in 2002, explained her
enthusiasm for the program during a
regional conference of international
educators in Akron this fall.
“Being an ambassador was a great
way to share my culture with the
college and the community,” Dadzie
says. “It was a way to reach more than
just roommates and college friends. The
ambassador program captures bigger
audiences.
“I learned more about my own
country, and in doing the summer
research I had the experience of being a
‘tourist’ there,” she says. “Being an
ambassador helped me to find my place
in Wooster.” Q
Melody Snure is a former journalist now
working as executive director of Gault
Family Learning Center, a nonprofit
organization in partnership with The
College of Wooster.
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Intrepid world traveler
and Rotary fellowSigne Helgeson ’01
takes us to Benin
through her letters home

iust

months after graduating from Wooster with a French major and education minor, Signe Helgeson ’01 traveled to
Benin, West Africa, on a Rotary International scholarship to study at the Universite Nationale du Benin for one school year.
In late September, weeks after arriving in the city of Cotonou, Signe’s long e-mails, addressed to family and friends back
home, began arriving. For sun-starved Ohioans, her tales of visiting the coast and sweating through January and February were
a welcome form of vicarious travel. We soon realized that this young woman has a keen eye for detail, remarkable enthusiasm for
new experiences, and a grateful heart. She lived with a host family and helped tutor their two children, taught Sunday school,
attended the university, played violin in an ensemble, attended Rotary events, and absorbed as much Beninese culture as she
could in her spare time.
We’ve excerpted just a portion of Signe’s missives. To read the whole collection, visit www.wooster.edu/magazine/signe.

October 19: Making New Friends
I have taken a very important step in my adjustment to
Cotonou: I have officially taken a zemi-john three times. I
put my life into the hands of these yellow-shirted moped
taxis to bounce me over potholes, jerk me over sand road
dips, weave me in between cars, whiz me into traffic
whirling round-abouts, and speed me to and from home at
only 15-30 cents a ride.
They say talk is cheap; taxis are cheaper....
Today, Muriel and I are going to a school for physically
and mentally disabled children to vaccinate them. They are
often forgotten. The polio teams come around to each
house in each city and in every village. They came here to
vaccinate Sabine [her host sister] because she is five years
old (the cut-off age). They marked a ‘ V for vaccinated
on our front gate. Their campaign is very important
to
vaccinate every child in Benin. This has been Rotary
International’s project since 1988 — to completely wipe
out the disease by 2005. Of twenty countries left in the
world where polio still exists, fifteen of them are in Africa.
On Tuesday I went to a classical quartet concert at the
Centre Culturel Fran9ais. I sat in the front row, in the first
open white plastic chair next to reserved signs for the
French Ambassador and important folk. I offered a mint
candy to a guy sitting by himself, two chairs down from

Signe (opposite page, center) spent Christmas o f 20 wi
^ _
her Nigerian family, including her second cousin, Karen, a
band, Equi, (right) and their children, Chika, 14, an fo o,
Above, the Petit Francois Sunday school class o f 4- 8 year-o
S
helped to teach. Along the border, batik fabric that Signe bought in Benin.

mter

me. He asked if the acoustics were good in the spot where
we were sitting. (Are acoustics ever taken into account in
Africa?) I told him that I wanted to be able to see the first
violinist because I am a violinist. This dude, Hakeem, is
half German and half Nigerian. He is the West African
reporter for die tageszeitung, a national German newspaper,
and is married to a black American from Hawaii. After the
concert he invited me to go with his German friends, who
had also come to the concert, to a maquis (cafe). Since then
I have hung out with Hakeem and his friends, having won
derful discussions with these very traveled folk: Germans,
Nigerians, French, Quebecois, Iranian.

November 15: Going to Market
Ifolo [the 16-year-old daughter of Signe’s second
cousin, who lives in Nigeria] and I went to the huge market
Dantokpa, known throughout West Africa. It is an eightsquare-block labyrinth of wooden booths and makeshift
stands with straw or tin roofs starting at a main road and
winding all the way down to the lagoon, with a three-story
building in the center. It is a true cacophony, a melange of
languages and ethnicities and products from everywhere.
The central building houses more shoes than you have
seen in your entire life. They are thrown together in piles
on the counter, hanging on walls in plastic pockets, stacked
upon boxes. To get to the shoes, you enter though one of
three open doorways, then squeeze and weave and
“excusez-moi” and “pardon” your way through rows and
rows of glittering gold-plated necklaces, ruby rings, bronze
bracelets, and silver sets of matching pendants and ear
rings....
Up one of four flights of cement steps to the second
and third floors you find fabrics. Almost no article of
African clothing is a solid color, but rather prints and dyes
are the norm.... Indian shawls, oriental satins, embroidered
wedding fabric, rich velvets, sheer veils — you can find lux
ury from any country. It is a feast for the eyes. The daugh
ter of a seamstress and having grown up in Jo-Ann Fabrics,
I feel at home walking through aisles of colored fabrics....
In the outdoor section of Dantokpa, you can find any
thing you want, a million things you don’t want, and a
thousand things that you have no idea what they are. You
are constantly bombarded by wheelbarrows and carts
loaded with products trying to maneuver where you were
going to walk... If you should have the misfortune of glanc25

■mo africa
ing behind you, you’ll walk right into a dis
play of brooms or a pot of brown beans or
a bamboo cage of live chickens. The music
of the market is a mix of modern and tra
ditional clamor: bargaining and bell-ring
ing and baa-ing, shouting and shepherding
and shooing.

December 1: How to Smoke a Bush Rat
On Tuesday, Mamie [Signe’s host
mother] said that she was going to the
farm to smoke agouti. I came along to see
just how one prepares the famous bush rat.
Agouti is a delicacy here in Benin. Its meat
is sought after like Maine lobster or
Norwegian salmon. To buy one live agouti
you’ll pay about $15. Then you have to
prepare it.
The two farm hands tried to capture
three plump agoutis, about the size of
groundhogs, from their cages. (The agouti
makes noises similar to a chipmunk or a

squirrel, it has four short legs and a long
skinny tail, similar to a rat’s. It’s certainly
not the typical rodent that often becomes
road kill in Ohio.)
There is no butchery here for small
animals like chickens, pheasants, or
agoutis. I had witnessed Dede, 15, slit sev
eral chickens’ throats on our back patio.
When Alexis took the large knife and cut
the agouti’s jugular and vertebrae, causing
the animal to pant and gasp for air, I had
to look away. Taking the life of any living
creature is difficult, but an African’s got to
do what an African’s got to do....
Mamie seasoned the meat with a sauce
of pepper, anise, salt, and oil, as one brush
es barbeque sauce over ribs. She placed the
pieces onto the large iron grill that fit per
fectly into a cement chimney. For fuel we
used coconut husks and coconut branches!
Mamie added a few Laurier leaves to the
fire to give the smoke a good aroma. We
spent the next two hot hours fanning the
fire with a palm leaf-woven fan, adding
more wood, and turning the agouti pieces.

January 23= Christmas in Nigeria
A little bit of family history before I
delve into my holiday recounting: My
maternal grandmother’s brother, Uncle
Jerry, was a missionary doctor in
Cameroon. Great-Uncle Jerry is now
retired and living in the U.S., but his chil
dren all grew up in Africa. His daughter,
Karen, is my mom’s cousin, making us sec
ond cousins. She married a Nigerian
26

named Equi, and they have lived in Nigeria
for nineteen years. They have two children:
Ifolo, 16, came to spend two weeks with
me in Cotonou in November; Chika is 14.
I spent Christmas and New Year’s at these
cousins’ home in Ibadan, Nigeria.
On December 23, my Sunday school
kids led the worship service. The high
school students read the liturgy and scrip
tures, the Petits Fran^ais sang “Le Divin
Enfant” and “Silent Night,” and the inter
mediate children performed the Christmas
Nativity drama. Afterwards the kids were
treated to cookies and a bag of pineapple

about Nigeria states that Americans should
not go there because of civil unrest and
extremely high corruption in all sectors.
Even the police take money from passing
cars for no reason other than they have a
gun and want to take advantage of it.
Nigerian businessmen are notorious for
swindling naive Americans and other
Westerners into doing business with them
and then wiping out their bank accounts.
Armed robberies occur and assassinations
as well, but then again, in the U.S. guns are
legal, robbery is common, and murders are
a part of life.

Signe shares a meal with some o f her university classmates at their home.

juice. Yes, a bag of juice — water, juice, and
yogurt are sold in knotted-tight clear plas
tic baggies. To drink the refreshing liquid,
you simply pierce a hole in one of the cor
ners with your teeth and suck the liquid
out. The trash is next to nothing and the
cost of the packaging is minimal (like
everything in Africa).
I left straight after the service with my
cousins to head to Nigeria. The border
crossing was not as bad as some rant
about. At the Nigeria/Benin border, you
and lines of bush taxis and overloaded
trucks arrive at several roadblocks made
from three cinder blocks and a wooden
pole. You must go through at least four of
these roadblocks, passing through only
when the higher-in-command shouts to a
young patroller to raise up the pole. Equi
parked the car and took our passports to
go talk with, bow-down to, joke with, flat
ter, shake hands with, and respectfully
honor the customs officials, immigration
officers, and other people scattered along
the building in no particular order....
The U.S. State Department’s Web page

The difference is, you cannot rely on or
trust anyone to protect you or bring justice
to the country except God. Truly, Karen
repeated over and over that she can only
trust in God to keep her and her family
safe. I saw for myself, with the assassination
of the equivalent of their attorney general
the day before Christmas, and the theft
from the car of a laptop computer.
We left after Christmas to visit Equi’s
family village. Our primary job was to visit
lots of people. The Nwulus had not been to
the village for five years, since Equi’s moth
er had passed away. We saw Equi’s brother,
who was staying at his mother’s house.
Karen told me stories of how she lived the
“village life” for one year when they took
care of Equi’s mother: from carrying fire
wood on her head to taking cupped-hand
bucket showers outside in the dark.
And now to see the Obi, the village
king. We were greeted by him and his sis
ter, sitting in wooden chairs on the grass in
front of the palace. There were no purple
gowns, no crowns, no fancy gates. This is a
simple guy who knows all the village
Wooster

inhabitants and who knows all the family
lineage... and keeps tabs on all living
members. He is responsible for making
sure that the village is prosperous through
out the generations; he strives to preserve
tradition. We were greeted with a lecture
on us not being there for five years, not
going to the village meeting in Ibadan, not
giving money to build up the village, not
speaking Ibo to Ifolo and Chika. After the
initial reprimand, he softened up and
talked about village affairs and asked how
things in Ibadan were going.

February: Fun in February
In French systems, one must expect
strikes in all sectors of life. Today it’s the
Post office, tomorrow the airlines, for the
Past month it has been teachers and pro
fessors. I support their strikes because they
are severely underpaid. A primary school
teacher who has to teach reading, writing,

and arithmetic to 60-80 rambunctious
young students of varying ages collects, at
the end of the month, a whopping $25.
And I’m even being generous with the
exchange rates. It is less than minimum
Wage, which is $45 a month. The primary
school teachers ask for another $1.25 per
month, the principals, an extra $3, etc.
Here teachers are national government
employees. The ministers and company
have their children in private schools, or
better yet, have sent them to Senegal, to
v° ry Coast, or to France to receive their
education. Thus, they couldn’t care less if
me Beninois children are not able to go to
school for a month. Who really suffers in
me end? The children, of course, who have
0nly gone to school on Fridays since they
eame back to school after the Christmas
°hdays. It breaks my heart.
The university professors have been on
strike for two weeks to support the pri
mary teachers.... And to think that in the
nited States, primary students complain
a out having to go to school and university
students skip class.
Did I tell you about our small music
ensemble? We are called BOSCH (Birgit,
*af, Signe, CHris). Three Germans and an
merican; two pianists, a singer, and a viomist. We play German music from the
20s, Yiddish/German folk tunes, and a
ew gypsy tunes....
hXir concert [at the German ambas^a or s residence] went very well. Our
°urteen guests showed up on time (they’re
^ 'n te r 2004

German, you know). We received lots of
applause and compliments. After some
encores, Olaf’s wife, Anna, brought out a
surprise: Black Forest cake and champagne.
The audience, not wanting the evening
to end, started requesting songs from our
two good-sported pianists. The next two
hours were dedicated to karaoke, most of
which I did not understand.
With guests still talking in the living
room, the musicians and spouses fled to
the pool. Relaxing in the pool at 1 a.m, I
had to wonder how many Beninois had
ever done anything like this before. 1
peered up at the stars, between swaying
coconut tree branches, and asked God why
I received these privileges, when others with
whom I come into contact daily will never
be able to appreciate the same graces. It is a
question I pose regularly. All I can do is
accept the grace that God has given me and
share what I have with others as best I can.

April 28: in the Wild
I can say now, after my trip to the Wild
Animal National Park in the north of
Benin, that I have seen wild animals and
tiny huts in the middle of a vast African
plain....
My most memorable time in the park
was the night we camped in one of the
lookouts at “Hippo Lake.” We put up a

mosquito net and slept out under the stars,
which are most brilliant in the desert-like
park, far from any civilization. Chris, Kyra,
and I, plus at least 20 hippopotami, slept
peacefully, when not bothered by that everannoying buzzing of mosquitoes, until
sunrise over the lake. Do you know that
hippopotami snore? It was a gorgeous sun
rise, reflecting beautiful oranges and pinks
on the crystal surface of the lake, interrupt
ed with large brown lumps. The morning
baths for the hippos were quite amusing to
watch, but we did not risk entering their
haven to wash off. When hippos open their
large mouths and show their enormous
square teeth, one can be frightened — hip
pos are supposed to be one of the fiercest
creatures when they are upset.
My mini-safari was a wonderful get
away from the city. I took in new sights
and breathed in pure, zemi-john-ffee air.
Riding through the African savannah, I

waited for the camera crew of Out of Africa
to pop out at any minute. It wasn’t the first
time that I wondered if this is really my life
or rather a movie that I am watching. 5S3
In April 2002, Helgeson was interviewed —
long-distance from Benin — and offered a
job. Since fall 2003 she has taught French at
the Africentric School, a charter school based
on African principles, in Columbus, Ohio.

Jutta and D M , siblings o f Signe’s host fam ily in Benin, sort pineapples from the farm . Signe tutored the two chil
dren while living with the fam ily and going to school.
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Students warm up with a rousing curling match at the College’s Winter Carnival in February 1963.

Class Notes • Winter 2004
I f t Q "7 See the feature note
I # Mm/ about Osie Drushel
Feusier on page 29. As this issue
went to press, we learned that the
Daily Record named Osie as one of
its Citizens of the Year for 2003.
Good going!
1 0 0 0 A^rec*a Meyers, the
I / L # daughter of Hazel
Williams Meyers, writes that her
mother regrets not being able to
come to our reunion in June.
Advancing years “have not dimmed
Mother’s mind or her spirit (or her
love of Wooster) but have taken her
mobility,” Alfreda says. Hazel finds
these limitations frustrating!
Hazel’s husband, Ambrose
Meyers ’28, died in 1986. She keeps
in close contact with her sister, Mary
Adeline Williams Hanley ’32.1
George and Agnes Dye
I ’32 Kerr celebrated

1 Q Q 1

I 7 v
their 65th wedding anniversary on
Aug. 17,2003. George and Agnes
28

met in 1928 at the College and were
married on her family’s farm.
Carolyn Creath Jeremiah writes
that when her mother, Florence
Ramsey Creath, passed away last
year (see Wooster, Fall 2003), her
aunt, Jane Creath Smith (Florence’s
Wooster roommate), sent these
memories: “I remember the day
Florence and I first met on the stair
way of Hoover Cottage, the dorm we
lived in our first year at Wooster. We
recognized each other because we
had corresponded and exchanged
pictures during the summer after
receiving our room assignments. We
were 18 — a long time ago. Of
course it was through me that
Florence first met your father.” In
1934 Florence married Jane’s broth
er, William Creath.
Carolyn says, “This story has
brought many happy memories to
our family, and it is a story I love to
tell. Jane and Florence went from
college roommates to lifelong
friends and sisters-in-law — and it

all began in Sept. 1927 at The
College of Wooster.”
Congratulations to Ed Arn, who
was inducted into the Ohio Veterans
Hall of Fame in November, based on
his military and community accom
plishments.
H arriet Steiner Sands , 22701 Lake
Rd. Apt. 414B, Rocky River, OH
44116.
1 f t Q Q Bill McAfee got a
I 7 w * phone call from Bill
Miller’s stepdaughter, Sheila Van
Dyne, of Mercer, PA, with shock
ing news. Bill Miller’s wife, June,
was a murder victim, attacked
while she was walking near her
home in Mercer on the morning
of April 12, 2003. She survived in a
coma for a few weeks before pass
ing away on June 13. Robbery was
thought to be the motive, but the
crime has not been solved. We
offer our heartfelt sympathy to the
Miller family. Bill died in 1997,
after distinguished service as the

president of Muskingum College.
1 f t Q Q We received word of
I # 0 0 the death of Ora
Anderson Mongiore. Her daughter
writes, “Her head full of plans for
her first trip to Prague, my mother
stopped breathing in her sleep the
morning of July 12,2003. She used
to say it was good that we’d never see
or do all that the world had to offer,
because it meant we’d never be
bored. She certainly was never bored
in all her long life of service or in the
brief time at the end when she got a
chance to play.” We send our condo
lences to Ora’s family.
We also send our sympathies to
the families of Eleanor Trunkey
Miller, Maud Weaver Brinton,
Harland Dunham, and Vernon
Wenger (see Obituaries).
E d H eyde, 4504 Lincoln Ave.., Van
couver, WA 98663-1766.

news is always
1934 Your
welcome!
Helen

Woostef

Hayward continues to send cards,
as do I (Elizabeth). Kay Hunter
Lanz has decided to try phoning.
Their help in gathering news is
m°st appreciated. If you receive a
card or call, please respond so that
°ur class colum n will be full.
The summer obituaries told of
the deaths of Albert Tillson and
Ruth Miller Thompson. Relatives
have also sent word of the passing of
Elizabeth Mulder Davis, Lois
Throop Johnson, and Bob
Sekerak. At our age, we can expect
such news, but we are saddened by
each notification. (See obituaries for
Elizabeth and Bob in this issue; one
°r Lois will appear in the spring
magazine.)
Ruby Watkins Welch phoned,
er voice as vibrant and upbeat as
a ways! Deteriorating eyesight does
n° | dull her spirits. She says she’s
^uite well, very busy, and has splentud helpers.
June Cameron Hackett reports
f e l°ss of her husband in Novemer 2002 and her subsequent move
to live with their youngest daughter.
Rh three daughters, June has six
fetandchildren and four great-grandc ddren. She celebrated her 90th
•rthday with a big surprise party.
( <lmily and friends attended from
llear and far. “My kids are the greatest’ she says.

■’

I ®eryl Young Denny, always a
a,t ful correspondent, and Mil
Uenemann Johnston visited
eanor Fenner Shaw Linegar in
Stes Rath, CO, in Aug. 2003. Beryl
° es to Florida every winter for six
onths, then back to the country
ting of Ohio. She rejoices in her
0 fortune and the fact that she

®
ie

vo'1 C?re ^°r flerselh She hopes to see
w U, at °ur 70th reunion, the
cekend of June 10-13!

:1

1

he! Hil1 M cDonald , with his wife’s
P, is working on plans for our
Hii,nion' Tou’ll soon hear the details!
to c')nsults Stan Hoffman, and
It’s6 er 1-Eey work on our behalf.
?.eat t0 have co-presidents.
an„ ar8aret Hawkins Byington
Wra C' eC* ^ e*ens card with a quick
ab j3 UR ° f her family. She is unsure
lives • COming t0 our 70th’ as she
active^0 0 '11611’ 0 0 - Margaret is
Dlavr c 1 1TIany organizations and
bridge three times a month.
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Osie Feusier works a crossword puzzle, one o f her favorite activities.

A Young Spirit
Osie Drushel Feusier ’27 has a love for life that is almost contagious.
At 99 she relishes each day. However, Osie takes little credit for her health
and happiness. “I just feel so blessed,” she told the Daily Record last fall. “I
have a good apartment and nice neighbors. The Lord has taken very good
care of me.” Surely, Osie’s refreshing attitude and outlook on life have not
hindered her years. Anyone who can recall the horrific sinking of the
Titanic and respond with, “I guess had I been a passenger, I would be a sur
vivor now,” reveals a sunny, optimistic disposition.
Yes, Osie remembers the sinking of the “unsinkable” ship. “1 remember
when my father told us the Titanic had sunk. I guess someone had walked
on board and asked the captain if the ship was really unsinkable. He [the
captain] said,'God himself couldn’t sink this ship.
When asked how she can remember so much from so long ago, Osie
cites the simplicity of life. “We didn’t have TVs or radios back then to clut
ter our minds.”
Osie was born near Mount Hope, Ohio, but her family soon moved to
Madison County, Iowa. She recalls a great deal from her childhood. “We
didn’t have any playmates except for at school,” she said. “My mother was a
wonderful storyteller, and my father always read us the newspaper.” The
area was later popularized by the book The Bridges o f Madison County and
the movie of the same name. Osie recalled that one of those bridges was
near their farm; her father used to carry wheat over it. “But I can tell you
that, unlike in the book, there was no hanky-panky going on,” she adds.
Osie recalls that her grandmother baked in an oven built into a hillside:
“Sometimes she used a chicken feather to test the heat. When the bread was
done, then in went the pies. We always baked the cookies last.”
In 1913, the Drushel family returned to Ohio. After graduating from
Wooster, Osie taught in a one-room schoolhouse until she got married. She
had to quit then — married women were not allowed to teach.
Today Osie lives in Smithville, Ohio, and takes part in many community
organizations and events. In October she spoke to the local Lions Club, and
before that she enjoyed the village pork roast with friends. She goes to
Sunday school and worships each week at the Methodist church.
With her spirited young soul, Osie truly enjoys life. At a tender 99 years,
she continues to set an example for all ages.
-E m ily Ryan '05
adapted, with permission, from an Oct. 26, 2003,
article by Lydia Gehring in the Daily Record.

She also had a 90th birthday party
Her son is a bank president, and her
daughter is active in the Daughters
of the American Revolution. One
granddaughter enjoys teaching, one
has a pet business, and the other has
a company that sells pet products.
Margaret also has four great-grand
children. When asked what she
thought about I.S., she replied that
although the titles sound “very
learned, I am thankful we didn’t
have to do it.”
Esther Larr Darrow writes to
Judy Lewis Funk for mutual sup
port, as each woman lost her hus
band within the last year. Esther says
that friends and family help to keep
us going, as many of you know from
experience. Esther’s sister-in-law,
Dorothy Darrow Flower, is not
well but hopes for better health.
Harriet McClure Peterson and
her husband play bridge in tourna
ments. They enjoy regular visits
from their son and his wife, Mike
and Linda Diehm Zaugg, ’69s.
Recently, I inadvertently mis
spelled a name on a letter to a class
mate. I’m slipping; it’s time for a
change. You can elect a new secre
tary at our 70th. Until then, I’ll do
my best to continue to relay news.
E liz a b e th L apham W ills , 36500
Euclid Ave. A255, Willoughby, OH
44094.

1 Q Q C Your news is always
I 7wJ welcome.
V io la S ta r tz m a n R o b e rts o n , 687
Greenwood Blvd., Wooster, OH
44691-4923, <VSR@aol.com>, and
Ray S ham el, 61 Alcott St., Acton, MA
01720-5540.
1 Q O L
I * w w

We need some news
from you.
R a lp h G illm a n , 1256 Lisa A nn Dr.,
Akron, O H 44313.

10Q 7

im portant annual
I 7 w # event for us (the Van
Bolts) ended in 2003. In Septem
ber we drove to Little Rock, AR, to
celebrate the 60th anniversary of
the activation o f Roger’s army o u t
fit, the 55th General Hospital, at
Camp Robinson. O f the outfit’s
original 650 members, only 15
were able to make the trip. The
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adjutant general and his staff at
Camp Robinson treated us royally,
but at the closing meeting, the
group voted to discontinue the
annual reunions. It seems the
members of “The Greatest
Generation” are disappearing at an
alarming rate.
We continue to make birthday
calls. Our challenge now is to report
the positive aspects of our lives. On
our 62nd wedding anniversary, Oct.
11, we conceived the idea to include
reports of other long marriages in
our class notes. To date, we believe
that Bob and Betty Wertz Schultz
hold the record — 71 years.
Bob “Bouncy” Taliaferro and
his wife, Alice, have been married 63
years. Bob is doing well, despite
recently having a stroke.
Both Bruce and Frances
Richman Johnson are coping with
major health problems, but they’re
making plans for their 65th wedding
anniversary next June.
Lee Andrews answered our call
to Bob Andrews — Bob was golf
ing. Last July, at the Andrews’s 60th
wedding celebration, attended by
their four children and their fami
lies, son Scott and his wife surprised
them by appearing in their wedding
attire, Bob’s army uniform and Lee’s
wedding dress.
Ralph Immel, another golfer,
called us. He and Connie have been
married for 60 years.
After many tries, we finally
reached Jim Shaw, who has been in
and out of the hospital four times in
preparation for hip surgery. He and
Annette have been married for 53
years.
Fredericka Ahrens Cobren,
who has been married to George for
69 years, is very busy locating alum
ni of Woodstock High School in
India. The school will celebrate its
150th anniversary in 2005.
Roy and Velma Bates have been
married 62 years. Roy is delighted to
be on the air again, for 15 minutes,
five nights a week, on WNCO radio,
in Ashland, Ohio.
Bernice Reid McClester report
ed that the 10th Annual Country
Living Field Day took place in
September at Kenwood Farms,
despite less than perfect weather.
(Cars parked in the fields had to be

The wedding o f Katherine Rath-Coursey and Jeremy Siefker, ’99s, June 22,2003. (Second row, left to r) Heather
Stauffer Saspe ’00, Margie Rath Stauffer ’45, Rick Rath ’70, Patti Kate Silovsky ’66, Chip Rath '67, Sarah
Youngblood Larochelle ’99, Jeremy Larochelle, Sheila Dreher, Sky Lesnick, Nick Lacy, '99s, Aaron Woloff '00, Bob
Moke '65; (Front) Charles Rath ’40, Betty Kate Rath ’39, Tracy Wilkes '99, bride, groom, Elizabeth Rath '72

towed out of the mud.) Bernice and
Bob have been married for 63 years.
Lois Cook Barton is learning to
use the computer at age 91.
Mary Critchley Main now lives
in a nursing home run by Carmelite
nuns.
Joel and Mary Ellen Frame ’34
Weaver have returned to Ohio.
They live at 100 Brookmont Rd.
#130, Akron, OH 44333. They very
much enjoy the food, walks around
the pond, the Canadian geese, and
rides in the country.
Myron and Myrtle Shetler, who
have been married for 68 years, are
also back in Akron, in a skilled nurs
ing facility at 2330 Smith Rd.,
Akron, OH 44333.
At press time we learned that
Bob Brigleb died the week before
Christmas. We send our condolences
to the family. Watch for an obituary
in a future issue.
Owen ’36 and Mildred Senff
Patterson have moved to Walnut
Hills Retirement Center, P.O. Box
129, Walnut Creek, OH 44687. They
are keeping their house in Millersburg for their children to stay in
when they visit.
We are sorry to report the death
of Katherine Huston Recker’s son,
David, who lived near her. Kay’s
children and their families gathered
together, which was a great comfort.
Kay led her Village Choraliers in the
sacred musical “Songs of Joy,” this
past October at her retirement cen
ter.
Esther Amstutz Edeburn’s hus
band, Raymond, died on Sept. 26,
2003. Ray had accompanied Esther
to so many events at Wooster that
we regarded him as a classmate.

Esther plans to return to Texas for
the usual four months — friends
have promised to help her “look
after things.” She and Ray were mar
ried in 1960.
Sadly, we report the death of
Martha Curl Moore on July 8 (see
Obituaries). “Marta” was active in
campus affairs, and many of us
maintained contact with her over
the years. She was voted our “Fresh
man Class Beauty” (see the 1934
Index, page 73) and was women’s
class secretary from 1982-87.
R oger and M artha “ M ollie ”
T ilock Van B olt, 2020 Glendale

Ave.., Flint, MI 48503-2111, phone
(810) 233-5107, <rvbmvb@tir. com>.

1 QQO After 57 years of mar-

I 700

riage, Emily Smith
Fish and her husband enjoy life at
Goodwin House, an Episcopal-sponsored retirement home in Alexan
dria, VA. Emily worked in the Office
of Price Administration in Washing
ton, DC, where she met her hus
band, who worked on public utility
prices. Their daughter, Erika, is a
lawyer with the American Bar Asso
ciation and their son, Daniel, works
for the Internal Revenue Service.
Three grandchildren live nearby.
Eleanor Glunt Holland was
sorry to miss our 65th reunion.
Music has been important in her
life. She taught instrumental and
vocal music for 30 years, and still
does some accompanying. Eleanor
belongs to the Institute for Learning
in Retirement at Baldwin-Wallace
College. Her hobbies include knit
ting, crocheting, and gardening.

1256 Delverne
SW, Canton, OH 44710.

J e a n n e L yle K a te ,

1 Q Q Q We would love to
I 7 O / report something, right
here in this space. Send a note!
S a r a r u t h M o h u n d r o G rim es, 6

Branding Iron Ln., Palos Verdes, CA
90274-2501.
1 O / l O I (Florence) picked a
I / T V good day to call Jean
Mayberry Rahl, for she had just
been told by the neurosurgeon who
had operated on her spine that she
would no longer need to wear a neck
brace unless she was riding in a car.
Good news, indeed. Previous back
surgery had also been successful.
Some years ago Jean and her hus
band, Jim, moved from their home
in Evanston, IL, to a retirement
community. Since their son and his
family live in New York, they felt it
wise to be in a place where assistance
could be provided if needed. While
Jim is no longer living, Jean contin
ues to enjoy her retirement apart
ment.
Jean has gone on many vacations
with her son and his family. These
trips have included several cruises
and a wonderful trip to Jamaica,
where their party of eight had their
own villa and were served by a staff
of 14! Jean’s grandchildren include
Karelynn, who just graduated from
Williams College, Stephen, a junior
at Williams, and Kevin (13).
A note from Rachel Linnell
Wynn includes information about
the 60th wedding anniversary party
of J.C. Wynn ’41 and Rachel, held on
Aug. 16, 2003, in Charlestown
Square, MD. Included were three
pictures: one of Rachel and J.C. as
bride and groom, one of the large
family group who gathered from all

Wooster
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Parts of the country to celebrate,
and one of the five immediate family
members. The two daughters look
Very much like Rachel.
Marguerite Lane Bowden and
Edith Maslin Ronne attended the
celebration. Marguerite was the only
Person present who had attended
the Wynns’ wedding in 1943, and
she recalled the events of that day,
which the other guests found very
entertaining. Rachel has a new loom,
so she is looking forward to relaxing
as she weaves. She also hopes to put
together some more family history.
Doug ’39 and Ruth Nussbaum
Forman have lived in the same
house in Bethesda, MD, for 40 years,
ln spite of the fact that, during
°ug’s foreign service career, they
spent time in China, Nepal, and
n<ha. They also served shorter terms
ln Belgium and Colombia. Ruth
stated that recently one of her
aughters sent her a two-drawer fillng cabinet for her various piles of
Papers and mementoes.
1 (Florence) smiled when 1 heard
ls>as my younger daughter just
sent me a similar cabinet, so I could
make my office more presentable. It
ls supposed to be a birthday present.
Like the Wynns, Ruth and Doug
ave been married a long time — 61
years. They have three daughters and
a.re fortunate in that all live relatively
elose by.
Ruth and Doug are both in good
ealth. They traveled west last year
0 Sec Anne Holden Gould and had
a good visit. They take an active
toeiest in Bradley Hills Presbyterian
s Urch *n Bethesda. Their pastor
t h e ^ (he church for 15 years, but at
Present time, she’s serving a one^ar term as the church’s national
0 erator. This position entails a
tr eat ^ a l of foreign travel, and her
sin-S 8reatly 'nterest the Formans,
fie|^e ^ ou8 grew up in the mission
0

„ ^ e Katherine “K itty”

and ° USe ^ av*s no longer travels

Rd., Grand Junction, CO 81506. Isn t
the name of her street distinctive?
Anne apparently has joined the
many other members of our class
who live in retirement facilities.
Your class secretaries received
word that Mary Palmer Wallace
died in Mansfield, Ohio, on Oct. 17,
2003. We express our sympathy to
her family and friends.
F lo re n c e D u n b a r K e rr, 52 Ranch
Rd., Willoughby, OH 44094-5646,
<fkerr02@msn.com>, and F ra n k
T h a tc h e r , 717 Maiden Choice Ln.
#622, Baltimore, MD 21228-6175.

hoi S'3enc*s most of her time at
Wort6’ S^ e Can
^er own house
| A i l 1 Is there some news
man r ^
^erhusband,
| / H r I fro m ’41ers?
afon
*s g00c^ about passing
Je an n e Sim m ons B ra n d , 7093 Village
Libhv n 1SS neWS'
l°fo me lhat
Dr., Mason, OH 45040-9249, and Jim
ter i^ ',0WeH>Anne Gould’s daughB la c k w o o d , Sunnyside Village, 5110
adHr 3 g’ven her Anne’s new
Grebel Place, Sarasota, FL 34232.
ess: The Commons, 625 27 1/2
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1 A y i n Don Buchanan wrote
I /
Mm on his reunion ques
tionnaire, “After leaving Wooster in
1942,1 served on aircraft in air-sea
rescue operations in WW II then
graduated from the U of Pitts
burgh with a B.S. in petroleum
engineering. After 22 years in engi
neering, I returned to Ohio, where
I later retired from Jefferson C om 
m unity College as the engineering
departm ent chair. I’m now semiretired and have a farm with a
cow/calf operation. I spend more
tim e playing golf than farming. In
the evenings, I teach the Bible.”
D on’s address is Box 77, Unionport, OH 43966.
Janet Kuhn Senne also brought
us up to date: “After graduation, I
worked as a mechanical draftsman
for seven years, then raised a family.

I worked as a bookkeeper and secre
tary, selling farm instruments and
helping my husband, who was a
township clerk. Later I became the
manager of a consignment shop,
which I’m still doing, raising money
for our local church and charities.
“I also worked in an historical
museum. I’m now the president of
Erie County Historical Society and
secretary of the Heritage Society of
Erie County. My hobby is puppetry,
which I’ve been involved in since I
bought a set of antique Punch and
Judy puppets in 1976. Presently, I’m
trying to tie history and puppetry
together through shadow puppetry.
“I’m also interested in learning
how to weave. My husband and 1
have taken a number of Elderhostel
trips and enjoy them very much.
Since 1986, we have had a cottage in
Lakeside, 337 Cedar. All Wooster
friends are most welcome.” Janet’s
address is 3718 Scottley Dr., San
dusky, OH 44870-5454.
Bob Cope’s WWII experiences
were recently published in a book
compiled by his wife, Barbara
Crothers Cope, and his grand
daughter, Catherine (14). Bob’s war
experiences were very important to
him, and Barbara wanted to keep
them alive.
There’s nothing more interesting
than people’s lives. Many of you
have sent in your questionnaires,
and I (Celia) will use them from
time to time. Unfortunately, some of
them have not copied well and are
very difficult to read. So if I don’t
include yours, you will understand.
This does not mean that I won’t
need current news. I do need to hear
from you, please!
Louise Stewart Devitt says that
her sister’s grandson was coming to
visit the campus. Louise is so excited
to have someone in her family who’s
interested in the College.
In October, Mart McCreight
Rowand, Betty Shreve Bircher,
Ilene Smith Kearns, Pete Bogner,
my husband, Bob, and I met at
Atwood Park Lodge for a mini
reunion. It was a wonderful time to
reminisce and catch up.
C e lia R e tz le r G ates, 1446 Bellevue,
Wooster, OH 44691, <rlgcmg@sssnet.
com>.
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1 Q i Q The Classes o f 1943
I
O and 1942 both claim
Bob Sanborn. He had been sched
uled to graduate with us but
enlisted in the Navy Air Corps. By
going to sum m er school, Bob
graduated in Dec. 1942 and im m e
diately went into the Navy. After
WWII, he played baseball with the
Chicago Cubs chain (farm system)
in Janesville, WI, and Ottawa,
Canada; he was on the All-Star
team each year. He and his wife
have produced “three All-Stars.”
Bob’s family business, Bus
Transportation, was sold in 1977,
after which he went into real estate
in Lorain, Ohio, and Naples, FL,
where he is still active selling apart
ment buildings. He has treasured the
writings and analysis of the Cleve
land Browns by Bob August. Bob
Sanborn writes, “[Bob August’s]
articles have been recognized and
acclaimed by his peers many times,
probably reflecting his many hours
of consultation with Bill at the
Shack.” Bob Sanborn says the four
years at Wooster were the happiest
of his life, living in the gym and
Kenarden and making lasting friend
ships.
Kay Allen Fleming ’46, the sister
of Gertrude Allen, gives us the dis
turbing news that Gertrude is blind
with glaucoma and also suffers with
dementia. However, Gertrude likes
to have her sister read the Wooster
class news to her. She’s also an avid
fan of the Cleveland Indians and
Browns and enjoys hearing com
mentaries on the games.
Here’s an update on John
Manry (see the Fall ’03 issue). Last
year he took a water trip down the
Mackenzie River to Inuvik and
Tuktoyaktuk, on the shore of the
Arctic Ocean. He had done recon
naissance geology along the river 50
years ago, so the trip was nostalgic.
Also last year, he traveled to France
with his daughter, who had discov
ered that there were French Manrys.
They met four of them. John knew
of a Scottish connection, but the
French one is a mystery.
Id a S n o d g ra s s A r t h u r t o n , 1111
Johnsarbor Dr. W, Rochester, NY
14620-3637.

The wedding o f Ruth Kyle '99
and Anthony Sean Hall, June
21, 2003. (Left to r) Jeffry
Pattison, Gretchen Maier
Pattison, ’99s, Brad Dixon
’95, Holly Kyle Dixon ’98,
groom, bride, Robin Woodard
Westerberg ’99, Graham
Westerberg ’97, Sue Roberts,
Julia Woodward, ’99s

1 Q y l >1 First of all, a quick
I / H t t report on our hard
working reunion planning com 
mittee. O n Oct. 3-4, Jean Fisher
Eberly, Pete Hanna, Bob Johnson,
Lorraine Sachse, and Don Coates
met at the College. Two prospective
events needed special planning —
the reception to be held on June 11,
following the Scots Forever Dinner,
and the class lunch on June 12.
The reception will be held in the
Gault Center. Count on wine,
cheese, crackers, etc., with soft,
soothing music in the background.
The class lunch will be in the
Wooster Inn, with master of cere
monies Roger Stoneburner and
Catherine “Kenny” Compton
Chase in charge of photographic
exhibits.
We’ll also have an in-house
speaker, Greg Wiles (geology), a for
mer student of Don Coates. He will
talk to us about “relevant events.”
(You’ll have to attend in order to
find out just what those events are.)
Class secretaries were instructed
to include “pep talks” in class notes
— that’s what you’re reading. Be
sure to mark the dates of June 10-13
on your calendars for our 60th
reunion. Given the mortality tables,
this will undoubtedly be the last
chance we’ll have to share memories
with a large gathering of classmates.
So do everything in your power to
be there — at least one more time.
We’re counting on you!
Don and Marilyn Coates com
pleted their three-month holiday in
the Blue Ridge Mountains and set
tled back into their winter Florida
lifestyle. Don hoped to finish vol
ume three of his memoirs before
Christmas. He expresses gratitude
for the ‘red carpet’ treatment that
our planning committee received
from the Alumni Office during the
October meeting. Don wonders how

many of us are going to recognize
each other and ruminates on the
advisability of MAMMOTH nametags.
Bob Johnson seconds the notion
that the planning meeting was both
enjoyable and productive. Bob, the
class very much appreciates your
willingness, and that of other com
mittee members, to give up a chunk
of time to help to make it thus.
Pete Hanna sends a news-packed
e-mail. He and Mary certainly stay
busy. Pete has taken on the job of
Rotary president this year. It’s his
second term, though there was a sixyear gap in between. During the
summer, Pete played golf once or
twice a week, bowled tenpins weekly,
did some gardening (flowers only),
and attended board meetings at
Wooster, at the Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary, and at their
own community of Longwood. He
sings in the choir at church and
serves on the session.
In September the Hannas headed
to the West Coast and then on to
Canada to visit Vancouver, Lake
Louise, Banff, and a few other loca
tions, ending up in Calgary.
A1 Spreng sent a hurried but
welcome note. They were getting
ready to leave for Chile the next day
to visit relatives and see some of the
interesting geological features of that
part of the world.
Ben Kline is teaching again at
Columbia Seminary and, as always,
enjoys it immensely.
Hey, aren’t you nearing retire
ment age, Ben? On second thought,
I guess that if you enjoy your work,'
there is nothing to retire from.
A1 and Ann Linnell traveled to
the East Coast on their annual pil
grimage to visit the four of five off
spring who live there and to help
celebrate the 60th wedding anniver
sary of Al’s brother-in-law and sister,

J.C. ’41 and Rachel Linnell ’40
Wynn. A1 stays busy with his
research, working in two collabora
tions, and is “having a ball.” He says
they’re looking forward to our
reunion, June 10-13. So are we all,
Al. Very much indeed.
All is well with Hank and Jinny
Clark Miller. He’s recovering from
open-heart surgery and doing fine.
Hank, your friends are especially
glad to hear that. At our age, it
sometimes seems as though all of us
have something chasing us. We wish
you a speedy recovery and look for
ward to seeing you and Jinny come
June.
Male Call this issue went to Bob
Brown. Believe it or not, it has been
12 years since our very first edition
of Male Call. We’ve now either
phoned each and every one of our
male class members or gotten
enough news about them through a
less direct route to put something
into our columns. This call to Bob
marks the start of our second roundBob qualifies as an “old-guy” role
model. He’s staying active both
physically and mentally. He still
plays golf, though perhaps not as
often as in the past. He did play nine
holes, however, the Saturday before
my call. Every Monday morning Boh
plays duplicate bridge with, among
others, Flill McDonald ’34. Bob is
also a serious gin rummy player. A
couple of years back, he and his son
celebrated his son’s 50th birthday
with a dream trip to Lake Tahoe and
Yosemite. Bob hasn’t been in
Wooster since our 50th, so we’ll have
to work on him a bit to be sure he
shows up at our 60th in June. He
says, “I’ll keep it seriously in mind,
so I’m hopeful.
Age doesn’t seem to affect some
of us. Kenny Compton Chase and
husband Sherry began an 8,000-mhe
automobile trek by attending a
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Former stu
dents o f the
American
School o f
Kikungshan,
China (Left to
r): Dorothy
Campbell
Hallett, Dede
Bender
Seaton, Ron
Seaton, ’47s

scientific meeting in Los Angeles. In
nearby Ontario, CA, they got togeth
er with Marjorie “Ryd” Rydstrom
Leonard for lunch. Ryd “is as stunn,ng as ever,” says Kenny. Following
nieetings, the Chases drove to
Tepotzlan, Mexico, for a 10-day visit
with their daughter, Cici, and sonm-law, Jeffrey Peters, in their, lovely
home with a swimming pool and
surrounding, 10-foot high, bougain
villea-covered walls.
Phyllis “Phid” VanDuzer
Burger and husband Jim spent their
usual two months in Florida in early
^003, happy to avoid Connecticut’s
unusually cold winter. While in
Naples, they had lunch with Anne
Fraser Moore and Al. As is their
custom, the Burgers were also at
Owasco Lake outside of Auburn, NY,
or several weeks during the sumuter. One of these years, I (Anne)
hope to make it to Auburn at the
same time as Phid, as we are both
Auburn natives — and good friends.
Not yet acclimated to New York’s
'rigid winters, Carroll “Squeak”
weed Vickers returned for three
p eeks to her old haunts in St.
ctersburg, FL. Husband William
rove Squeak and her dog, Lucy,
°wn, and son Mark drove her back
lQrne. She was looking forward to a
riP to New Jersey and a family
bunion.
Patricia “Bloch” Blocher
s, erPel tells of an Elderhostel that
(, e and husband Henry attended in
' etersburg (too bad she didn’t
oordinate her visit there with
jjfiueak). Then it was off to Palm
th e ''110 sPend Father’s Day with
eipSon' The Herpels had to give
P 1 eir Colorado home in the
ste° UMains because of Henry’s
f n° s's' Daughter Martha and her
r

1^ n° W own
P^ace- Bloch
, ° rts t^at St. Pete was the perfect
b u tto n for her and Henry.
uughter Sara and her husband
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Gary were there for six months
while Sara continued to work for her
office via computer and Gary found
another job. Bloch says it is such fun
watching their only grandkid’s soc
cer games.
Connie Garvin Talkington and
husband Bob ’43 recently visited
their daughter, Susan, and her family
in Maryland, in the 110-year-old
historic home that they’ve been
restoring. Susan’s eldest son, a senior
at Florida Southern, has been diag
nosed with macular degeneration,
making it illegal for him to drive.
Bob has had problems with emphy
sema, shingles, and a fractured hip
from a fall. Good news from Connie,
though. After 50 years, she is free of
migraine headaches!
Marjorie “Danny” Danforth
Stafford reports the birth in Aug.
2003 of her only grandson, Dylan
Danforth Stafford. (It’s never too
late!) That month Danny drove with
son Jim to a wedding of a grand
niece in Middlebury, VT.
Nothing seems to slow down
Enid Robinson Totten. Spring and
summer found Enid and Hank ’42
in St. Petersburg with family. Hank
stayed for golf with his son-in-law,
while Enid flew to Maine with
daughter Diane to a large family
wedding, that included Enid’s 94year-old uncle and aunt from Mary
land, a relative from Northern
Ireland, one from Spain, and the
Tottens’ other daughters, Patricia
and Joan, and their families.
Keep well and think spring!
A n n e M e lo n e D e id ric k , 342 Wyclijfe
Dr., Houston, TX 77079-7131, <doft
@juno.com>, and R u s s e ll H aley ,
286 Medford Leas, Medford, N l
08055, <elderguy@medleas.com>.
1 A 4 F We were saddened to
I 7 4 3 hear of the sudden
death o f Virginia Wach Swift on
Oct. 10, 2003. Both Ginny and her

husband, Donald, participated
enthusiastically in our reunions
over the years. Contributions can
be made to The College of Wooster
Student Scholarship Fund in
Virginia’s memory. We extend our
sincere thoughts and sympathies to
Donald, daughter Jennifer, and son
Daniel, and their families. Watch
for an obituary in a future issue.
Many of the negative responses
to the class mini-reunion invite a
year ago state, “no longer driving
that far,” “not able to travel,” or “stay
ing close to home.” Please write or
call me (Margaret) to share your
news with classmates.
M a r g a r e t S h re v e Reim an, 1860
Burbank Rd., Wooster, OH 446912170.
1 Q A 1L Let’s make the next
I # ■ W issue come alive with
all o f your family news.
A r o l N o b le E sc a m illa , 4974 Dafter
Dr., San Diego, CA 92102-1362,
phone/fax (619) 262-2128.
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Are you frozen stiff out
I 7 "■ / there? Please take a sec
ond to thaw out your pen and write
to us. No news from you means a
skinny column.
Ron and Dede Bender Seaton
and Dorothy Campbell attended
the 100th anniversary reunion of the
American School of Kikungshan last
August in Farmington, MN (see
photo above). Dottie attended the
school in its original location in
Honan; Ron was a student for two
years after it moved to Hong Kong,
long after the Campbells had left
China. This was probably the
school’s last reunion.
Tom Maxwell has had several
short stories included in a new pub
lication by the Moorpark Senior
Center Writers’ Group. Tom also
edited the book. It is on sale at the
center. Tom lives in Thousand Oaks,
CA.
Did you notice the list of donors
to the last alumni fund? The Class of
1947 had 54 percent of its members
donating. That’s the highest percent
age of any class! Hooray for us. Keep
up the good work.
Dede received a good letter from
Mollie Brown Hopper. She writes,

“My husband, Bill, had stomach sur
gery a year ago but was able to travel
to Cyprus to help with a conference
for Iranian pastors and their fami
lies. It was a good experience. My
Farsi improved somewhat; it’s been
36 years since we lived in Iran!
“We visited Beirut and found it
considerably changed since we were
there three years ago. A great deal of
construction remains to be done. We
continue to enjoy life at Westminster
Gardens and highly recommend it.
It is no longer limited to clergy and
missionaries. If you’d like informa
tion, write to me at 1420 Santo
Domingo Ave., Duarte, CA 91010.”
Mary Baker Dickerson reports
that she’s still enjoying improved
hearing, thanks to her cochlear
implant. She comments, “Music is
one area that hasn’t panned out as I
would like — but I’ll not complain.”
Mary shared news of the death
of Marilyn Cordray Lilley’s hus
band, Virgil, on Sept. 9, 2003. They
had been married for 48 years. Their
children are Richard of Denver and
Diane Knepp of Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio.
We remember a pleasant visit
with Virgil at our 45th reunion. The
class sends its sympathy to Marilyn.
Mary also sent news of Ann
Haggerty MacPherson. She and
husband Bob spent three weeks in
Soviet Russia in April and May: “an
amazing experience,” Ann wrote.
“Everything went so well that we
may even take another trip together
before we have to go through the
airports in his-and-her wheelchairs.”
In October the MacPhersons
planned to go to Bob’s 60th high
school reunion. “I’ll go along,” Ann
says. “Can’t miss any party.”
To close, here are a few memo
ries from some of the guys who
attended our last two reunions.
Rhoe Benson remembers “old-fash
ioned barbecues, playing touch foot
ball with Fifth Section...and being
very quiet and reserved, shy and
naive around women.” (Yes, those
are his own words!)
At Wooster Hassan KhajehNouri appreciated “faculty members
and Dr. Lowry [who] helped [us] to
grow in intellectual ability and to be
prepared to step out into life after
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college.” Paul Weimer named “the
friendships developed while inter
acting with students and faculty” as
most memorable.
Ron Seaton hasn’t forgotten “the
Limburger cheese someone put on
our hot radiator while Cliff Gurney
’51 and I were out of our room.”
And you? Share anything current
or past that will pass the censor, but
keep us posted. Remember to send
along your e-mail address if you’ve
joined the e-mail aficionados.
C o r n e l i a L y b a rg e r N e u s w a n g e r ,

32148 Hwy. 34, Wray, CO 80758,
<cornelial@mailstation.com>, and
E d i t h B e n d e r S e a to n , 102 Green
brier Dr., Hinton, W V 25951,
<ronedseaton@citynet.net>.

1 O/l Q Bob Ebright reports
I #itO that he enjoys activities
such as photography, genealogy, and
reading. Many of us remember his
wife, Norma Bircher Ebright ’47,
who keeps busy with volunteer work
and bridge.
Flosi Mason Cole says that she
and her husband are happy in their
retirement center. She swims, walks,
and plays pool. She was sorry to
miss our reunion.
Word came from Jo Keck that
Marian Loehlin Davies had a bad
fall and is now recovering from a hip
replacement. She did get to go to her
high school reunion before this hap
pened. We wish her well.
Scotty McIntosh Pearce is in
her 25th year as a volunteer in the
school program at the Museum of
Nature. She also helps at a local first
grade. Scotty enjoys bridge and
Scottish Country dancing. Her most
exciting news is that she was going
on a pre-Christmas Danube cruise.
The decorations and lights are sup
posed to be outstanding.
One last word on our reunion: a
lot of us appreciated all the old pic
tures from our college days that
Janie Sedgwick Sperry brought.
They evoked many great memories.
I (Mel) had a nice visit with Jan
Johnson Murphey and her hus
band, Bill ’51, at our reunion. Jan
and Bill now live in Boiling Springs,
PA. Among Jan’s retirement interests
are choral groups, PEO, and grand
children. Jan did volunteer work at a
nursing home in Jenkintown, PA,

The wedding o f Katie M ontague and Sean Malone, '99s, Aug. 15, 2003. (Back row, left to r) Tom Pallante, Suanne Suavely,
'99s, M att M ahaffey '00, Doug Morehouse, Shawn Stansbery ’99; (Middle row) Donald Goldberg (communication), laym e
Armistead, Alessandra “Sasha” Garber, ’99s, Allison M urfin '00, laim e Rosa ’99, Alison Jones ’00, Ellen Malone, Sameera
Pochiraju, Sarah Romorini, ’05s, Erin Gertz ’00, Morgan Ramsdell ’01, Jessica Reinhart ’99; (Front) Parker Coffman ’00, Rick
Stanley ’99, bride, groom, Robert “Butch” Morehouse 73, Walter “Hans” Ramseyer ’99.

while her husband was the minister
at Grace Presbyterian Church on
Old York Road. (Some COW ’48
serendipity: Eileen “Bunny” Engels
and I had attended that church
when we moved to Philadelphia fol
lowing graduation.)
Frank Pierce and his wife, Jo
Ann, returned to Wooster for our
55th reunion. Now retired, Frank
has published a quarterly newsletter
for officers and enlisted men who
served aboard U.S.S. Mattaponi.
Frank was aboard the ship from July
1946-April 1947.
Carol Reis Steele sends a
change of address for her and her
husband, George ’51. They have
moved across the street from their
previous residence to a new house
built on the lake, at 1710 Lakemont
Dr., Greensboro, NC 27410.
Juliette “Judy” Seelye Karow
has returned to Florida and resides
in Safety Harbor, a suburb of
Tampa. She says, “I have been peri
odically going to school, can’t seem
to get the passion for learning out of
my blood.” She travels annually to
New Mexico to attend a conference
on science and consciousness.
Judy has published many books,
the latest being Like the Gods (Black
Walnut Press, 2003). The book is a
“startling revelation of the hidden
meaning of the creation story in the
[biblical] book of Genesis” and is
“certain to change one’s perspective

of the role of the human race,”
according to a press release. Judy
argues that “the human race actually
accepted the challenge to ‘Be Like
the Gods’ and live in peace, harm o
ny, and love.” Learn more on the
Web at <www.likethegods.com>.
B e tsy C o w le s S p re n k lf, 380 S. Las
Flores Dr., Nipomo, CA 93444-9629,
<sprenkle@bestl.net>, and M e l
S n y d e r M c D o n a ld , 30507 Rue de la
Pierre, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
90275, <melmacrpv@cox.net>.
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The big news for this
I # T 1 # column is our 55th
reunion coming up. Be sure to mark
June 10-13 on your calendars, and
make plans now to attend. It will be
a great time to get reacquainted and
caught up on all your classmates.
Your planning committee met on
Homecoming Weekend and made
exciting and special plans. Members
of the committee are: Richard
Quinby, Gretchen Shafer, Mary
Snyder Beuter, Dorothy Allshouse
Carlisle, Marilyn Wood Christman,
John and Marjorie Yaple Compton,
Jeanne Fagan Fallows, Aenid
Horton Fisher, Bruce and Betty
Kilgore Grandy, Nova Brown
Kordalski, Jolm Milligan, Pat Miller
Quinby, and me, Evelynn Cheadle
Thomas. Details will be forthcom
ing.
Bob and I (Evelynn) drove into
Los Angeles and met Betsy Jones

Hayba and Frank for a Chinese din
ner at the end of their trip via
Amtrak to San Diego and a 10-day
Mexican Riviera Cruise. After dinner
and a wonderful chat, they boarded
the train and started home to
Florida. It was great to see them and
catch up on each other.
I received an interesting and fas
cinating letter from Clyde and
Merna Weisbecker ’49 Metz. Two of
their grandsons graduated from col
lege, one from Texas A&M and the
other from North Carolina State. (I
wonder if the A8cM grandson knew
my grandnephew, Richard Michael
Thomas, and his wife, Jennifer
Harmon). These two were the end of
the grands spectrum for Merna and
Clyde.
Now the Metz’s have a greatgrandson, Ryan Lane. He came earli
er than expected but was more than
up to the challenge and is now doing
extremely well.
The Metzes enjoyed two vaca
tions. In early summer they flew
from Houston to Amsterdam, rented
a car, and toured the major battle
fields of WWII. They started at
Arnhem (A Bridge Too Far) and
wound southward through the
Battle of the Bulge areas of Belgium
and Luxembourg, the Black Forest of
Germany, the wine country near the
Rhine River in France, across France
to the Normandy beachheads, and
then north along the coast back to

The wedding o f
A m y Beatty ’98
and Cory
Freadling,
Sept. 20, 2003.
(Left to r):
groom, bride,
Valentina
Antonova
Kornik,
Barbara
Queen, ’98s

Amsterdam. It was a moving and
fascinating trip.
In early fall Clyde and Merna
spent two weeks in the mountains of
northeastern Georgia. They were all
alone in the woods, had a week of
constant rain, and enjoyed the
relaxed time of doing nothing. They
send good wishes to their friends
and classmates. Their address is
26603 Huffsmith Conroe, Magnolia,
TX 77354.
R uth R o sb o ro u g h -L a ro cca

sent a wonderful, long letter. They
nave recently moved, to 1462
Sherbrooke PI., Columbus, OH
43209-3113. Their e-mail address is
<xr4329@earthlink.com>. Ruth
^tites, “After ages in the Hudson
alley where my husband, Al, started
pls law practice, and 17 years in
resno, CA, we found ourselves in a
gated Puerto Rican community in
. 01. Al had retired, discovered
'nstant boredom, and joined Social
ecurity’s Office of Hearing Appeals,
e were sent to San Juan.
We loved the Puerto Rican peoP e but were appalled by the intri
cate levels of corruption. So when
e opportunity arose to return to
we Mainland and Ohio, we took it.
We love it.”
On two business trips to NYC,
h enjoyed several reunions, espe13 y with her beloved roommate,
I a ,r 'c 'a H a rtley S n o o k . The
aroccas also traveled to Nova
cotia, Dublin, and Donegal in
c and, and one of their favorite
Krles’ Bremen, Germany. “Frau
oners patient evenings of German
R a t i o n paid off,” Ruth says.
Wa11, f ochet dictionary in hand, I
(tl|S 3 6 1° carry on effectively
m °,Ugh Probably with awful gram
'll ° l 3ny suhject at hand.”
lane Ut^ concMcles, “I’m still a freee columnist for the Fresno Bee.
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We miss Fresno and California’s
Central Valley. But a real Ohio
autumn is a treat, and we’re looking
forward to our first winter since
1983.”
Thanks to Ruth and Merna.
Follow their example, dear class
mates.

4230
Central Ave.., Riverside, CA 925062919, <eethomas@mailbug.com>.
E v ely n n C h e a d le T hom as,
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I (Jay) was about to

I / J V send up flares asking
for news, but birthday cards and
phone calls rescued me. R uth
R ichards W eirich wrote that she
and Dick celebrated her birthday
with a trip to the Ohio Light
Opera in Wooster. They had din
ner on the terrace at the Wooster
Inn and saw B ill and Marian
J o h n sto n and Al ’52 and Judy
T ilfo rd Van W ie at the theater!
Ruth and Dick also attended a
very meaningful memorial service
for Jane M atth ew s L ow e in West
Virginia in May.
Fran and Jo B ru m b a u g h S m ith
continue to enjoy visiting family in
Colorado, in Virginia, and especially
a new grandbaby in Texas. They
have a daughter who moved from
NYC to Hawaii — they can see her
when they visit a time share they
have there! At home one of Jo’s
activities is working with her com
munity’s trips and events commit
tee. (That is a job that I also have
here in Coyote Lakes.)
Jo asked me to “wave at” a
favorite castle on the Main. She and
Fran lived near it when they were in
Germany with the U.S. Department
of Defense. I did, indeed, wave. It
was a beautiful sight, spotlit as we
cruised by one evening. I was on
what was to have been a 12-day
cruise on the Rhine, Main, and

Danube with my sister, Doris Wilson
Blanchard ’40. Sad to say, the cruis
ing was cut to five days due to low
water levels, so we saw most of our
itinerary by bus and stayed in hotels.
I was delighted to hear that T om
B o u s m a n ’s trip to Austria went as
scheduled. Tom and his sister, Mab
Bousman Voelkel ’56, traveled as
part of the chorus to the 28th
Annual Classical Musical Festival in
Eisenstadt, Austria. It was Mab’s
12th year to participate in the event.
The orchestra was composed entire
ly of Americans, many professors of
music in universities around the U.S.
The chorus was Austrian and
American. Tom says that, after rigor
ous rehearsals, he found himself
singing readily in the “native”
tongue. The group also was treated
to excursions and special musical
presentations.
Tom is settling into his new
home at Monte Vista in Pasadena.
Among the retired clergy there, sev
eral, like Tom and Art French ’53,
have connections with the Pacific
Rim and the Phillipines. Tom says
that the loving support of the Palm
Desert congregation where he con
tinues to serve part-time, the pres
ence of family nearby, and visits
from those more distant, including
the “Norway Four,” have seen him
through this difficult first year since
E llie W righ t B o u s m a n ’s death.
The last news item comes from
an unexpected source. Roger and
Martha “Mollie” Tilock Van Bolt, the
secretaries for the Class of 1937,
found the obituary of M arth a
C h ase E p stein in the Detroit news
paper and tracked down more infor
mation on the Internet (see Obitu
aries). Martha was hired as a
research assistant to biologist Albert
Hershey at the Cold Spring Harbor
Lab on Long Island upon her gradu

ation from Wooster. In 1952 she
shared in the scientific discovery that
showed that DNA was the genetic
material of life, a groundbreaking
experiment. Martha died in Lorain,
Ohio, last August and is survived by
a sister, Ruth Daziel, of Hilford, CT.

19476 N.
Coyote Lakes Pkwy., Surprise, AZ
85374.
Ja n ic e W ils o n G e o rg e ,

1 Q C* 1 Max Selby wrote an
I 7 J I essay entitled “How
did we ever.. .” I (M as) was just
reading the Sunday paper and, as
always, was perusing the CompUSA
and Best Buy ads. (Never know
when you might want to buy a new
bell or whistle for the ole’ CPU.)
Anyway, the thought struck me, how
did we ever get through Wooster
without a laptop, scanner, printer,
CD writer, zip drive, etc.? Fifty years
ago, we started our college careers
with pen and pencil, a portable
Remington... and Webster’s diction
ary. No copiers, but lots of typing
and carbon paper.. .and erasers.
Remember when you made a
typing error and had to erase the
mistake on the original and all the
carbon copies? No correction fluid
available then. I’m not that much of
a nostalgia buff, but as I recall, those
of us who had portable radios
strengthened our muscles by toting
them around (infrequently) — they
weighed around 10 pounds with
those oversized batteries that cost an
arm and a leg.. .no Walkman with
tiny batteries. And our recording
devices, if we had them, were based
on wire technology!
While kids today have their
diversion in the form of bloodletting
video games, we played bridge and
euchre at the Shack or the Union.
Guess I’m getting carried away here,
but no wonder our college expenses
were cheaper way back when, even
though our parents probably didn’t
think so. Bet you could add to this
list of “stuff.”
In response, W alt G ro sjea n
writes, “You’re so right. We survived
with very little equipment. I’d add a
‘Baby Ben’ windup alarm clock to
our gear. No electrical clock.. .just
windup. It woke us up just in time
to make those eight o’clock classes
that seemed to start in the dark in
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Chainsaw Creations
The buzz and whine of chainsaws nearly drowns out B lake M o o re’s
soft, Tennessee-twanged voice. But Moore ’55 doesn’t even hear the buzz.
He scans the crowd of carvers, most half his age, who have set up tents on a
grassy field and are busy turning thick tree stumps into bears.
“That guy over there — he carved that little bear in twenty-five min
utes!” Moore points out. “That would take me a couple of days.”
Moore, of Chattanooga, has taken up chainsaw carving in the few years
since he retired from law. He’s come to Wooster, “back to my old college
town,” for a weekend in October to take part in a national chainsaw carving
exhibition and sale. As a self-taught novice, this chance to rub shoulders
with more skilled carvers — the ones who know how to create feathers and
fur, teeth and claws using only a chainsaw — is exciting.
A few other animals dot the carvers’ collections for sale, but you mostly
see bears — from eight-foot grizzlies to two-foot cubs in overalls. Some
are primitive in style, some winsome, some realistic.
“Bears sell,” Moore explains. “Everybody loves ’em, like teddy bears.”
He has carved a few bears himself, but the works that Moore hauled to
the Wooster show include a six-foot tall giraffe, carved from a pine tree
from his front yard, a pelican, and a few Santa elf-heads. Coated in clear
varnish, the giraffe is striking, with the wood grain adding detail to its
knees, shoulders, and face.
Moore is a third generation Wooster alum — his grandfather played on
one of the original football teams before the turn of the century, the team
that beat Ohio State, he notes. Two sons, Blake Jr. ’80 and Bobby ’85, fol
lowed Moore to the College.
Sporting a short, white ponytail beneath a College of Wooster ball cap,
Moore doesn’t resemble the average retired attorney. But it was while pur
suing a more conventional retirement activity — playing golf — that his
new hobby took root. A seventeen-foot oak on the golf course struck him
as the perfect canvas for an “old-man-of the mountain” face. He got per
mission to assemble scaffolding and proceeded to work his chainsaw on the
dead tree.
“So now it’s what I do,” he says. “I don’t play as much golf or take a lot
of trips.”
Except to chainsaw exhibitions.
—Lisa Watts

the dead of winter. I don’t think we
suffered any for the lack of gadgets.”
I remember that it took me
(Mas) a while to learn how to sched
ule my classes to avoid the eight
o’clock ones.
What a thrill to receive an e-mail
from London, from Walt. Isn’t this
high tech stuff amazing? He writes,
“We are in London for a week at our
daughter’s house, visiting grandchil
dren. Before that, we spent a week in
Ireland, visiting Pearl’s siblings, and
before that went on a 1,200-mile
riverboat cruise through Russia,
from St. Petersburg to Moscow.”
Walt, will you provide more details
about your cruise?
Wine connoisseurs alert! “We are
growing merlot grapes at our week
end home in the Sonoma Valley and
have wonderful help from some
friends from France. We met them
on a wine tour two years ago,” writes
Janne S taller P latt. “He was the
winemaker for Chateau la Tour in
Bordeaux, and she was working
there. They’re now wine consultants
for the Krug winery (and others) in
the Napa Valley,” Janne continues.
Janne, Kalvin, their son, and two
grandsons spent the summer travel
ing to France and Finland. “I’m
retired and now am responsible for
the Web page for the League of
Women Voters in Marin County,
CA,” Janne says. “Kalvin still works
with the SWA group (land planning
and landscape architecture), does
some consulting on the Kona coast,
Hawaii, and in Ft. Bragg, and also
writes articles on the greening of
cities.” We’d like to sip some of your
merlot wine at our next reunion,
Janne.
In October I (Mas) went on an
Elderhostel — six days, five nights of
canoeing and camping on the Green
River in Labyrinth Canyon, UT. This
active outdoor program is one of
several offered by the Canyonlands
Field Institute, a nonprofit educa
tional organization based in Moab,
UT.
The route that we followed was
similar to the one that John Wesley
Powell and his party traversed in
1869. We had beautiful weather with
cool nights and warm days. One of
the most beautiful sights was view
ing the nearly full moon and Mars

close to each other in the clear starry
sky. We paddled about 10 miles each
day in two-person canoes. It was a
wonderful, physically challenging
experience — and I managed to sur
vive!
Your other secretary, R u th A n n,
encourages you to take a moment
from your busy, interesting lives to
share those happenings with others.
I welcome letters, e-mails, and of
course, phone calls (especially if you
have one of those great calling plans
that include the entire country).
After 11 happy years of having
an antique business in North
Conway, NH, I was notified that the
big white building on Route 16 had
been sold, with Oct. 19 as the last
day of business. Joel and I moved
out the last items in the next two
days. I am going into Antiques in
Old Avon Village (CT) but will have
only a case, not floor space. I still
rent space in a large store along 1-80
in Peru, 1L. We rearranged that area
in September, combining that with a
trip to attend a lecture given by our
son, Keith F. Davis, at the Art Insti
tute of Chicago. He spoke on the
“Unknown Maker of the American
Daguerreotype,” as one of the special
events in conjunction with the show
that he curated.
R u th A n n C o lem an Davis, P.O. B o x
387, Southington, CT 06489,
Kruthannl 1@cox.net>, and M asao
K uniyoshi, 151 Alawaena St., Hilo, HI
96720, <masaokuniyoshi@aol.com>.
1 O C O

Ed R ied esel was with

X i J M m us for only a semester,
but daughter Linda Riedesel Owen
’77 is a Wooster graduate. Ed is a
retired pastor now, working parttime as a hospice chaplain.
Jim P rior, who graduated from
the U of Michigan in 1954, paid a
visit to Wooster in the 1980s. The
trip brought back fond memories of
euchre games at The Shack, moni
toring an egg fight during the JW
meeting in a Wooster theater, and
activities at “The Line,” about which
he suggests you consult D a v id
B o so m w o rth . Jim recalled “Snake,’
a Scot varsity golfer, stealing a police
car from the senior women’s dorm
after a panty raid, and various con
tests with the WWII vets who were
still in school.

W o o s ttf
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After graduation, Jim was com
missioned in the U.S. Army and
then worked in a variety of places
for Chrysler’s missile division. His
work took him to places such as
Italy and Turkey. He finished up his
career in missile operations as a
plant superintendent in Florida. Jim
also was involved with the defense
and space industries in manufactur'ng and engineering, industrialized
construction, developing business
plans and investment proposals,
energy engineering, architecture/
engineering in Europe, consulting
for the World Bank and UN in
South Korea, energy conservation
engineering, environmental assess
ments, and disposal of chemical
Weapons. Among other things, he is
still active in the assessments of
commercial properties.
Jim and his wife, Tina Hays, have
'Wo daughters and four grandchilren. In his “spare time,” Jim enjoys
Photography, woodworking, geneal
ogy, and working on his 1942
Cadillac seven-passenger sedan.
Pete S p ragu e, class president,
Writes, “Take time to remember your
'ends from Wooster days and your
nends from your lifetime of activi
ties since then. Take care of your
°dy the best you can, remember
at some of that forbidden food is
orbidden for good reason. Take care
0 your spirit and disposition by
remembering and focusing on the
g°°d times and good things and
!?n°ring the bad times and tough
lngs, even if you cannot forget all
0 them. Take time to attend to the
needs of your soul.”
1 ^ B orch ik , who lives in Florida,
a a hip replacement in Jan. 2003.
de‘1s Progress with walking was
ayed by a heel sore. However, in
ePtember he started physical therapy and is doing well.
Qf Qene Pritchard is phasing out
be ■e Polishing business and
c a n i n g in the field of political
da^soning- He works with his
f0r ® ter’ Amy, and intends to do so
fa(.i ITlany more years. He writes, “My
bP..ef retired at age 91. I’m trying to
eat nis record.”
Us in ° 7
weather has driven
note ? e> s a Perfuct time to drop a
know? f ° ur dass secretaries. Let us
°w you are and what you’re
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The Class o f 1955 reunion planning committee gathered at Wooster in September. (Back row, left to r) Bob Tignor, Don
Hartsough, '55s, John Parker ’54, Ned M artin, Dave Shields, Ed Westlake, Faith Omans Reynolds, M ary M unger Eberhart,
Ed Eberhart, ’55s; (Front) Bill Chapman ’55, Dalyte Flartsough, Fran Bauer Parker, Don Byerly, Sue Keller Byerly, Flelen
Davis Martin, ’55s

doing. We always love to hear from
you!

1220
Portage Rd., Wooster, OH 446912042, and W a r r e n M. S w ager Jr.,
P. O. Box 955, Sheridan, MT 597490555, <wcswager@3rivers.net>.
N a n c y C a m p b e ll B ro w n ,

1 Q JT Q First, I (N o n a ) want
I / J O to extend our condo
lences to A n n A n d e rso n H o en er
and her family, following husband
Ed’s death. Ann had planned to
join us for the reunion, but Ed
became seriously ill early in May
and died on Sept. 12 in Potsdam,
NY, near the Hoeners’ sum mer
home. Bud and M o lly H arm an
H u g h es and B o b b ie L an gd on
C la y to n attended Ed’s memorial
service in Roselle, NJ. Afterward,
Ann and her Scottie, Duncan,
returned to New York to “put my
garden to rest and enjoy the
autum n” before settling in once
again at her New Jersey address.
Ann, Bobbie, Molly, and Bud hope
to continue to hold their yearly
m ini-reunions in April.
Here are more nuggets from the
reunion memory book. A d ele Youel
C h a p p ell fondly remembers Robert
Shaw’s direction of Bach s B Minor
Mass and performing chamber
music with the late Daniel Parmelee.
Wooster was an early step on the
road to more education for many of
us, including Adele. She earned two
advanced degrees, an M.Mus. from
the U of Michigan (1956) and an
M.Div. from Bexley Hall Seminary
(-1988).
Adele taught public school
music, directed church choirs, ran a
puppet troupe, worked as coordina
tor of lay ministries for her Episco

pal church, and still plays violin in
chamber music ensembles. Adele
and Russell parented four sons,
James, Christopher, Thomas, and
Paul.
It would have been interesting to
stow away in D a v id M c D o w e ll’s
career backpack! Dave was a “mishkid,” whose life began in Tehran,
Iran. After graduation, marriage to
Judith claimed him immediately,
then so did the U.S. Army. By 1957
David had earned an M.A. and
found work in Washington, DC,
translating Farsi and Arabic.
He then joined American
Friends of the Middle East (AFME),
an organization that screened
Middle Eastern students who were
interested in attending American
colleges and universities. In 1962 the
family moved to Cairo, where David
headed the AFME office. Three years
later came a move to Tripoli, Lybia,
to establish an AFME office there.
After three more years, David
found himself in Mogadishu,
Somalia. He worked to replace the
delivery of water by truck or donkey
cart with a potable water system
and, eventually, a national water
agency. “We left with fond memories
in 1971,” Dave wrote. He returned to
Chicago. After brief stints in Chad
and Bolivia, David was hired by
Raytheon, returned to Tehran and,
after a year, was assigned to repre
sent the company in the Middle East
and Africa.
Following the ouster of
Americans from Iran in 1979, the
McDowells settled again in Cairo. A
few years later, they returned to
Newburyport, MA, not far from
Boston. David, then a marketer,
traveled to Southeast Asia, Australia,

and the Indian sub-continent. “We
retired to Albuquerque in 1990, per
haps because its topography is so
like Tehran’s,” Dave says. The
McDowells’ children and grandchil
dren also live in the West.
Don’t you love the way “peri
patetic” rolls off the tongue? S u d s
M u rray S h affer — Jane to some
but not to us — has roamed a bit,
too. After a career as a librarian in
Cocoa Beach, FL, Suds retired with
Bill ’51 in 1987 to Waynesboro, VA,
expecting to travel. By 1993 they
made it to Idaho, where they
remained for six years. They now are
back in Waynesboro, where they live
on Adventure Trail — where else?
Suds wrote, “Hobby is travel!” quali
fying the Shaffers as peripatetic. Not
surprisingly, Suds lists photography
as another hobby, music, too. She’s
active in church and PEO and vol
unteers at an adult daycare center.
She adds, “Wooster memories most
ly include the times when we (the
smoker crowd) got in trouble, such
as being bawled out by the Hoover
housemother for everything and
anything we did! And, of course, all
the fun we had.”
Jim T u rrittin gave me (Nona) a
big hug following President and
Mrs. Hales’ reunion luncheon, and
then I met his wife, Lucy, at last. I
hadn’t seen Jim since teaching at
Wooster’s Parkview School, where he
occasionally brought me interesting
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich text
books to try. His years with HBJ fol
lowed seven years of teaching in Bay
Village, Ohio, after earning an M.A.
from Western Reserve U in 1955.
Our former varsity cheerleader
then moved up the ladder from sales
rep to sales, to regional manager,
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and finally to national manager of
textbook sales. In 1990 Jim set up his
own company to distribute chil
dren’s books. After a dozen years, he
joined Realty One in Bay Village. “I
guess I never will retire!” he writes.
D o n O rr, 13460 Marlette Dr., La
Mirada, CA 90638-2813, <DorrScot
@aol.com>, and N o n a S. T a y lo r, 110
Echo Way, Statesboro, GA 30458,
<nstaylor@frontiernet. net>.
1 Q F /I

B h ish a m P arm ar lives

I #
in California and
would like to hear from his former
roommate, C h a rles “C h ic” Paul, at
<October3@msn.com>.
We have lost another classmate,
Liz H a y n es A n d e rso n H artle. An
obituary will appear in a future
issue.
After receiving a law degree from
Michigan, D o n H a sk ell practiced
law in Chicago until 1975, when he
started his own full-service firm. It
quickly grew to include 50 attorneys!
Don retired 15 years ago and moved
to Oregon with his wife, Carol. They
have a 50-foot, ocean-going ship,
which they sail along the coast —
most recently to Alaska. Don is a
trustee of the Maritime Museum, a
county commissioner, and an exam
iner for the State Bar of Oregon.
What have we done, and what do
we all look like after 50 years? This is
another reminder to come back for
our 50th reunion, June 10-13. Tell
your stories, reminisce, and have a
great time. See you there.

Scots o f Steel! (From left) Amanda Smeigh ’01, Katie Hammond, Clark Colby, ’03s,
Liz Farina ’02, and Katie Hershoff Colby ’00.

Sm all W o rld o f W o o
By land, sea, or air, chance Wooster encounters continue to surprise
alums from all classes.
L iz F arina ’02 ran in the South Haven, Michigan, sprint triathlon —
where she found another Woo runner. Liz writes, “K atie H e r sh o ff C olb y
’00, C lark C o lb y ’03, and A m a n d a S m eig h ’01 trekked in to watch me
compete. What a surprise to run into another band nerd, K atie
H a m m o n d ’03. She completed the longer race” (see photo above).
Another Woo sighting occurred at a different sporting event. D ave
M a rtin ’83 was attending his son’s soccer game near their home in
Mason, Ohio. To his surprise, he spotted P ete P a d o lik ’83 pacing the
opposition’s sidelines and coaching the opposing team. Dave says that Pete
is “not sporting the same hairstyle that he had in ’83!”
And at the J.F.K. Airport in New York, on her way to Zimbabwe, lay
missioner M arie S alu p o ’00 saw L ilion a Q u a rm y n e ’01. They ended up
on the same flight to Amsterdam. Marie says, “When Liliona arrived in the
States from Zimbabwe to begin her first year at Wooster, I was the first
person to greet her. Who would have guessed that five years later, she
would be the last Wooster person I would see as I left the States to live in
Zimbabwe. She was on her way to Ghana with a stop in Amsterdam to

H u g h B. M c C u llo u g h , '910 Inde
pendence Ave., Sturgis, MI 490912306, <hugbev@chartermi.net>.1

1 Q C C Full of fun, fellowship,
I / J J and plenty of hard
work describes the yearly meeting of
your 50th reunion committee. On
Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 10, and
Thursday morning, we met to dis
cuss how to get our classmates excit
ed about coming to our class
reunion on June 9-12,2005 (see
photo on page 37). Mark these dates
on your calendars!
We missed Jack and P aula
H yk es D o w d , N a n cy H arris Ely,
Jim L ind say, and P eg M cC lellan d
Jo h n sto n , but those of us attending

each wrote a short note to you as
follows.
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Aboard a cruise ship in Europe are (left to r): Paul Martin Kleindienst Jr. ’52,
Alida Ward M iller ’56, and form er Wooster geology prof Vincent P. Miller.

visit some other Wooster friends. We spent a good few hours catching up.”
Marie reports another connection — a Maryknoll lay missioner in Kenya
came to the States to attend his brother’s wedding — in Wooster!
Finally, we report a shipboard COW-incidence. A lid a W ard M iller ’56
and her husband, V in c e n t P. M iller (who taught geology and geography
at the College from 1958-60) were in Europe last summer. They went on a
river cruise and, astonishingly, bumped into P au l M artin K le in d ie n st Jr.
’52 (see photo above).

Ed and M ary M u n g er E berhart
are all settled in a new home in
Wooster. A big event this year was a
June all-family-included trip on the
Mississippi Queen from Louisville to
Chattanooga. The occasion? The
Eberharts’ 50th wedding anniver
sary.
N ed and H elen D a v is M artin
have retired to condo living south of
Boston in Weynock, MA, near the
seashore. They enjoy golf, canoeing,
grandchildren, and volunteer teach
ing.
F aith O m a n s R ey n o ld s and her
husband, Chuck, have sold their inn
and moved to Connecticut. Faith
took a weaving class in New Hamp
shire. September and October found
them following the Lewis and Clark
trail from St. Louis to Portland, OR.
B ob T ig n o r, head of the history
department and the Rosengarten
Professor of Modern and Contem
porary History at Princeton U, is in
his 44th year of teaching. In three
more years, he will retire.
B ill C h a p m a n , of Bergen Coun
ty, NJ, is a busy retiree, serving as
stated clerk of Palisades Presbytery
and working on his third book.
Our fearless leader, D o n
H a rtso u g h , and his wife, Dalyte,
have moved west from Indiana to
Bend, OR. They are enjoying a new
lifestyle and meeting many interest
ing people. Don continues to do
occasional consulting work for Eli
Lilly in Indianapolis.
Ed W estlak e still works in man
ufacturing. He is looking good with
his new plastic body parts — hips
and knees! He enjoys antiques and
many grandchildren.
John Parker ’54 has been retired
for four years from medicine but
stays on some hospital committees
and enjoys working with Habitat for
Humanity. Fran B auer Parker is
trying her hand at watercolors and
pastels — no awards, just enjoy
ment. They are both working dili
gently on the reunion plans, looking
forward to seeing everyone in 2005Fran has graciously offered to
assist M argaret P ardee P etersen in
the class secretary duties as we
approach the big 5-0. Thanks, Fran!
D ave S h ield s is retired but does
consulting work in funding for
church development for the Synod
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Fellow
dentists
and Woo
alums.
(Left to r)
John
Mosher,
John
Ewalt,
’59s,
George
Aberth,
Bill Evans,
'60s

°f Lakes and Prairies. He and his
wife>Susie Taggart Shields ’56,
Planned an Elderhostel trip through
the Copper Canyon of Mexico in
October. They traveled to New
Zealand and Australia last spring.
Sue K eller and D o n B yerly
enjoy retirement and wonder how
they had time to work! Don still
°es quite a bit of consulting and
'Maintains a keen interest in pre-colegiate earth science education. He is
Planning a geology-oriented trip to
cotland especially for earth science
teachers. Sue’s flowers were beautiful
1 Is past fall. “The garden is my theraPy! she says.
Sue continues, “We enjoyed a
^ eek in the Canadian Rockies in
ugust and a wonderful Elderhostel
°n the Outer Banks in early Septemer>before Isabel. Elderhostels are
8reat. If yOU haven’t been to one,
them a try. We met Mary
erhart’s brother at the one in
01 th Carolina — small world.
You will be getting cards, letters
and Phone calls regarding the 50th
eunion in 2005, so be prepared to
yes>yes, and yes!
ARGare t P a rd e e P e te rs e n , Route
’ Box 232, Mazeppa, MN 55956,
'vePmvp@aol.com>, and F ra n
a^ e r P a rk e r, 715 S. Webster St.,
„ s°n, Ml 49203-1637, <fmarker@
a,n^itech.net>.
j

j Q C JL Jerry and Jan A ckerly
q
C a rlisle report, “The
tepaSS ^ 56
reunion commitOrfmk ta tth e College in early
hirth tr
S^ent t'nle 'n building
Wh er entbusiasm for Wooster.
cha'6'1
and * accepted this coCo lr P°s'tion, we did it with some
fee]Cern' Would others of our class
W0 aS.We ^ave always felt, that
intei|S er 8ave us some real liberal
W00r » underpinning? Does
s er continue to provide similar
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experiences for students and if so,
how can we help enhance the expe
riences of future generations of stu
dents?
“We enjoyed our worldly faculty,
administration, and student body.
Jan came from Long Island, near
New York City; I was from Doylestown, a small rural community near
the College. Each of us from diverse
parts of the country, yet we both felt
that Wooster was a great place of
learning with faculty and lots of kids
who had studied in upper-echelon
schools, some from as far away as
South and Central America, India,
and China. Many students, like Jan,
came from large U.S. cities —
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, St.
Louis, and Pittsburgh.
“Our frequent visits to Wooster
over the past two years have really
impressed us. The diversity of course
offerings and of the faculty mem
bers, as well as the administrative
personnel, is genuinely wonderful.
We have an Asian and a Latin
American granddaughter who
would thrive on today’s Wooster
campus.
“Wooster has maintained a high
degree of excellence in both its phys
ical plant and especially in its vari
ous departments. It is well prepared
to excel in thought and with good
purpose this 21st century — with
our support! Help us leave a unique
and lasting legacy that advances
Wooster for future generations of
students.”
P at Young , 464 E. H ighland Ave..,
Wooster, O H 44691-9249,
<Pjyoung52@aol.com>.
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Here’s a message from
our class president,
Ruth S m yth K lein, “I hope that all
of you received a letter from me
requesting interested class members
to volunteer for the reunion com

mittee. We are in the beginning
stages of planning for the 50th class
reunion in 2007. The primary goal
of the committee is to plan a grand
weekend and encourage 100% atten
dance. We also need to plan for the
class gift.
“If you are interested in serving,
please contact me for details. I will
add your name to the list. Thanks.”
Kay D e m m o n C ilim b u rg sends
the following: “L ois H o ffm a n
C lasp y is recovering from a med
ically-induced coma following a
brain aneurysm and would love to
hear from classmates. She and Paul
share a large room in the skilled
nursing section of a lovely facility in
a western suburb of Cleveland. Lois’s
Wooster memory is great! Please
keep both of them in your thoughts,
write to them or call, at The Renais
sance, 26376 John Rd., Olmsted
Falls, OH 44138, (440) 427-8047.”
A n n e K e ls o Jo h n s o n , 78 White Tail
Rd., Murphysboro, IL 62966-6416,
<ajohnson2@siumed.edu>, home
<ajohnson@globaleyes. net>.
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In October Bruce and
I j O I (A n n e G ieser H u n t)
headed to Wooster for the initial
50th reunion planning meeting.
Co-chairs D o n C u stis and Paul
R eed er have put together a great
committee: M ary L inke A b b ott,
I

D e n n is B arn es, B ob Carter, Janet
G a b rielsen E lders, P au l H anke,
N an a N ew b er ry L andgraf, Peg
M cA n lis M ueller, B ill M oats, Paul
R andall, B ruce R igd on , V ic Sap io,
Larry Sp rin ger, C ath erin e
T isin ger, and B o b and Jan M oser
W atson . We’ll use our e-mail list

to elicit your input and feedback,
and this column to keep you post
ed as plans progress.
This quarter, we’ll continue to
update you on feedback from alums
who returned the reunion question
naires. If you didn’t return a ques
tionnaire or have new stats, update
them online at <www.wooster.edu>.
Before there was Wal-Mart, KMart, and Target, there was W. T.
Grant. That’s where C liff A m o s
honed his retail skills after graduat
ing from Wooster. Cliff, who lives in
Fayetteville, GA, went on to work for
Family Dollar Stores after W. T.
Grant went bankrupt in the mid-

70s, and he worked for West
Building Materials from 1980-95.
We hope he got a good discount at
the store to keep his six daughters
dressed in style when they were
growing up.
A varsity track and field and
football man at Wooster, Cliff
remembers the time Wooster beat
the highly favored Akron Zips, 28-27
in the Akron Rubber Bowl. Today, he
earns points for being president of
the Sunday school and delivering
Meals on Wheels.
Jack C asteel, who lives with his
wife, Eleanor, in Lynn, MA, is active
in Habitat for Humanity and serves
on boards and committees of the
Massachusetts Conference of the
United Church of Christ. Until his
retirement in Nov. 2002, Jack was a
graphic designer for publishing
companies. He recalls fondly the
many plays he worked on in the old
Taylor Hall, living in Kenarden with
his Fifth Section buddies, intramural
sports, “and the whole Wooster
experience.”
D ave and K ay K ridel B u x to n
are in Westerville, Ohio. Dave
remembers Russell Becker (psychol
ogy) and the counseling psychology
classes that influenced his career in
guidance and testing with the
Columbus, Ohio, schools. Since
1990, Dave has sponsored high
school Kiwanis Key Clubs, and he
recently was nominated for the out
standing Key Club Kiwanian adviser
of the Ohio District. “Places of
employment since retirement” — a
phrase we so often encounter —
include the AmeriFlora 92 (horticul
tural exhibition), the Medallion Golf
Course, and the Columbus Blue
Jackets (NHL) hockey team. Kay,
how about you?
G w en A llen Ivey (a former
Miller Manor girl) works part-time
and seasonally at the Winlder Bakery
in the Old Salem Moravian Restora
tion in Winston-Salem, NC. She
“retired” from her job there in 1979
after 17 years. The shop, which dates
back to 1800, bakes world-famous,
paper-thin Moravian ginger, lemon,
sugar, and black walnut cookies in a
wood-fired oven. Gwen completed a
B.S. at SUNY-Plattsburg and taught
preschool and kindergarten for a
number of years.
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Do grads with geology majors
stick to their trade throughout their
careers? We recently reported on B ill
G o sh o r n (Wooster, Summer ’03),
who is still plying his geology skills.
W ayne L eep er started out with
National Fuel Gas, spent 10 years as
vice president of exploration for
Keystone Energy Oil and Gas, and is
presently a consulting petroleum
geologist. Wayne, whose first wife
died, lives with his second wife, Judy,
in Evans City, PA. In his spare time,
he enjoys shotgun shooting sports
(skeet, clays) and water sports at his
summer home on Lake Chautauqua.
S ta n T o tten earned a Ph.D. in
geology from the U of Illinois and
spent the next 40 years teaching
geology at Hanover (IN) College —
the fourth longest tenure in the his
tory of the college! He spent sum
mers working as a field geologist,
mostly for the Ohio Geological
Survey. He’s the author or co-author
of 50 professional monographs and
articles (applied I.S.).
Stan and Sue M arsh T otten had
five children, including twins, within
six years. When the children were all
in school, Sue began teaching pre
school and taking graduate courses.
After completing an M.Ed., she
taught kindergarten for 20 years.
Both Stan and Sue were leaders
in Scouts, church school, and other
church organizations. Sue, now
retired, cares for her six grandchil
dren who live nearby. Inspired by
Wooster’s Color Day, she construct
ed a Maypole with streamers and
taught her kindergarten children
how to do the dance. “The contrast
between the friendliness at Wooster
and the absence of it in graduate
school made me hope that all our
children would go to small colleges
— and they did!” she says proudly.
B o b S p o n seller started out as a
field geologist and laboratory super
visor and operator but switched to
mechanical engineering after picking
up vocational skills at Penn State
and Shippensburg State. (There goes
the long-term vocation theory.) He
also lists aerospace mechanical
designer, sales rep, and volunteer
vocation education instructor on his
vita. The family farm in Shelby,
Ohio, is a “hobby plus,” Bob says.
That hardly sounds like leisure!

Biology pro
fessor Dave
Grant (far
left) collecting
samples with
Beaufort
Program par
ticipants

In 1979, at the instigation of biology professors D a v id C. G ran t ’59
and his late wife, Cynthia, Davidson College began the Beaufort Program,
a “living laboratory of marine biology” set on the beaches and marshes
near Beaufort, North Carolina. Last fall participants from over the years
gathered at the program’s grand finale reunion to fondly recall the fun of
“Beaufort” and pay tribute to the basic research skills they gained there.
To Dave Grant, who spent his career studying marine ecologies, this
effort represented the larger world. “Beaufort helped Davidsonians discov
er the amazing diversity and interconnectedness of living things,” he says.
Now professor emeritus, Grant “always dreamed of a traveling zoogeogra
phy course” and created just that, and more, in the Beaufort Program,
which ended with his retirement. (He actually “retired” in 2000, to do
nothing but run the last two Beaufort sessions.)
Slogging through marshes and straining tidal pools to collect and ana
lyze the local flora and fauna provides a unique atmosphere for human
bonding. Some saw the program and its resulting research presentations as
“the epitome of student-professor collaboration.”
Grant credits three scholars with molding his teaching style: “My father,
a Michigan farm boy turned biology professor, who taught at Brooklyn
College for 30 years, and my major graduate professor at Yale, G. Evelyn
Hutchinson — each man greatly impacted my view of the natural world,
particularly marine invertebrates. In between those two was Andrew A.
Weaver ’49, who began teaching at Wooster in the fall of 1955. As my pro
fessor and I.S. adviser, Andy instilled a love of invertebrates (especially spi
ders — even though I went into marine studies) and taught me to love to
help biology students learn how to learn, emphasizing the role of curiosity
and the ability to frame the right questions.” Grant included “an inde
pendently derived project — an essential of the Beaufort Program”— in
almost every other course he taught during his 36 years at Davidson.
“An unrepentant generalist,” as Grant calls himself, he delights in the
variety of career areas in addition to biomedicine that Beaufort alums have
pursued — “military and ministry, business and finance, law and NGOS,
teaching, environmental and outdoor education.
“It’s hard to let go,” he says about the program’s closure, “but the time
is at hand.”

—-Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer
Bob is also interested in photog
raphy and aviation. His favorite
memories of Wooster include the
mental challenge of faculty and stu
dent interaction and the challenge of
improving vocal and performance
skills with the Men’s Glee Club. He’s
divorced from the former Barbara
Groff ’60. They have two sons,
Nathan and Daniel, ’88s.

Congratulations to R uth
H o lz a p fe l W alters (another Miller
Manor girl), who received the presti
gious Athena Award from the
Connellsville, PA, Chamber of
Commerce. The honor recognizes
women on local, national, and inter
national levels for their professional
excellence, community service, and
support for other women. A local

attorney presented the award say
ing, “Ruth has stood up for, men
tored, supported, and educated
women for 32 years as a Spanish
and English teacher. She taught the
young women in her care to ‘dream
big.’” The attorney detailed Ruth’s
many community and church affili
ations and board appointments and
her commitment to her family.
B o b M cK n ig h t writes a glow
ing letter about the recent visit he
and wife Carole had with former
Texans D o u g and P eg L ongb rak e
H arter in the Harters’ new cedar
home in the mountains above the
Umpqua River in Oregon. The
McKnights received a grand tour of
the surrounding area, including a
memorable dark and stormy night
in a “haunted lighthouse,” with
waves crashing on the rocks below.
In the morning, the foursome
enjoyed a seven-course breakfast
featuring local foods in the unique
B & B (typical McKnight punch
line!).
Please send updated e-mail
addresses to Anne Hunt! Note Bob’s
new e-mail address.

3943 North
Christiana Ave.., Chicago, IL 606183316, <aghunt@earthlink. net>, and
R o b e r t C a r t e r , 20321 Sterling Bay
Ln. W., Apt. A, Cornelius, NC 28031,
<Robert.Carter@4086. com>.

A n n e G ie s e r H u n t ,
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Keep June 10-13 open
for our 45th reunion!
John M o sh er writes that on
Sept. 13,2003, the Ohio State
University College of Dentistry,
class of 1963, had a 40th reunion in
Columbus. Sixty members of the
class had a great time. There were
seven Wooster alumni in this class;
four posed for a photo (see page
39).
The class sends condolences to
the family of S tu a rt A w brey, who
died on Jan. 11, just as this maga
zine was going to press. Watch for
an obituary in a future issue.
M a rio n S t u a r t H u m phreys, 1709
Hathaway Ln., Pittsburgh, PA
15241-2705, <Artmar59@aol.com>.

| O / L A See a few classmates
I / W W pictured on page 39.
Let’s hear from the rest of you!
N a n c y B ro w n T y b u rsk i,

3622

moments of life, it swallowed my
entire e-mail address list. I have
attempted to re-create the list from
°ld handwritten notes but have not
been terribly successful. If you did
not receive a note from me about
my computer problems last fall, and
you haven’t heard from me since, I
plead with you to send me a note
with your current e-mail address. I
Promise not to forward old jokes or
other unwanted junk and will con
tact you only four times a year to
remind you about class notes and to
request information. My e-mail
address is below.
In August a hurricane named
Isabel hit the East Coast. Classmate
Dave Moore owns two properties in
coastal North Carolina near the hur
ricane’s landfall. An old cottage in
Marshallburg came through
unscathed (though the water was
several inches deep in the yard), and
a mobile home in Glouster had its
roof dented when a tree from next
door fell on it. While that was hap
pening in North Carolina, Dave was
ln Colorado enjoying golf with the
Parents of his wife, Martha Keller

Moore ’66.
Further inland, toward the
Washington, DC, area, Joe K elly was
ready for the storm with his brand
new electric generator. While thou
sands of homes and businesses in
e area were without power, some
0r several days, Joe’s electricity did
uot even blink! For recreation, Joe
£ es long hikes along the C & O
c-anal. He;'s now walked the entire
, ^'mile length each way, in 15- to
-mile segments. He parks his car,
^alks about 8-10 miles in one direck'on, then turns around and walks
r

° n Oct. 31,2003, Jim M cC orkel
lrec*from his position as director
, 8raduate and continuing medical
in pCat*on at Inova Fairfax Hospital
. alls Church, VA. He now lives in
o f '^ e l , NJ, about an hour south
tk ‘' nbattan and a half-hour from
the Newark;
; airport. He expects to
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interests include the modes and rates of evolutionary change and origin of
macro-evolutionary patterns, which she investigates using coastal plain
mollusks. In addition to being an educator, Kelley has written for nearly
150 publications, including 30 refereed articles as senior author. She is also
past-president of the Paleontological Society.
Dinosaurs were the key to Kelley’s childhood interest in paleontology.
At age seven, her parents gave her a book about
dinosaurs, and shortly thereafter, she became a
frequent visitor to the dinosaur hall at the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History. Some of
her dinosaur paintings were even hung in the
museum.
Like many young dinosaur lovers, Kelley did
not make the connection between her interest in
prehistoric beasts and a career in the earth sci
ences. But her undergraduate adviser, Richard
Osgood (geology), did. A paleontologist,
Osgood suggested that Kelley take a geology
course. That first exposure to earth science
Patricia Kelley ’75
turned out to be a life-changing experience.
After Wooster, Kelley entered Harvard on a National Science Founda
tion pre-doctoral fellowship, earning a Ph.D. four years later. She began her
teaching career in the department of geology and geological engineering at
the University of Mississippi. Kelley has been on the faculty at three differ
ent universities. After two years (1990-92) at the National Science Founda
tion as program director for Geology and Paleontology and Geological
Record of Global Change, she became professor and chair of the depart
ment of geology and geological engineering at the University of North
Dakota. In 1997 she accepted her current position at Wilmington.
Kelley’s passion for teaching comes from her interactions with students
and the opportunity to continue to learn. “I love to see students take a
course to fulfill a science requirement and then become engaged in paleon
tology,” she says. “It’s hard to imagine another career that would allow me
to use my talent and have so much fun at the same time.”

continue lecturing and consulting
part-time from his home.
G en ie B ish o p is the co-owner of
a tree nursery in Bellingham, WA,
that specializes in growing native
plants. During a visit last spring, she
took a one-day boat ride to Victoria,
BC, and watched whales and dol
phins play near the boat. Genie
spent most of the summer in her
cabin in northern Vermont and
returned to her “real” home in New
Jersey after the peak colors had
passed and the weather turned cold.
• S u zy Tsu Lee finds frustration in
dealing with the government in
Brazil with her job at the Inter
national Women’s Club’s after
school studies and computer pro

grams. While the goal of this effort is
to train “slum kids” in reading and
computer skills so that they can per
form productive jobs, the govern
ment taxes the Women’s Club on all
of their equipment, furniture, etc.
Suzy is now attempting to raise
scholarship funds from local compa
nies to allow some of these students
to attend college.
To help the airlines stay in busi
ness, C arla B rook s J o h n sto n makes
frequent flights between her homes
in Sanibel, FL, and Cambridge, MA.
She teaches one course each at
Boston College and Emerson
College in Boston and serves on the
city planning commission in
Sanibel. In her (little) spare time, she

Ravenna, and the coast of Croatia,
studying areas of the former Empire
of Venice. O f particular interest were
a number of walled medieval towns,
many dating back to the 15th centu
ry, with their notable history and
art. The tour was operated by the
American Museum of Natural
History and included presentations
by UNESCO of the preservation
efforts in Venice and the reconstruc
tion of Dubrovnik.
Remember, send me your e-mail
addresses.

51 High Ridge Rd„
Brookfield, CT 06804-3517, <JLVodra
@aol.com>.
L a rr y V o d ra ,
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News, anyone? Won’t
you send news?

1848 Beersford, East
Cleveland, OH 44112, <veggiepark
@earthlink.net>.

L in d a P ark ,

I Q iL O
I * w v

C la ren ce R. “ R eg g ie”
W illia m s and former
room m ate Jam es E dw ard T urner

enjoyed tim e together at the 2002
wedding of Jim’s stepdaughter,
Bethany P. Bolden ’95, and Marc
D. Cooper. Thirty-eight years earli
er, Jim served as best m an at
Reggie’s wedding.

412 Ivy
Church Rd., Timonium, MD 21093.

A n n M c K e n ric k T u r n b u ll,

1 Q A d I
*lave l°n8 felt
I •
that I came alive when
I left home and found myself at
Wooster. I grew to like myself much
more than I did in high school and
also grew to like blue cheese salad
dressing and cranberry sauce, thanks
to the limited choices in Lower
Holden and Kenarden. I’ve rather
liked myself ever since. I give
Wooster and Woosterians credit for
helping me grow up.
O f course I haven’t quite grown
up yet, but I’ve added a lot of bag
gage over the years (as well as
poundage). It’s amazing how much
of the baggage (though not the
poundage) falls away when I return
to campus for our reunions. If
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you’ve been to a reunion, you proba
bly know what I mean. If you
haven’t, give one a try — like the
one coming up this summer —
while there’s still a chance that you’ll
recognize the rest of us inside our
accumulations (weight, wrinkles,
opinions) and losses (hair, agility). I
know you haven’t changed, but the
rest of us have, though for this one
weekend we’re remarkably like who
we were 40 years ago. Good Lord —
40 years. Come while you still can,
June 10-13.

891 Elmore Ave., Akron,
OH 44302-1238, <jswitze@uakron.
edu>.

Jim S w itz e r,

1 Q / L f We’d love to hear a
I / D J word from you.
K ad i Df.pew S tev en s, 328 Spruce St.
#4, Philadelphia, PA 19106-4201.

1 f t £. 1L D a v id F o scu e was
I # U O named Judge of the
Year for Washington State by the
state chapter of the American Board
of Trial Advocates. David has been a
Superior Court judge for 17 years.
He and his wife, E llen S talnak er
F o scu e, live in coastal Washington.
Dave also was one of 44 people
nationally to be elected into mem
bership in the American Law Insti
tute in 2003. Called the most presti
gious legal group in the U.S. by
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor, ALI works to promote
the clarification and simplification
of the law and its better adaptation
to social needs, to secure the better
administration of justice, and to
encourage and carry on scholarly
and scientific legal work.
Last summer M arcia R alph
A lb a n participated in a European
tour with the Santa Monica Orches
tra. She played and toured in Bel
gium and the Netherlands. They
played in West Church, the largest
Protestant church in Amsterdam,
and also in a beautiful church in
Ghent. Marcia enjoyed the canals
and museums in both countries.

64
Tall Oaks Dr., Summit, NJ 07901,
<eobrien5@mindspring.com>.1

E liz a b e th W e s t h a f e r O ’B rien,

Holding a mini-reunion
this past fall were: (Back
row, I to r) John Cook ’69,
Ron Polderman, Jim
Mayer, ’68s, Paul Meyer,
Morris Laatsch, '70s;
(Front) John Shepherd '68,
Dick Bennett, Bob
Landman, ’69s. Missing
from photo: G. K. Barnard
’68, Larry Lindberg ’70,
Bonnie Enke
Lindberg ’69

S haring th e im p o rta n t
It’s a case of making lemonade
out of lemons. When Jim M ayer
’68 learned last spring that a fellow
Sixth Section alum, B ob L an d m an
’69, was seriously ill, he started get
ting the word out to former section
mates and other Wooster friends.
In the months since then, dozens of
alumni have reconnected with each
other — by e-mail, phone, even in
person — after many decades.
Mayer, retired for three years
from the Timken Company, and his
wife, Jean A d air M ayer ’68, were
just dropping in on the Landmans
last spring in Kansas City when
they learned that Bob was strug
gling with advanced amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, or ALS.
“I sensed from Bob that one of
the things that gave him encour
agement was reconnecting with his
Wooster friends,” recalls Mayer. So
he began compiling names and
e-mail addresses, particularly of
Sixth Section friends. The short list
has grown into some seventy
names that he and Landman keep
collecting. Classmates write, offer
ing short histories of their lives
since Wooster, and Landman or
Mayer forward the reports to the
entire list. People tell about their

spouses, children, where they live,
and favorite Wooster memories. The
former football players, for example,
write about six a.m. “bird walks”
with Coach Phil Shipe, singing all
the way to the stadium, or blocking
off Beall Avenue with giant snow
balls and having a town police offi
cer draw a gun in response.
The old friends do not dwell,
Landman notes, on outward accom
plishments, the usual Christmas-letter-type news.
“That’s totally inconsequential,”
he says. “They’re sharing personal
stuff, with very little time spent on
their professional lives.”
When Landman mentioned a
trip to campus this fall as a college
visit for his daughter, Kyle, his class
mates started planning a reunion.
Ten alumni and a few spouses gath
ered in Gault Alumni Center on a
Sunday afternoon in October and
shared scrapbooks, Coccia House
pizza, and laughs.
For the mini-reunion, Landman
stayed with one of his closest friends
at Wooster, Joh n C o o k ’69, who
lives in town. The two had been out
of touch until this summer, when
Cook learned of Landman’s poor
health. “I e-mailed Bob, and he

from working with Habitat for
Humanity locally or internationally
or Jimmy Carter’s work projects
around the world, then I urge you to
check it out and get involved.” Reach
Philip at <catnphil@earthlink.net>.
See 1969 class notes for a note on
Frank M o o re and his wife, Kathleen
Dean Moore ’69.

graduating from Wooster in math, I
tried teaching for a while. My hus
band and I spent time in Taiwan
from 1976-79. Upon returning to
the States, I got a master’s in teach
ing English as a second language
from Temple U in Philadelphia. 1
worked in that field for 20 years. I
recently earned a second master’s, in
information and library science, and
started a new job in the main library
of the Jacksonville Public Library in
Florida. I am still married to my first
and only husband, Walter.”

P.O. B o x 599, Chau
tauqua, NY 14722.

S a r a B ra d le y ,

1Q i7

P h ilip T aylor sends
this note,“If you
haven’t felt the joy and inspiration

I 70/
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C h rista Z w in gle
S n o w writes, “After

called me that night,” Cook
remembers. “Now I’m getting in
touch with all of these classmates,
learning things, laughing — this is
all new for us.”
Kyle Landman was anxious to
see the College “because she’s met
so many Wooster people. She want
ed to know if all Wooster people
are this nice. She assumed that
when she got to campus, everyone
would just run out and hug her,”
Landman jokes.
He knows that his advancing
condition — he gets around mostly
by wheelchair now — has been the
impetus for a lot of contact
between people who otherwise
might not have reconnected. But he
credits Mayer with taking the first
steps.
“It’s just making the effort,”
shrugs Mayer. “People want to
reconnect, but we never seem to
find the time.”
“Bob is an amazing guy,” Mayer
adds. “He doesn’t want anyone to
feel sorry for him, but when he
needs help, he asks for it. His health
situation has made me realize that
there’s so much more to life than
career success.

-Lisa Watts
Reading the nearly 100 question
naires that you returned to the
Alumni Association last year, I (Pat)
am filled with the realization that 35
years ago, we were indeed a wonder
fully diverse and interesting group.
Regrettably, I was too young then to
know that I should get to know
many more of you. I’ll make up for
that, introducing you in these notes“And the Emmy Award for
Outstanding Contribution in
Graphic and Artistic Design goes to
R ob ert G rove!” Robert reported the

A Classic Academ ic
following: “After 25 years as a com
mercial photographer, I switched
careers to work in digital imaging at
the National Gallery of Art in
Washington, DC. I’m now the head
°f digital services at the gallery. In
2002 my work won a national
Emmy.” The award-winning piece
was a computer animation in the
National Gallery of Art’s video about
the life of Johannes Vermeer, shown
nationally on PBS. Robert lives in
Alexandria, VA, is married, and has a
daughter and two sons.
Just across the way, in Bethesda
AID, R ichard Kerr, who holds a
Ph.D. in oceanography from the U
°f Rhode Island, writes for Science
Magazine. He has written more than
1>000 pieces. Richard says: “After
delivering my doctoral dissertation
25 years ago, I went to my present
(and only) job. I’m still there and
still enjoy covering everything from
°zone holes to life (or not) on
Alars.” Richard has been married for
23 years and has two sons (17 and
'2). He’s back into soccer, which he
played at Wooster.
Farther north, in Webster, NY,
Sandy F ru sc io n e Parker

might

have time to read Science Magazine.
hut after reading a lengthy article
about her in the Rochester newspa
per, we (Pat and D e n n is ) doubt it!
bast January Sandy became presi
dent and chief operating officer of
Rochester Business Alliance, the
Clty s economic and business devel
opment organization, with over
5,000 members, including Eastman
Kodak, Xerox, and Bausch and
°mb. After Wooster Sandy returned
to her hometown, Webster, and has
w°rked in neighboring Rochester
ever since. As the article notes, “Her
Position makes her possibly the
jhost visible woman on the Rocheser business scene.” She serves on 14
0ards and commissions.
Personally, I (Pat) think of Sandy
^ lhe kind girl across the hall in
. vagner who graciously tutored me
a class that was way over my head.
1hanks again, Sandy.

and D e n n is Y an ch u n a s,
4 4 , ^°wen St-’ Longmont, CO 805012> < dryanchunas@yahoo.com>.

N ia ll Slater ’76 is the new president of the 500,000-member Phi Beta
Kappa Society, America’s oldest and largest academic honor society. Upon
his election to the office, for a three-year term, Slater said, “It is indeed an
honor to serve as president. Phi
Beta Kappa is the strongest voice,
nationally, for the liberal arts, pro
viding a vision of education
founded on a pursuit of knowl
edge for its own sake.
“My goals as president are
twofold: enhancing cooperation
among our constituencies and
strengthening our financial secu
rity,” Slater continued.
Slater was the valedictorian of
his senior class at Wooster and
earned a Ph.D. at Princeton
University. He taught at Con
cordia College and the University
of Southern California before
coming to Emory University in
Niall Slater’s connection with Phi Beta
1990. He’s currently a professor of
Kappa began at Wooster.
classics at Emory.
Slater first visited Wooster as a high school student with his father,
attending a debate tournament on campus. “I only debated for a year in
high school, but I was trying to learn more,” he recalled. “We met the chair
of the theatre department, Bill Craig, and he made us very welcome at the
tournament and on campus.
“I only applied to two colleges, Wooster and Harvard. 1 got in to both
but chose to come to Wooster. I’d visited Harvard right after the students
rioted in 1971, and it didn’t seem a very appealing place.
“I’ve never regretted coming to Wooster,” Slater says. “It allowed me to
do so many things, as well as get a superb education. I wrote theatre and
film criticism for The Voice, sang in the concert choir, and did lots of the
atre, both acting and directing, which profoundly shaped what I still do.”
Slater’s experience at Wooster helped to mold him for leadership roles
within the Phi Beta Kappa organization. In fact, he draws a comparison
between Wooster’s goals and those of Phi Beta Kappa, saying, “Wooster is a
superb liberal arts college where the Independent Study experience chal
lenges one to put the pieces of an education together for oneself. That is
Phi Beta Kappa’s vision, too: the liberal arts as a foundation for lifelong
learning and discovery.”
Within his field, Slater is specifically interested in Greek and Roman
comedy and tragedy. “The actual experience of performance is key to how I
understand the ancient plays,” he says. Slater credits Vivian Holliday (Latin,
emerita), Ann Abbott (Greek), and Rahim Raman (Greek and Latin) for
his foundation in the classics.
Founded in 1776, Phi Beta Kappa champions liberal arts education,
recognizes academic excellence, and fosters freedom of thought and
expression. It maintains chapters at more than 270 colleges and universi
ties. Slater was inducted into Phi Beta Kappa at Wooster. He has a long his
tory of service to the national organization as a delegate, member of the
Senate and various committees, and vice president.
Slater still enjoys singing in a couple of church choirs and takes advan
tage of research opportunities to travel widely. He has been a visiting fellow
at the Center for Hellenic Studies and the universities of Cambridge,
Oxford, St. Andrews, and Konstanz. He lives in Decatur, Georgia.

—Dana Vandenburg Murphy ’76
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This summer I (Judy)
had the opportunity to

W in ter 2004

have lunch with Joan G etaz
Z u m o ff, her husband, Ray, and
Joan’s mother. They were returning
to New Jersey after visiting with

Joan’s brother in Virginia. It was
good to catch up on news. She tells
us, “The library at Camden County
College that I direct returned to its

completely renovated building last
spring after 33 months in temporary
quarters!
“Just four days before the move,
there was a kitchen fire in our tem
porary quarters. By the end of the
week, the entire building had to be
closed. Homes had to be found for
the building’s other residents. Spring
break saw a great shifting of people
and furniture, but we all opened for
business as usual after the break.
“On moving day we received the
first of two tractor-trailer loads of
books! Our college bought the
35,000-volume collection of a small
liberal arts college that had closed.
Student workers are obliterating the
previous owner’s marks from the
books and applying ours. It reminds
me of the summer of 1967 that I
spent at Wooster’s Andrews Library
working on the reclassification proj
ect.”
Joan’s dedication earned her the
2003 Distinguished Service Award
from the College and University
Section of the New Jersey Library
Association. The Philadelphia
Inquirer profiled Joan recently,
emphasizing her devotion to a
library career. Joan says that,
although she’s only worked at one
place, Camden County College, the
job has evolved constantly, bringing
new challenges. Among the latest of
those is her work with the consor
tium VALE (Virtual Academic
Library Environment). Joan has
served on VALE’s board since its
inception.
T om M iller has completed yet
another book. He edited Writing on
the Edge: A Borderlands Reader (U of
Arizona Press, 2003), an anthology
of works by U.S./Mexico-based writ
ers. This book contains all genres of
writing from the region. If you have
comments or would like to talk with
Tom about his book, e-mail him at
<tlmolinero@cs.com>.Tom lives
with his wife, Regia Albarran, in
Tucson and is a research associate in
the Latin American Area Center at
the U of Arizona.
In Nov. 2003 Oregon State U
named acclaimed author-philoso
pher K ath leen D e a n M o o re as a
“distinguished professor,” the highest
faculty ranking at that university.
Kathy is the first woman in the
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College of Liberal Arts to receive the
honor. There’s another first, too:
Kathy and her husband, Frank
Moore ’67, distinguished professor
of zoology, are the only academic
couple at Oregon State to both be
named distinguished professors.
Kathy has received numerous
other awards and high ratings from
students. Before each fall semester,
she takes a class into the Cascade
Mountains for a week to discuss and
write about nature. Her fourth
book, The Island Paradox, is in press.
Kathy chaired OSU’s department
of philosophy from 1992-2000, then
took over as the director of a new
program — the Spring Creek
Project for Ideas, Nature, and the
Written Word. The program com
bines environmental sciences, philo
sophic analysis, and writing to re
examine nature.
Kathy told a news reporter about
her first obstacle after arriving at
Oregon State in the late 1970s as a
doctoral candidate, a new mother,
and a “faculty wife”: “When I went
to the OSU library, I was told faculty
wives weren’t allowed to check out
books, because there were so many
of them and they always had ‘little
projects’ going,” Kathy recalled.
“That rule lasted about 24 hours.”
C arol B ro o k s Ip p o liti says: “I
am writing to give you all news
about my ordinary life.. .For the past
few years, since my diagnosis of
multiple sclerosis gave name to
decades of creeping disability and a
deteriorating sense of physical com
petence, I have laid to rest any lin
gering aspirations of specialness. It
has been tempting to exalt myself
for dragging reasonably functional
legs across the room each morning,
but uncertainty about future morn
ings keeps me humble...
“I’ve been thinking about ‘ordi
nary’ for some time now; ordinary
people also have proud moments.
Two of my girls showed up at the
door last May to help my husband
prepare the garden for planting.
Their able-bodied tribute to my
identity as Carol the Gardener made
possible the certainty that a beautiful
backyard and a freezer full of pro
duce would, for another summer,
give evidence to who I am. O ur third
girl sent a set of walkie-talkies, con-
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fident that I could still safely take off
in a kayak, albeit with less certainty
about the return trip.
“Truth be told, I am scared,”
Carol admits. “I am loved, however,
[and] the most ordinary of experi
ences. .. [are].. .the best, as far as I
can tell.”
We’re really sorry to hear about
Carol’s illness, and we hope she con
tinues to experience the love and
support of her family and friends.
Reach Carol at 47 Clark-Richardson
Rd., Charleston, ME 04422.
Everyone mark your calendars
for our 35th Reunion, June 10-13!

2643 Brook
Valley Rd., Frederick, MD 21701,
<tomjudyhaines@hotmail.com>.

Judy Sim kins H ain es,
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M u s k to H er Ears
In her roles as mother,
American citizen, and music
teacher, Shirley A nn Jakupca
W alker ’76 takes great pride and
satisfaction. A few unexpected hon
ors came her way recently, especially
meaningful because they originated
with her daughters.
In 2002 Walker, conductor of
the Medina (Ohio) Symphony
Orchestra and music director at
Medina Christian Academy, carried
the Olympic torch through a por
tion of the Akron, Ohio, route. She
was asked to participate in the relay
based on the nomination submitted
by her adult daughter, Jessica.
Walker says that, even more than
the special honor itself, “the love of
my daughter was just what I needed
at the time.”
Walker remembers the day
vividly. At the site, she joined other
torch relayers. The Olympics repre
sentatives gave each relay team
member the option of purchasing
the torch that they carried, for $400.
Walker opted not to partake in such
an investment. But then a CocaCola Company representative
showed up, announcing that the
Olympic sponsor was purchasing
torches for “a few select members,
based on their nominating letters.”
The company chose Walker, among
others.
“I still do not know what Jessica
submitted to the Coke.. .company

about me,” Walker says. Over
whelmed, she “graciously accepted
the torch.. .on behalf of Coke.” She
carried it, feeling “such pride for
our country, my family, and all that
America stands for.” She treasures
the memory of this experience.
Then last year, another of
Walker’s daughters, Elizabeth,
responded to a contest sponsored
by American Profile, a Midwestern
Sunday news supplement, about
mothers who make a difference in
the lives of their children and oth
ers. Once again, Walker’s daughter’s
entry was selected. Mother and
daughter graced the cover of the
May 4-10,2003, issue of American
Profile. The article featured an
excerpt from Elizabeth’s letter, along
with other winning submissions.
Elizabeth wrote about her
mom’s support of one of Elizabeth’s
favorite activities, competitive
roller-skating. She also noted that
Walker home-schooled Ashley,
Elizabeth’s younger sister, and still
found time to take her girls on
amazing field trips. (Find the article
at <www.americanprofile.com>.)
Elizabeth allowed her mother to see
her contest submission in full,
under the condition that she not
divulge its contents.
Her daughters’ love deeply
touches Shirley Walker. It’s music to
her ears.

—Emily Ryan ’05
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Send us some news,
someone out there!

R u th “ Be” B a lm e r Y oung, 126 W.
Lafayette St., West Chester, PA 193802409, <Beezelette@aol.com>.
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After Wooster,

I M/
I L u cin d a “C in d y ”
W eiss attended the College of Law

at the U o f Idaho. She was hon
ored with the university’s Silver
and Gold Award in September.
This award recognizes UI grads
with distinguished records of
achievement and service in their
specialized field of endeavor, who
have brought recognition and
honor to the university.
Cindy served as prosecuting
attorney in Bonner County, Idaho,
right after graduating from law
school, one of only three women
elected to similar positions nation
wide that year. She became the first
female lawyer in the tire industry in
1976 when she joined Goodyear Tire
and Rubber in Akron, Ohio. Still
working with Goodyear, Cindy
focuses on global customs compli
ance and international trade issues.
She promotes and mentors
women in the corporate arena
through Goodyear’s Women in
Leadership program. In her commu
nity, Cindy supports the MS Society
United Way, and the Sojourner
Truth Coalition, dedicated to the
rights of minorities and women. Shu
also serves on the UI College of Law
Advisory Council.
James K. L ow ery,

1675 Riverwood
Woostef

Fifth Section golfers from the 1978 pledge class (Third row, left to r): Joe Neroni,
M att Call, Tim Niekamp, Vince Cellini; (Second row) M ike DiPasquale, Bruce
Barrett, Jack Weisensell, Steve Behm; (Front) Chris Romano, Sam Baldwin, all ’81s

A Golf Gathering
On Saturday, July 26, 2003, members of the Phi Delta Sigma (Fifth
Section) held their 15th Annual Golf Outing at The Pines in Orrville,
Ohio. Approximately 50 members of the fraternity played golf while
another 20 or so participated in a Friday night get-together at Coccia
House and a cookout after golf on Saturday at the Wooster home of TJ
Landes ’76.
This year marked the 25th anniversary of Fifth Section’s 1978 pledge
class. To celebrate, all 10 members of that class got together for the first
time in over 20 years, in conjunction with the golf outing.
On Saturday a gallery formed to watch the sudden death shoot-out
between the teams of S tu Sh eard, K evin Trem , P ete M oore, and R uss
H arp ring, ’78 s, and D a v e K n o w lto n ’89. The Sheard, Moore, Trem, and
Harpring team won on the second playoff hole and with that, the right to
wear the coveted red and grey checked sport coats for the next year.
This year we renamed the outing “The By Morris Memorial Golf
Outing,” in memory of the Class o f ’55 Fifth Section member and former
dean of admissions who was loved by all. The outing raised approximately
^3,000, to be donated to a scholarship fund at the College in Mr. Morris’s
naine.
—Jack Weisensell ’81

Jackson, MS 39211-4828,
<'jl°tvery@jam.rr.com>.
R ich ard E. D a v is, a
- _ director with
rugliak, Wilkins, Griffiths and
° ugherty Co. in Canton, Ohio,
named Ohio Super Lawyer for
u4. Richard focuses on elder law,
^sHte planning, Medicaid qualifiu°n, and asset protection plan
er nS- He is licensed to practice in
oth Ohio and Florida.
W Yutzey, 1254 Norwell Dr.,

1972

^

°lutnbus, OH 43220, <yutzey.2@
0sF.edu>.
Before our 30th
— reunion last June, a
1T|ber of classmates returned their
s s°nal information forms with
e updates. A few excerpts appear

1973

n

^ ‘n te r 2004

below.
R ob ert B aer is conducting
research and teaching at Kent State
U. He co-edited a book, Transition

Planningfor Secondary Students with
Disabilities (Prentice Hall, 2000). In
his spare time, he has traveled exten
sively in South America and Europe.
Jeffrey B ergen is a practicing
counselor at the Far West Center in
Westlake, Ohio, having earned a
master’s in 1996. Prior to that he was
very serious about the saxophone; he
still plays. Daughter Naima was born
in 1995. Jeffrey is still passionate
about psychology and oriental mys
ticism, after being introduced to
both subjects at Wooster.
Jill M cC ree B erry teaches reli
gion to grades 2-8 in Wheeling, WV,
at a small Catholic school. Thirty
years after graduation, she’s finally

using her religion major for a job!
Prior to that, she was a school librar
ian for many years.
T im M cC reigh t taught jewelry
making and design full-time for 20
years after receiving an M.F.A. in
1975. He currently teaches part-time
and runs a publishing company that
he started in 1983. Tim has written
11 books and produced four
instructional videos. He also con
sults for a Japanese company to
bring a new material called precious
metal clay to the U.S.
R on ald R utter, a retired naval
commanding officer, has been gen
eral manager of Smead Mfg. Co. in
Logan, Ohio, since 1994. He owns a
vineyard and the Stagecoach Inn, a
circa 1867 building serving as a
restaurant and bar. He is a civilian
pilot with a commercial rating in
helicopter and airplane.
K ath erin e N iss e n S w an k has
lived in Indiana since leaving
Wooster. She’s worked as a houseparent in a county children’s home,
managed a health food store, and
home schooled for 12 years (K-7).
Her children are now in college, and
the whole family remains active in
their church.

comments of Gordie Collins (psy
chology, emeritus) about the
uniqueness of our class and the
unusual nature of our time at
Wooster.
“Tom Newhof and I would be
delighted to give any acquaintances
from Wooster, in any class, the grand
tour of Seattle, if you’re in the area.”
S u z a n n e S c h lu e d e rb e rg , 3385 Carl
Ct., Ann Arbor, Ml 48105, <suz@
umich.edu>.

1 Q 7 4 This past fall, the U of
■ • /
■ Pennsylvania named R.
S cott P o eth ig as the inaugural
holder of the Paul Williams Family
Term Chair in Biology. With a mas
ter’s and Ph.D. from Yale, Scott
joined the U of Penn faculty in 1983.
He chairs the biology graduate
group. Scott’s research focuses on
the formation and differentiation of
tissues and organs in plants. Among
other honors, Scott was recently
elected as a fellow of the American
Academy for the Advancement of
Science. He is the son of Richard
Poethig ’49 and the grandson of the
late Juliet Stroh Blanchard ’24.
B ill Irv in e,

2321 Utah St., Arlington,

VA 22207-4027.

L ois D rin k w a ter T h o m p so n

has taught math and science for 27
years. She currently coaches track
and field and cross country and
teaches high school math in
Scottsdale, AZ.
Starla S h o w ers T o h lin e taught
French and English for several years
before earning a master’s. She’s
worked part-time for 17 years as a
crisis counselor in Cincinnati while
raising her children.
C y n th ia S terlin g W eber has
been working toward certification as
a school library media specialist in
New York since all of her children
entered college (including Laura
’03). This is a totally different direc
tion for Cynthia in the library field;
she used to work in special libraries
and public library management.
C o n n ie B ru m m , <cjbrumm@
msn.com>, writes: “1 attended my
second Wooster reunion in 30 years
last June. I am SO glad that I made
the trip. It was wonderful, both to
catch up with old friends and to get
to know some people I could barely
remember. I particularly enjoyed the

1 Q7 C S co tt W ein g a rt sends
I 7 / J regards. He lives in
Salem, Ohio, and is a principal in
the rural West Branch Local School
System. He and wife Shelley have
two children: Carson is in the sixth
grade and Valerie is in third grade.
After several years of living in the
Phoenix, AZ, area, Scott says, “It’s
nice to be back in a small town.”
Scott adds, “If you have never
been back to a Wooster Reunion,
please consider making plans for the
2005 gathering for our 30th. Alumni
Weekend at Wooster is a first-class
event, and a great time to see friends.
Our 25th Reunion in 2000 was won
derful. E rie M ills and Ir w in R eese
sang, and we ate a lot of pizza. Hope
to see you in 2005!”
In Sept. 2003, E ric M ey ers was
named development director for the
San Diego Symphony. Eric will also
act as the vice president and devel
opment director for the San Diego
Symphony Foundation, which man
ages the group’s endowment fund.
Eric and his wife, P a m ela Sue
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P la cew a y M eyer, an instrumental

musician, may run into Greg Long
77 or Arol Noble Escamilla ’46, who
both sing in the San Diego Master
Chorale. In Dec. 2003, the chorale
performed the Messiah and Mozart’s

Requiem.
See the feature note on P atricia
H a g elin K elley on page 41.
A n d re a J. S te e n b u rg Simmers, 2121

Breeds Rd., Owings Mills, MD 211171646, <asimmers@mail.ruxtoncountryschoolorg>.
| Q T i L A lp h a A lex a n d er is
I # / O the executive director
of Knoxville’s Promise, a program
designed to expose inner-city girls to
sports. Alpha says that it offers a safe
place for girls to go, promoting selfrespect and encouraging leadership
skills in a healthy lifestyle.
See the feature note on S h irley
A n n Jakupca W alker on page 44
and one on N ia ll Slater on page 43.

3175
Warrington Rd., Shaker Heights, OH
44120-2428.1
D a n a V a n d e n b e rg M u rp h y ,

1 A T T
I t i l

Having changed jobs
only two other times,
Jim Jorkasky says his new position
is “newsworthy!” Jim is the executive
director of the National Alliance for
Eye and Vision Research (NAEVR), a
lobbying
organization.
He is also
executive
;) j
director of
the nonprofit
Alliance for
Eye and
I Vision
t
Research
Jim Jorkasky '77
(AEVR).A
chemist, Jim has nearly 25 years of
health care policy experience, most
recently as senior vice president,
membership and strategic develop
ment, at the American Association
for Homecare.
L arry A ck erm a n tells us more
about his work in prisons: “I work
with incarcerated mentally ill folks,
helping them form Schizophrenics
Anonymous self-help support
groups. I have the privilege of going
behind the walls in maximum- and
medium-security prison residential
treatment programs throughout
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Michigan, and the Michigan Center
for Forensic Psychiatry. I have
learned so much from these suffer
ing prisoner-patients; it is humbling
and inspiring to spend time with
them, and to help give them hope.
Some of the SA leaders I have
trained are now out in the commu
nity, free to attend SA on the ‘out
side.’”
A d ele R ap p ort is a popular con
ference speaker on disability issues.
These issues are the main focus of
her work; Adele is an EEOC
Regional Attorney in Detroit.
I (B o n n ie ) would love to hear
from more people! I have been busy
teaching and performing. Last sum
mer I attended a great workshop at
the String Academy in Milwaukee.
The school is very organized, and
the children seem to love to play the
violin. The teachers combined prin
ciples of the Alexander, Suzuki, and
Rolland methods, stressing the
importance of scales and exercises.
Violin teaching seems so much easi
er now.

The wedding o f Sarah Davis and Andrew Small '03, Sept. 6, 2003. (Back row, left
to r) Ryan M cM anus '03, Leslie Doubty, M att Elliott '03, Karl Schmid '02, Leslie
Hankin '04, Ethan Williams, David Gash, '03s, Andrew M clntire '05, Alex
Hastie, Luke Thompson, '03s; (Middle row) Eric Ferguson '02, bride, groom,
Grace Gibson '03, Corey Dine Fitch, Pieta Horvath, '02s; (Front) Andrew
Lewellen ’03, Isha Ishwaria, Kristine D eW itt ’03, Alec Moore, Albie Mitchell, ’02s.

1 AAA Where are you, Class of
I 7 0 U

1980?

B o n n ie Savage,

1817 Keller Lake Dr.,
Burnsville, MN 55306-6378,
<sestill58@aol.com>; D o n Leake,
10303 Dickens Ave., Bethesda, MD
20814; and Jenny W a tso n , 1551
Oakmount Rd., South Euclid, OH
44121, <]lwats626@aol.com>.

1 Q 7 Q See the feature note on
I # #
page 45 for some ’78
news. Let’s hear from more of you!

1 Q O 1

From Doylestown, PA,

I

K en n eth M cE lw ee

4306 River St.,
Willoughby, OH 44094-7815,
<bonniesavage@mailstation.com>.

O

340 Gosling
Dr., North Wales, PA 19454-2726,
<BeattyBurg@aoLcom> and M a ry
B re in e r, 1092 Homewood Dr.,
Lakewood, OH 44107-1450.

W e n d y B e a tty -B u rg ,

1 Q TFQ

D a v id C o m sto ck

I f i t
recently completed a
program that awarded him the pro
fessional designation of chief fire
officer in Poland, Ohio. This partic
ular program measures the amount
of excellence a person has in seven
particular areas. David has worked
with the same fire district for 10
years and is a 20-year fire veteran.

1084
Dorsh Rd., South Euclid, OH 44121,
<mlw@stratos.net>; L a rry N a d e r,
307 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green,
OH 43402-2807; and L a u rie G l a n d t
S te in e r, 3599 MacDonald Circle,
Richfield, OH 44286, <budsollgs@
adelphia.net>.

P eg W e is sb ro d M a ru n o w sk i,

S u san E s till,

# 0

I

reports, “Five years ago, I retired as a
commercial trial lawyer. I’m now
able to spend the bulk of my time
enjoying the company of my wife,
Greta, and two children, Kaitlyn and
Kenny. Hobbies and investment
management keep me out of trouble
when my family isn’t around.”
M arth a L ord Trese tells about
her new position this fall as an
adjunct instructor at Mt. Vernon
(Ohio) Nazarene U. She teaches
Radio Announcing, Announcing
Clinic, and Broadcast News. For the
three years prior to that, she worked
as a stay-at-home mom, after 20
years in radio and TV. Martha notes
that the college students seems so
young! (I [Lou] recruit at several
universities and can assure her it’s
just her imagination.) Martha would
lovg to hear from classmates at
<mgltrese@ecr.net> .
B ill M cG lash an , <flyphishin
@san.rr.com>, was prompted by
L uA nn D u ffu s M cC lern a n ’s note

about the winter of 1977 to write
about his experience. I won’t repeat
all of the escapades, but he implicat
ed several of you (myself included).
Despite his vivid memory of those
days, they are just that — memories.
Bill lives in sunny San Diego and
reports: “Things here couldn’t be
much better...unless I had a beer.”
P eter N e u m a n n asked about the
e-mail address for P atrice Lockhart.
Apparently he gave it a whirl, and it
came back as incorrect. We straight
ened it out. For everyoneJs informa
tion, the correct e-mail for Patrice is
<plockhar@maine.rr.com>. Find
Peter at <neumannpeter@comcast.
net>.
Peter’s note showed that folks are
reading this column and using the
information to get in touch with
classmates. Now, if I could just get
(put your name here) to send me
some information...
Check the feature note on page
45 for more ’81 news.
Lou O c k u n z z i, 9789 Woodhurst Du

Strongsville, OH 44149-1375,
<louockunzzi@yahoo.com>.
1 O flO

L inda M o rte n se n HiU

I / O L has moved again, to
2021 Rainbow Dr. NE, Lancaster,
OH 43130. She writes, “Marshall is 3
freshman at Kent State and loving
music ed. and physics/advanced
math. Younger brother Jacob is a
freshman in high school and loving

Woostef

soccer, basketball, cheerleaders, and
advanced math. I’m divorced and
looking forward to this new oppor
tunity to rediscover singleness and
reinvent my life with almost grown
children. It’s a different view from
here, let me tell you. If anyone is in
central Ohio, please get in touch.”
B a rb a ra B ro w n , 2151 Fairmount
Ave.., St. Paul, MN 55105, <wishboneandbarb@hotmail.com>; J o h n
P- S h a fe r, 6208 Ridge Pond Rd. Apt.
F>Centreville, VA 20121-4061, <fra&rancesources@hotmail.com>; and
Susan L a n c a s te r T o n e r, 11593
Westbury Pi, Carmel, IN 46032,
<susanjoner@hotmail.com>.
1 Q O Q

Ed H eu p ler teaches

* * v w general education at
l^t. Sierra College in Monrovia, CA,
ar>d U.S. history part-time at
Pasadena City College. Ed and
A rianne H a rin g H eu p ler live in
Pasadena with their children,
Natasha Ann, Bethany Ellen, Mariel
Kathryn, and Joseph Taylor Edward.
D ave M a rtin reports that he has
now fully recovered from Alumni
Weekend and assures us that the
JXtra helpings of beer and Coccia
[nouse have been expunged” from
hs system. He met up with his old
Juornmate, Jim H azel, his wife,
arb O ettin g -H a ze l, and their five
ch|ldren. (Is this a record number of
children in our class? Let us know.)
hni is a judge in Phoenix, and Barb
|jegan a quest for a J.D. in the fall.
ee Small World of Woo” on page
®P°r more about Dave.
Pete P a d o lik asks about Tod
Bel and Ed E sber, “and some of
e °ther chemistry regulars.”
Can you enlighten us?
Shelly G ru n d er M aes very
?*uch enjoyed coming back for our
th reunion. She thought the cam■!Us l°°Ked great. She concluded
k at the new dorm being built will
.^nothing like the ones we stayed
• She’s a busy mom of three (ages
t^ ’,anB 3 1/2). Though she says
reat,S not exciting news, 1 (M ary)
call my own days as a mother of
° Un8 Kids. It got pretty exciting
st S.1 ^tey did certain things like
u lr]g buttons up their noses!
Ili 31 *a h D a n ie l writes from India,
tio 6
has been one of transin>displacement, and opportunity.

^ 'n t e r 2004

I moved from Bangalore, where I
was senior manager of sales for a
Cleveland-based sports management
and marketing company, IMG, to
Delhi as general manager of market
ing. I left the world of fashion weeks,
sports representation, and manage
ment in July and moved to Chennai,
formerly known as Madras.”
Since August Jairaj has been with
a London-based bank in India. She
keeps in touch with a few friends
from Wooster. She tells of meeting a
recent graduate at a party in Delhi
who couldn’t believe that Wooster
had international students as early as
1979!
As a long-time resident of
Wooster, I (Mary) enjoy watching
the progress of the new dorm. It cer
tainly looks big.
I recently performed in From

Here: A Century of Stories from Ohio,
as a part of Ohio’s bicentennial cele
bration. The play is based on inter
views that have been done in every
county in Ohio over the past several
years. Excerpts of the interviews
were compiled into a story about life
in Ohio over the past 100 years. The
play was performed in 41 locations
around the state, with different local
casts.
Thanks to those who wrote; keep
the tidbits coming. People really are
interested! (I tried threatening peo
ple this time, but I don’t think they
are scared of me. They know I can’t
run fast!)
D ave M a rtin , 6874Rosedale Ct„
Mason, OH 45040, <dkmboater@
hotmail.com>, and M a ry K e r r, 715
Greenwood Blvd., Wooster, OH
44691, <kerr@sssnet.com>.
1 Q Q
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S u san K in g K reh b iel,

I j O t T <susankr@hotmail.
com>, tells us, “In Aug. 2003,1
began working for the Lutheran
Immigration and Refugee Service,
directing programs that serve
refugee children who arrive in this
country alone and in need of foster
care. We’re also developing new pro
grams to serve undocumented chil
dren who are placed in federal cus
tody for immigration proceedings.”
D ave M cQ u ate (class president),
Lisa B anyay M arek, A n d rew Baird,
Ken D ix o n , and I (E lizabeth) met

during Homecoming Weekend in

The wedding celebration o f Jenny Koehler ’01 and Luke Tolson, Sept. 6, 2003. The
couple was married on June 7. (Back row, left to r) Virginia Miraldi '03, Rahim
Bhayani ’01, Katie Boin ’03, A nne Fischer, Doug Huston, Shaun Fontaine, Meris
Mandernach, ’01s, John Koehler ’02; (Middle row) John Koehler ’69, Susan Camlin,
A m y Peshina Fontaine, 'Ols; (Front) bride, groom.

October to plan our 20th reunion,
June 10-13! None of us can believe
that so much time has passed. We all
look forward to a fantastic, fun time
reconnecting with everyone. Plans
are in the works for a Friday night
“Look Back Montage” and more fun
events for grads, spouses, and chil
dren on Saturday.
In preparation for Friday night,
Ken has created a special e-mail
address: <cowreunionl984@aol.
com>. Please send pictures from
your days at Wooster to that address.
The funnier the better! Don’t be
scared of embarrassing yourself or
others! Ken has also asked that each
person give him the names of three
songs that make them think of their
college days. The show will be a
great way to kick off a memorable
weekend.
Jim R ogan recendy spoke with
Dave about the reunion. That
prompted him to sit down with the
oldest of his three daughters and
look at the 1984 Index. Needless to
say, they laughed a great deal at the
pictures. Jim’s daughter thought we
were all geeks based on our hair and
the way we dressed.
Lots of memories came back to
Jim as he looked at that yearbook.
He remembed rooming with Dave,
B ill Le B u h n , and Steve C h ych lyk
post-college in Paoli, PA. It was as
good as college, he says, and they
had money! He remembered seeing
C h ris C o lo ra cci in Tampa one
night. They talked and talked and
ended up calling and talking to
some frat brothers into the early
morning hours. Jim remembered
visiting his old roommate, D a v id

M a h o o d , in Greensburg, NC, seeing
John M o rlid g e and M ark
W estn ea t in Chicago, playing golf
with K evin N a h ig a n in Spain for a

week, and going to a Cleveland
Indians game with M ik e B erg and
others.
There are many more people Jim
would love to see, including, but not
limited to: G ary B u h m ey er, B arb
B e n so n B righ a m , Jeff Cox, D a v e
K ajganich , “Pudge,” “Gigi,” Ken,
M ik e P h elp s, Val P erk in s, Joan n e
S h elto n , S te ff Stern, M ark Tyler,
and Jack W h itefo rd , to name a few.
Jim asks, “R ob ert T oher, where are

you? I was sorry to hear about Jerry.”
Steve Chychlyk has moved to
Adanta with his wife, Mindy. He
would love to hear from classmates,
especially some of his old rugby
teammates, at <Steven.Chychlyk@
wachovia.com>.
It’s going to be a great reunion.
We look forward to seeing you there.
Send in your pictures and ideas for
songs, call your friends, and encour
age them to come!
E liz a b e th R e n n e r C lic k , 23979
Shelburne Rd., Shaker Heights, OH
44122, <jneclick@aol.com>, and Jan e
P a x to n H o ffm a n , 2622 Northwood,
Toledo, OH 43606-3706, <jphoffman@buckeye-express.com>.

1 Q O C
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K ev in M o lo n e y works

as the director of infor
mation systems and technology at
Training and Treatment Innova
tions, a nonprofit mental health
agency that provides mental health
and developmental disability servic
es to over seven counties in south
eastern Michigan. Kevin sends this
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news, “For the last six years, I have
lived with my highly significant
other, Kathy, in Vassar, MI. We’re
building a house in Metamora and
should be able to move in the
spring.
“More as a goof than anything
else, I’m trying to get a Web site
developed for all past members of
Kappa Chi but am desperately short
on contacts and history. Is there any
one out there with factual informa
tion, aside from the plethora of press
surrounding the lawsuit and the loss
of the charter? Send it on. I would
greatly appreciate it. Visit <www.kx7
krappers.com>.
“My daughter, Lauren (8), now is
in the third grade. She’s the love of
my life, and I’m incredibly proud of
her.”
Kevin keeps in touch with John
S ta p le to n and occasionally with
T im m y T ullis and D a n n y
G a rtla n d via e-mail: “Kathy and I
visited John last summer,” Kevin
writes. “We usually do a Georgetown
trip every other year. John has not
changed a whole lot since gradua
tion. His wife, Kelly, keeps him in
line.”
Kevin concludes, “I would really
like to hear from anyone else who
even vaguely remembers me. Drop
me a note at <kmoloney@tds.net>.”
Becky and Jeffrey U lm er,
<julmerl@hakkaministries.org>,
have returned to the United States.
They live in Granville, Ohio, after
four and a half years of starting
churches among “unreached people
in Taiwan, the Republic of China
(see <www.hakkaministries.org>).
J e n n ife r B u rro w s L a n d e fe ld , 589
Ayers Ave.., Turtle Creek, PA 15145,
<jennsbl@jennsbl.com>.1
1 Q Q /L

A n d y W ert, <amwert6

1 / 0 0 @aol.com>, says,“It’s
been years since I last checked in.
Here’s a brief update: In June 2003,
my wife, Meg, and I and our three
kids, Haisley (9), Jessica (7), and
Emily (5), moved from Columbus,
Ohio, to Avon, CT, where I joined
Gilbarco Veeder Root as a vice presi
dent of marketing. After a few
months in a hotel, we’re finally set
tled and looking forward to this next
chapter in our lives!”
P e t e r A n d e rso n ,
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911 Carnelian St.,

The wedding o f
Grier Booker
and Richard
Richards IV ’96,
Oct. 5, 2002.
(Left to r)
Michael Baker,
Shannon Preece
Baker, ’96s,
Timothy
Cummings ’97,
bride, groom,
Aditya Rege,
Stephen
Wheeler, ’96s,
Anne Overton
Lyman, Zachary
Lyman, ’97s

Redondo Beach, CA 90277-3002,
<peter.d.anderson@boeing.com>, and
C h a r le s Ryan, 5 Vannina PI., West
Hills, NY 11743-6437, <cryan@lab21.
com>.
1 Q OTF
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K im b erly T odd
Sayers, director of The

Ohio State Agricultural Technical
Institute’s business training and edu
cational services and interim general
manager of the Shisler Conference
Center, received the 2003 the Ohio
State ATI Outstanding Staff Award.
The award recognizes non-faculty
staff who provide excellent service to
Ohio State ATI. Candidates may be
nominated by co-workers, faculty,
staff, stu
dents, or for
mer col
leagues.
Kim has
served as the
director of
business
training and
educational
services
Kimberly Sayers '87
(BTES, for
merly continuing education) at ATI
since the department was created in
1989. She is responsible for the lead
ership of BTES, which encompasses
local business and industry work
force training and education,
statewide agricultural workforce
training and education, and credit
and non-credit continuing educa
tion courses.
Under her leadership, BTES has
more than doubled the size of its
industrial automation maintenance
program and has been honored four
times as a partner in the Governor’s

Workforce Excellence Award.
Kim serves on the board of
Wayne County Children Services
and chaired the Manufacturing Your
Future committee, a special project
of the Wayne Development
Council’s Workforce Initiatives Task
Force. She co-chaired the first annu
al Chamber Country Classic for the
Wooster Area Chamber of
Commerce and is the ATI campus
representative to the Enterprise
Ohio Network. She’s also served on
several education-related boards and
panels at the state and regional lev
els.
Last January Cleveland magazine
named writer Sam rat U p ad h yay
among Cleveland’s “Most Interesting
People.” Samrat told the magazine
that his writing explores “my own
place” in two worlds, as a native of
Nepal and as a college professor in
the U.S. Samrat teaches post-colo
nial literature at Baldwin-Wallace
College.
Ted S ilv erm a n writes from San
Francisco, “I married Krissy Pflumm
’88 back in 1996, and we have a
great kid, Stuart (5). I work for a
class action law firm as a senior
paralegal.
“Outside of work, I play in sever
al San Francisco-based bands,
including the Chazz Cats, <www.
chazzcats.com>, a bluegrass band,
<www.brewglassboys.com>, and
others. This keeps me sane.”
Referring to the Spring 2003
1984 class notes, Ted wrote to Jane
Hoffman ’84, “It was cool to see that
you bumped into Mac [Squier] and
Sally Truitt, ’84s (see Wooster, Fall
’03 issue for more information on
Mac). I recall Mac as a mindblowing

guitarist, way back when, and always
wondered what had become of him.
As for Sally, my sister, Lizzy, is one of
her best pals out in Boulder, CO.
Lizzy is a massage therapist/Rolfer.
Because of her connection with
Sally, she ends up doing body work
for guys like Peter Rowan and many
other well-known bluegrass stars.
“I go as often as possible to the
Rockygrass Festival, and Sally hooks
me up with backstage passes. I will
be out there this year for the festival
and academy, playing the mandolin.
Weird little circle this world can be.”

4130
Mallard Way, Wooster, OH 44691,
<LBPanepento@aol.com>.

Lisa D im e n t P an e p e n to ,

1QQQ On Oct. 19,2003, Pat
1700 S c h m itz completed
the Columbus Marathon as part of a
relay team. Pat’s time for his half of
the marathon was 1 hour and 51
minutes. The day before, Pat’s kids
Matt (5) and Meg (3) completed the
1/4 mile Children’s Run for Fun.
The Colorado Geological Survey
recently published a book written
for the general public, Messages in

Stone: Colorado’s Colorful Geology.
K atie K ellerL ynn is the book’s edi

tor and author. The book is fully
illustrated and available through the
Colorado Geological Survey at (303)
866-2611 or at <geosurvey.state.co.
us/pubs/pub_list/publications_
information. htm>. Katie and David
live in Estes Park. Katie does geology
as well as writing and editing for the
National Park Service.
Among the authors who came to
campus for Alumni Weekend 2003
was B eth P o eh l S o ed er. Beth’s
book, published last year, is titled

Woostef
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Empower: a resource bookfor creating
a total communication classroom for
young children with autism spectrum
disorders and related communications
challenges (Pyramid Educational
Products).
Deb C elin sk i, 12244 Woodside Ct.,
Strongsville, OH 44136, <dacelinski
@core.com>; C a th y C am p b ell
W r ig h t, 44 Meadow In., Middlebury,
PT 05753, <catcwright@aol.com>;
and M ic h e lle P a g a n o H eck , Director
°f Community Relations, WQED
Multimedia, <mheck@wqed.org>.

1 Q O Q

Are we ready for summer yet? O f course we
are! Do you know what happens in
lune? Our 15-year reunion! Come to
Wooster June 10-13,2004. Why?
Because it’ll be FUN!
It’ll be fun to see classmates you
©ay not have seen for 15 years, fun
© see those same classmates pulling
°© their hair while running after
small children, fun to see that some
things — like the smell of Lowry
Center — never change, fun to fan
tasize for one brief weekend about
being 20 again, when you didn’t
have to cook or clean your own toilets, and fun to see all of the new
buildings on campus — not to mention the Internet cafe in the base©e© of Lowry. Remember when we
shll used typewriters? Now they’re
antiques — yikes! What does that
©ake us? Yeah, I know.. .OLD!
Especially compared to the navel
baring young ’uns on campus now.
Oh sure, I know a lot of you out
there probably don’t consider your
selves to be “reunion” people.. .or
you have some deep-seated fear that
a ©union is simply an excuse for the
College to hit you up for money.
well, I say, throw out those excuses
along with your old typewriter. We
°n the reunion planning committee
^ant your body.. .not your money.
Honest.
Reunion weekend has something
0r everyone. We’ve planned a recep
tion for Friday night (kids and
spouses optional); a family-oriented
arbeque for Saturday afternoon;
©d a casual dinner, with fun for
ds and grown-ups, on Saturday
©Sht. In between our class events,
y°u can take a tour of the campus,
Catch a faculty lecture, let your kids

The wedding o f Sarah Sanderson ’98 and Kevin D oughty ’95, Sept. 21, 2002. (Left to right) Emily Coleman Seitz,
Jonathan Seitz, ’98s, Emily Welty '00, Mieke Vandersall, Heidi Haverkamp, Wade Halva, '98s, Laurie Fields ’97,
Katherine Sanderson ’01, bride, groom, Eric Burkhart ’96, Scott Parnell, M att Herman, Eric Harbeson, ’95s
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burn off some energy at a carnival in
the quad, pig out on ice cream, and
attend several other all-class func
tions. Got kids? No problem! You
can bring them with you to any and
all events, you can use the College’s
babysitting service, or you can bring
your sitter with you.
Speaking of the reunion...if any
one out there enjoys creating slide
shows — as in, scanning photo
graphs and putting them into some
kind of slide show format, whether
it’s PowerPoint or some other pro
gram — please call or e-mail me
(Erika) ASAP. We need your talents
(and your equipment) to create a
special presentation for our class
dinner on Saturday night. We know
you’re out there — don’t be shy!
Whew! After all of that, we have
more class news to report.
Judy M errim an N ad zam

reports that congratulations are in
order for Jill M cF arland Jenkin s
and A liso n S ten ta J oh n ston . Jill
had a baby girl on Sept. 8, 2003.
Amy Katherine joined big sister
Shea. Everyone is doing great!
Alison welcomed daughter
Rebecca on June 7, 2003. Rebecca
joined Madeline (5) and Anna (2).
Everyone in the family is doing fine.
E rik a M . F ed erm an n , 7713 Salem

Dr., Hudson, OH 44236-1454,
<efedermann@adelphia.net>.
1 Q A A “Wow, time really flies.
I # / V In two years it will be
"15 — 15! — years since we graduat
ed!” writes Sab le O lin d o . Sable and
her son, Sajo, are world-class travel
ers. She works as a field staff coun
selor for the World Food Program

based in Nairobi. She travels to vari
ous African countries to counsel and
train staff members as needed. Sable
is purchasing a home close to
Nairobi and invites classmates in
that neck of the woods to stop by for
a cool drink and time with the pets.
In other parts of the world,
namely Tokyo, K irk N eu reiter has
changed jobs. He still works for
Fidelity but now manages a portfo
lio of Japanese stocks for clients.
This means a lot more travel. Kirk
recently went to Seattle, Hong Kong,
Boston, and London, as well as
Toronto, to attend the wedding of
Mark Taylor ’87!
Classmates traveling to Berlin
will perhaps recognize the name of a
local author there. T h o k o B and a
has released his first book, The
Storyteller (Books on Demand),
short stories in poetic form, in
Germany. Details can be found at
<www.manyika.de>. Thoko says,
“Having lived in four distinct cul
tures, on four continents, and hav
ing overcome life on the margins of
society under a brutal dictatorship
and as a state-less refugee, my moti
vation is to share insights and expe
riences of having served in the influ
ential corridors of global diplomacy.
I wish to give hope to those who
deserve hope more than most.” Send
e-mail to the author at <storyteller
@manyika.de>.
Thoko resigned from the world
of diplomacy and now is delving
into the equally hectic world of con
sulting on issues of international
development, trade facilitation, and
governance.
Closer to home, K ate H allett

and Noel ’91 P u tm a n , had their sec
ond child, Matthew, in May. He joins
brother Nick (2). The Putmans
enjoy life in Bloomington, IN.
See Births for more ’90 news.
Thanks to all who shared. Keep it
coming!
R u th R e y n o ld s C o t t e r , 1077
Ardsley Rd., Schenectady, NY 123083011; C a n d ic e D avis Palya, 704
Dunkirk Rd., Baltimore, MD 21212;
and Ju lie R ivinus, 6451 Alamo Ave.,
Apt. #1E, Clayton, MO 63105,
<wooster_90@hotmail. com>.

1 0 0 1
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E™ ’92 and K ath ryn
I

M cC u llo u g h R u ssell,

<marasfolks@aol.com>, bought
their first house this spring. They
have learned much about plumbing
but say, “details on coping with crabgrass are still badly needed!”
D a n B rash ler and his wife, P am
W righ t, enjoyed watching the North
Coast Pipe Band, led by Pipe Major
Bentley Wall ’88, take first place at
the Celtic Classic Highland Games
and Festival in Bethlehem, PA. Dan
says, “The band played on despite a
downpour and edged out stiff com
petition from all over the country.
Go, Woo!”
D o n C am pbell, 2316 20th St. NW,
Apt. 1, Washington, DC 20009-1412,
<dcampbell@fec.gov>, and K a tie
Jo n e s M c C le lla n d , 1263 Circle Dr.,
Arbutus, MD 21227, <rmcclelland
@prodigy.net>.

1 0 0 9
I 7 7 *

From Colorado, Erika
S e y fr ie d W illia m s,

<petenerika@aol.com>, reports,
“I’ve recently been promoted to
become a full-time Six Sigma black
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belt with Johns Manville. Six Sigma
is a discipline and composite of sta
tistical tools, processes, and tech
niques to identify and correct root
causes and variation within manu
facturing and transactional business
processes (aka: Ninja problem
solver). I’m halfway through the four
months of training and find it chal
lenging and rewarding. Peter and I
love our life in Denver and welcome
our friends for a visit.”
Eric P feffin g er lives in Toledo
with his wife, M elissa G regory, an
English professor at the U of Toledo.
He is achieving great success in his
work as a playwright. Four of his
plays will have been produced by the
end of 2003. During the summer,
Bird Germs opened in Los Angeles,
and on Oct. 10, Closet Chronicles was
produced off-Broadway in New York
by Fat Chance Productions. On Nov.
9 Chicago’s Visions and Voices
Theater debuted Accidental Rapture,
and after Thanksgiving, the Christ
mas comedy, Scrooge Variations,
opened in Indianapolis, courtesy of
Rough Magic Productions.
Eric is in touch with Andy Cobb
’93, a fellow founder of the College’s
comedy/improv group, Don’t Throw
Shoes. In fact, when he isn’t play
writing, Eric collaborates with Andy
on screenplays and other projects.
J essam yn N e u h a u s recently
joined the faculty of Denison U as
an assistant professor of history. She
completed a Ph.D. in 2001 at Clare
mont Graduate U and served as a
lecturer at Case Western Reserve U.
K a th le e n Q u in n , 241 Johns Hill Rd„
Highland Heights, KY 41076,
<quinnkl@email.uc.edu>.
E m ily J.L yon s reports,
I # #
“I finished a Ph.D. in
malaria genetics in June and moved
back to the U.S. for a post-doc in the
DC area. It feels kind of strange after
four years in England, but I’m back.
And I’d love to catch up with old
friends at 6728 Hillandale Rd.,
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 or <elyons
@tigr.org>.”
J en n ifer G o eb el G a rn er sends
an update, “Trevor G a rn er is still
with M&T Bank, now as vice presi
dent and regional business banking
manager for Prince George’s and
Montgomery Counties in Maryland.
1 Q Q Q
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The wedding o f
A nnie Bruno ’97
and Patrik
Duivens, July 5,
2003. (Left to r)
Nicole Kindschi,
Betsy Beyer, ’97s,
bride, groom,
M olly Fryer Slagle,
Rita Forman, Erik
Sosa, ’97s

I’m staying home with the girls and
trying to finish a master’s in English
that I started in Connecticut.”
Congratulations to the Class of
’93 for having the highest percent
age of class members giving to the
Wooster Fund out of the last 20
years of graduating classes — 20
percent! If you did not receive a
copy of the 2002-03 Wooster Fund
Donor Report or a pledge card for
the Wooster Fund, please contact
the Alumni Office.
Jodi S ie b o ld W ilb er lives in
Dublin, Ohio, with her husband
and four children. She reports, “The
past 10 years have been extremely
peculiar, eventful, and fulfilling. I
would love to hear from any alumni
to learn what you have been up to,
at <sixwilbers@aol.com>.”
Jeff and A n n e B ryan t M ettee
had their third child, a boy, Declan
Lemon, on July 5,2003. He joined
sisters Holt (5) and Ryland (2). The
Mettees still live, teach, and coach at
a private high school in Bath, ME.
They were sorry to miss the 10th
reunion, but it was too close to
Anne’s due date to travel to Ohio.
I (C h arlie) just returned from a
three-week trip east where I saw
many Wooster folks. In the
Columbus, Ohio, area I visited Pete
’92 and Eva G eil H o r to n and Dave
’94 and K risten W h itak er K nox,
who, just by chance, bought houses
in the same subdivision.
In the Columbus area I also
spent time with Brad Mehl ’95 and
Fatima Khalil Foy ’97. Then it was
on to New York where I met up
with G alen G aarder, Erik
H a a k o n sen , C ara N ic o l, and Jay
Raymond ’92. Galen had recently
returned from a vacation in the
Dominican Republic, where he for

merly served in the Peace Corps.
Cara is working on a Ph.D. at
Southern Illinois U. She drove to
NYC from Connecticut with Jay,
who works for General Electric.
Erik and his wife, A le x is Sparks
H a a k o n sen , along with daughter
Annika, were staying with Jennifer
Jaeger N e w m a n and her husband.
Other Woosterites I saw in New York
were Vivek Batra ’90, Rob Cahill ’94,
Meg Braun ’95, and Ken Mallinder
’9 6 .1 also made a short trip to
Buffalo to visit Chris Kelly ’96, an
actor with Buffalo United Artists. He
was in rehearsal for Romeo and
Juliet.
I then spent a week in
Pennsylvania, where I had lunch
with our class president, D art
S ch m alz, in State College. Dart had
a chance to explain to me exactly
what a doctorate in leisure studies
from Penn State is all about.
I met up with Mike Grau ’95,
who also lives in State College, and
Doug Miller ’94, who is getting a
master’s in instructional technology
at the U of Bloomsburg. Doug was
kind enough to take me to the
Bloomsburg County Fair!
Ulmer and Berne, a Cleveland
law firm, recently hired C lau d ia
B reed R ose in its liability defense
and insurance coverage groups
department. Claudia also volunteers
with several organizations in the
Cleveland area.
I (K im ) just started a new job at
PricewaterhouseCoopers in Boston.
I am responsible for implementing
all of the firm’s training programs
that happen in the Northeast region.
It keeps me very busy, but it’s a good
career fit for me right now. Outside
of work, Steve ’92 and I are busy
with Matthew (2). He’s the classic

toddler — but adorable and lots of
fun! Please keep in touch.
It seems that everyone we run
into experienced major changes last
year. Please send a quick e-mail and
let us know what happened for you
in 2003. Please put “Wooster” or
“Class of 1993” in the subject line.
C h a r lie G a ll, 1030 Larkin St. Apt.
12, San Francisco, CA 94109,
<charlesgall@hotmail.com>, and Kim
Remley, 21 Woodbridge Road, North
Andover, MA 08145, <kimandstevel
@comcast.net>.
L eanna H a m ill is finI / i
ishing her last year at
Suffolk U Law School in Boston.
Sara K erew ich T aylor says, “My
husband, Terence, and I had a son
on Mar. 31,2003. He keeps us busy.
We live in Oyster Bay, NY, on Long
Island. In addition to taking care of
the baby, I sell real estate and volun
teer with the Junior League. If you’re
ever in New York, please give me a
buzz at <sktaylor@optonline.net>. I
look forward to seeing everyone at
our 10-year reunion.”
B etsy K urtz happily announces
that she gave birth to a beautiful
baby girl, Kayla Elizabeth, on Dec. 7,
2002. She and Kayla live in Balti
more and are doing very well. Betsy
continues to work with the elderly at
a local nursing home as the director
of social services. She would love to
hear from alums at <rumbe3@aol.
com>.
Tanya B la ich M c ln e r n e y and
husband Bryan live in Columbus,
Ohio. Tanya says. “We had twins,
Jack and Adam, in Nov. 2002. It’s so
much fun! I keep in touch with
L in n ea P alch ick G allo, who lives
four houses down from us. She and
her husband, Rob, had a little boy,
1 0 0 4
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Nicholas Robert, in June 2003.
“1 also keep in contact with
Kathleen S ch u h K och. She and her
husband, Tom, live in Charlotte, NC.
They have a son, Ben (1 1/2) and a
daughter, Rebecca, also born in June.
“Laura O w e n s Life lives close
hy, too, in Massillon, and we talk
regularly. She and her husband,
Scott, have a daughter, Sophia (3).
“A m y L a m b o H a w th o r n e and
her husband, Paul, live in New York
City and are doing well.
“I recently ran into Mike Holden
93, and his wife, Michelle, Jennifer
Ludowise Smith, Eva Geil Horton,
Connie Prince Adams, ’93s, and
Allison Hightshoe Bescak ’95 and
her husband, Todd ’95. Everyone
lives in Columbus with the excep
tion of Allison and Todd, who
relocated to Cleveland.”
The Class of 1994 10th reunion
's fast approaching, June 10-13! A
8roup of classmates is hard at
"'ork planning for the weekend.
^ e hope that as many alumni as
Possible can attend. It will be a
8reat time to catch up with old
friends and create new Wooster
Memories. Those of you who
attended the fifth reunion recall
what a great tim e it was.
We hope to outdo ourselves
*his time. In fact, we are trying to
Set a record for the largest atten
d e e ! So plan to come and
encourage all o f the classmates
'vith whom you keep in touch to
attend. Your comm ittee will send
y°u information to gather opinlQns about the planned events. We
"'ant your input. See you in June!
Mike and I (E lea n o r) welee>med Kathryn “Kate” Eleanor on
CL 19,2003. M om and Dad are
nappy and enjoying the early days
Pf Parenthood.

1346 BeaconsCrosse Pointe Park, MI 48230,
7^arnaraccamphell@juno.com>, and
<
le a n o r K alejs Ryman, 3826 Stag0rn Dr., Longmont, CO 80503,
^ eanoryman@hotmail.com>.
aM ara c . C am pbell,

Please send updates on
what you’re doing! We
^ ° uld love to catch up with you.
c Ecca S a n d e rs M a stin ,

4 Fall River

C Fairfield, OH 45014, <becca-

:ast'n@worldnet.att.net>.

^ ‘n te r 2004

Wooster philosophy
professor Ron
H ustw it (left) and
his son, Ron
H ustw it Jr. ’95

P h ilo so p h y and th e M ilita r y
Air Force intelligence is not likely to be listed among the top 10 career
options for philosophy majors, but R on H u stw it Jr. ’95 sees a perfectly
logical connection.
“Military intelligence requires analytical thinking,” says Hustwit, who
holds a Ph.D. from the University of Arkansas. “Who better to make com
plex decisions in critical situations than someone who has studied the great
philosophers?”
Hustwit was already a member of the Air Force ROTC when he learned
of the Sept. 11,2001, attacks. “That day I made the decision to seek a com
mission in the Air Force,” he says. “1 wanted to become involved in the fight
against terrorism.” Now a second lieutenant stationed at Goodfellow Air.
Force Base in San Angelo, Texas, Hustwit is deeply involved in that battle.
He notes the influence of his father, Ron Hustwit Sr. (philosophy), on
his career path. “I was very lucky to have an opportunity to work with and
study under my dad,” he says. “An excellent teacher, he showed me how to
be a better thinker, which I hope will help me become a competent, caring,
and responsible officer.”
— John Finn

% QQiL
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C lin to n and A n gela
M artin B eh m , <clint-

behm@yahoo.com>, had a baby girl
on Sept. 14,2003, Emily Caroline
(named after the late Carol Dupree
’77). “She’s beautiful!” according to
her parents. Emily’s grandparents
are Tim ’68 and Jeanette Dupree ’69
Behm and the late Frank and
Maxine Martin. Emily certainly has
Wooster potential. The Behms live in
Amherst, Ohio. Clinton is an electri
cal engineer with Marconi Com
munications; Angela has a master’s
and is a mental health therapist.
R ichard R ich ard s IV married
Grier Booker in Oct. 2002 (see
photo on page 48).

Apt. 321,305
Montefiore St., Lafayette, IN 47905,
<mgraham@ecn.purdue.edu>;
M ic h e lle P e r rig o , Apt. C19,2114
Sunnyside Dr., Kalamazoo, MI 49048,
<meesch@stratos.net>; and A n d re w
V e lle n g a , 7510-11 Cove Point Dr.,
Raleigh, NC 27613, <vellengaae@
4mcd.usmc.mil>.
M e r e d ith G rah am ,

1 Q Q 7

M ered ith S p u n g in

t i l l
Janik, <msjanikgu@
aol.com>, works at the U.S. Foreign
and Commercial Service at the
Department of Commerce and
should finish a graduate degree in
international relations from
Georgetown U in the spring.
Curtis and M arjorie W alterE ch ols H illyer, <marjorie@sssnet.
com>, announce the arrival of their
first child. Connor Robert Hillyer
was born on July 30,2003 (the day
after his momma’s birthday).
Marjorie writes, “Happy and healthy,
everyone’s doing great. Curtis and I
are loving parenthood.”
Writing this in October, I (Sue)
can’t believe that we’re approaching
the winter months. It’s been 80-plus
degrees daily throughout much of
the Colorado fall, but they are pro
jecting 28 degrees and snow this
weekend. I had better get prepared!
C h ris and Sonya S p illm a n n
share some recent developments. In
August 2003, they moved to the

metropolitan DC area where Chris
has accepted a post-doc position as a
scientist for the Naval Research Lab.
Sonya writes, “Chris was hired by a
company called Geo-Centers that
does contract work for the U.S.
Department of Defense. He’ll write a
grant for his research, submit it to
the government, and then will be an
employee of the Naval Research
Center (right next to Bolling Air
Force Base, across the river from
where we live). The two-year posi
tion will start after he is an official
Ph.D. (after his defense in October)
and is a great opportunity for some
one right out of a doctoral program
with little industrial work experi
ence.” Congratulations, Chris!
I (Sue) got to spend a few days
with Jesse E lm o re as he drove
through Colorado on his way to
California. Jesse has relocated to San
Francisco to pursue a degree at the
Academy of Art College. He is excit
ed about obtaining a degree in
graphic design and meeting lots of
new and exciting people in the area.
If you happen to swing by, contact
Jesse at <jesse@sanfranmail.com>.
Jesse also stopped in Chicago on
his way across the country and spent
some time with R en ee G rogg.
Renee teaches middle school science
and math in the Chicago Public
Schools. Drop Renee a line if you’re
in the Chicago area at <goofyrenee@
sbcglobal.net>.
In July 2003 A n n ie B r u n o mar
ried Patrik Duivens in Montreal,
Canada (see photo on page 50).
T on i M a n d r y lives in Ankara,
Turkey, where she teaches high
school. “It’s an amazing experience,”
she says, “and a lot of work and fun.
If anyone is making their way
through Turkey, send me an e-mail,
<hentzau2@hotmail.com>, and
we’ll head out to a Turkish bath!
Postcards are welcome, too.” Toni’s
postal address is Hulya sokak, Hulya
Apartmani 10/13, GOP 06700
Ankara, Turkey.
I (Su e) hope that all of you had
a wonderful holiday season.
S u z a n n e M . F l e t c h e r , 727 North
Nevada Ave.. Apt. 1, Colorado
Springs, CO 80903, <siouxfletch@
yahoo.com>.
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1 QQQ A m y B ea tty married
I / # O Cory Freadling on
Sept. 20,2003, in Akron, Ohio (see
photo on page 35.) V a len tin a
A n to n o v a K orn ik and B arbara
Q u e en attended.
See page 49 for the photo of
another Class of 1998 wedding, of
Sarah S a n d e rso n and Kevin
Doughty ’95. The SandersonDoughtys have settled into marriage,
the ministry, and their first home.
They’d love to welcome visitors any
time! Their address is 5296 Jefferson
St., Louisville, KY 13367.

618 F St. NE #9,
Washington, DC 20002-5250, and
S a lly T h e le n , <woosterclassofl 998@
yahoo. com>.
T e rr e n c e H e u b e rt,

1 QQQ A q u eela h C o llier says,
I 7 I f “Greetings from
Jamaica, Queens, NY. I work as the
youth minister of the First Presby
terian Church in Jamaica. I’m having
a great time hanging out with an
awesome group of teens from all
over the area. The Big Apple is nice,
but I sure do miss Wooster! I would
love to hear from some Wooster
folks at <revq02@hotmail.com>.”
Jam es R o ller moved to Mary
land to pursue an M.B.A. at the
Smith School of Business at the U of
Maryland. Prior to that, he spent
two years in Boston, working as the
assistant director of IT for a Boston
architecture firm while rooming
with S o h il Parekh. James says, “It
was great rekindling a great friend
ship and absorbing the rich culture
of New England.
“My time there inspired my
return to academia. I’ve also become
an avid Red Sox fan and have
enjoyed Sox games with several
Wooster alumni, even journeying to
New York to root for the Sox in hos
tile territory with other Woosterites.
I have also been fortunate to visit
(and be visited by!) Wooster grads in
the Illinois, New York, DC, North
Carolina, and Boston areas. I won’t
name names for fear of omitting
someone, but you know who you
are! Anyone in the area or wanting
to get back in touch should e-mail
me at <jkoller@rhsmith.umd.edu>.
I am excited about our reunion. Let’s
make some plans!”
A n g ela D a w n Lucas graduated
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The wedding o f Katie Hyland '03 and Jacob Dodson '02, Aug. 8, 2003. (Third row, left to r) Dave Workman '04, unidenti
fied, Kyle Kindbom '04, Dusty Smith, Gabe Thompson, '03s; (Middle row) Kayla Heising '04, Meris Mandernach '01,
groom, Meredith Workman, Stephanie Small '06, Kim Darby (service learning), Kristen Chapin '02, Julie Long (campus
ministries), Tracy Ward '02, Jane Smith '03, Tom Spears '04; (Front) Jen Schade '02, bride, Laura Weber, Barbara Patrick,
Margaret Buck, Kendra Heffelbower, Alicia Reynolds, A m y Gerber, Kim Fukai, Jaime Bryk, M ike O ’Neil, '03s

from veterinary school and practicies in the Columbus area. She mar
ried Matthew Beal on Sept. 27,2003.
R orie H arris earned a Ph.D. in
experimental psychology from the U
of Memphis and works as a
researcher with the U.S. Navy, evalu
ating a variety of programs and
looking at retention issues. Rorie
says, “It’s a great opportunity and I
really enjoy it! I’ll be in Memphis for
a while, so if anyone is passing
through, look me up! Contact me at
<rornic26@aol.com>.”
C h ristin e A n d e rso n earned a
master’s in history from the U of
Kansas in May 2003. She’s continu
ing on at KU, working towards a
Ph.D. in British history, and would
love to hear from “ole’Wooster
chums” at <christineanderson@
hotmail.com>.
Josh S tu b b in s graduated from
the law school at American U, took
the bar exam, and started a job with
the U.S. Department of Justice in
Miami. “If anyone is in the Miami
area,” Josh says, “drop me a line at
<jfstubbins@hotmail.com>.”
R o b in W ood ard and Graham
Westerberg ’97 recently relocated to
the Bethesda, MD, area. They have
both found jobs that they love and
are having fun getting to know the
area. Graham works at The Holton
Arms School in Bethesda as the
assistant aquatics director, and
Robin teaches kindergarten at St.
Francis Episcopal Day School in
Potomac, MD. Reach them at 820
Quince Orchard Blvd. #101,
Gaithersburg, MD 20878.
S tep h a n ie M acM illan graduat
ed with a nursing degree from the U
of Cincinnati and is working toward
a master’s in family and psychiatric

nurse practitioning. She relocated to
Hyde Park, a fun neighborhood in
Cincy. Her mailing address is 2570
Madison Road #2, Cincinnati, Ohio
45208.
E rin B ro w n earned a J.D. from
the Ohio State U School of Law in
May 2003 and then took a longawaited trip along the East Coast.
Erin met some Wooster friends
whom she had not seen in a while.
She lives in Columbus and would
love to hear from old friends at
<brownerinc@yahoo.com>.
Erin saw K ate C u n n in g h a m in
Boston. Kate recently moved across
the Charles River to Cambridge and
can be found at 8 Davenport St. #2,
Cambridge, MA 02140 or at <kate@
katesite.com>.
M aryB eth C h eversia is working
on a Ph.D. at the U of ColoradoBoulder. She misses Seattle but loves
Boulder. There are many alums in
the area. Drop her a line at 2951 1/2
14th St., Boulder, CO 80304 or
<mary.cheversia@colorado.edu>.
Joe and D e b b ie K ru d w ig
G u to w sk i are new homeowners.
“We’ve got guest rooms for anyone
who wants to come visit Cleveland,”
Debbie says. “I can’t wait to see
everyone again at our reunion in
June! Our new address is 1111
Churchill Rd., Lyndhurst, OH
44124.” Debbie teaches K-8 music in
two area Catholic schools, and Joe
works at Case Western Reserve U.
Debbie says, “I made it to the
Wooster homecoming, and it was
great to see my EKO sisters again! I
spent most of the weekend with
C o u rtn ey Funk, Laura M arkley,
D a n a S h erm a n E l-Sh azly, and
C o llee n D u n n .

“Courtney started a new job in a

pediatric office. She now holds an
R.N., a nurse practitioner certificate,
and a master’s from Ohio State.
“Laura is in her fourth year of
medical school at Northeastern
Ohio Universities College of
Medicine. Dana works at Batelle in
Columbus, where she lives with her
husband, Rif, and son, Xavier.
Colleen is in New Jersey working for
Verizon Wireless.”
H eid i C lo u g h ly and Jeff Bird
’98 are the parents of Ainsley Louise
(1). Reach them by e-mail at
<woobirds@peoplepc.com>.
Jody C lau ter lives in Madison,
WI, and works for the U of Wiscon
sin’s archaeology department, having
obtained a master’s degree. Find her
at <jdauter@uwm.edu>.
T asha S to lle and Doug Peacock
’96 are the proud parents of Aly (3)
and Sam (1). Tasha can be reached
at <tashapeacock@aol.com>.
L eslie K napp now lives in
Arlington, VA, and works as the
press secretary to U.S. Congressman
John Tierney from the Sixth District
of Massachusetts. She can be
reached at <lknapp77@yahoo.com>'
K ath erin e R a th -C o u rsey
Siefker writes, “Jerem y Siefker and

I married on June 22,2003 (see
photo on page 30). I graduated from
veterinary school in May and have
started my first job as a doctor!
Jeremy continues to enjoy teaching
middle school life science. We have
moved into our first home and wel
come any visitors in the Fredericks
burg, VA, area. You can contact us at
<ktsiefker@aol.com>.”
R u th K yle also got married in
June, to Anthony Hall (see photo on
page 32). And K atie M o n ta g u e
married S ea n M a lo n e in August

Wooster

(see page 34 for photo).
Last August I (K erry) finished
Mi M.A. in speech language patholo
gy at Temple U. 1 relocated to San
Diego for the warm weather (see my
new contact information below). I
would love to hear from alumni in
the southern California area. I’m
really excited to see everyone at the
reunion — June 10-13. Mark those
calendars!
K erry H a rd y , 3540 Georgia St., San
Diego, CA 92103, <kerryhardyl998
@yahoo.com>, and C h r is ty R auch,
2403 Drexel St., Vienna, VA 22180,
<christyrauch@yahoo.com>.
Q A A A K aren F isch er and
~ v w w
H o lly D e e d s visited
Kaysa P elo fsk e in Chicago over

Klemorial Day weekend. They especially enjoyed the beautiful weather,
lovely gardens, great food, and wine
at Kaysa’s uncle’s restaurant, and just
pending time together.
Karen graduated in May with a
master’s in human development
horn the U of Rochester, and Holly
graduated from the Ohio State U
Law School. Kaysa has earned an
LhEd. and is completing an Ed.S.
and internship in school psychology
at Loyola U. She can be reached at
<;kpelofs@luc.edu>.
M egan F airfield H o o k er writes,
After graduation, I went back to
Dagstaff, AZ, to work on improving
my health. The results have been
Mcredible, and I’m doing very well.
n Flagstaff I worked at the Lowell
Observatory for two years doing
Public education and outreach and
'Vrking for the observatory’s daily
Publication StarTales. Pluto was dis
covered there, so there’s a historical
component, but it’s also the largest
Pnvately-run observatory in the
World.
j. This summer 1 drove almost
v’°00 miles from Arizona to
crrriont, taking the scenic route.
?mng the way, I saw many Wooster
riends and a lot of amazing land'^ape, hitting 17 states in 30 days.
. ‘ghlights of my trip include time
q southern Utah, Colorado, the
?-ark National Scenic Riverway in
.outhern Missouri, and the Smokies
11Tennessee and North Carolina.
; 1 m now in South Royalton, VT,
a year-long program in environ-
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mental law at Vermont Law School.
When the year is over, I will have a
M.S.E.L. (master of studies in envi
ronmental law). I’m focusing on
water issues. You can contact me at
<megan68@care2.com> or P.O. Box
638, South Royalton, VT 05068.”
N a th a n iel S trick ler quit his job
in Washington, DC, married Ava
Kamm, and moved to Carbondale,
1L, to attend the Southern Illinois U
School of Law.
M a tth ew R eed K in g passed the
bar exam and works at the law firm
of Locke Reynolds in Indianapolis.
“Anyone and everyone should drop
me a line at <mking@locke.com>,”
he says. “Living in downtown Indy is
great — stop by if you’re in the
neighborhood!”
After spending a year teaching
English in Jinan, China, E lizabeth
G ill and Jacob O rin B urt have
moved back to North Carolina.
Jill M iller writes, “After gradua
tion I moved to Jackson Hole, WY,
and worked for Grand Teton
National Park for three years in a
variety of jobs. I just accepted a new
position as a habitat biologist for the
Wyoming Game and Fish Depart
ment, also in Jackson. My job is
absolutely awesome! I get to ski,
backpack, mountain bike, and kayak
whenever I want in one of the most
awsome playgrounds in the lower
4 8 .1 have fallen horribly out of
touch with so many old friends and
would love to hear from Wooster
alums at <possumlb@yahoo.com>.
See “Small World,” page 38, for a
bit of news from M arie Salu po.

Stuyvesant Oval Apt.
10c, New York, NY 10009,
<maurafinnl2@hotmail.com>.

M a u ra Finn, 3

I K erri D aly, <kdaly@
Z v U I mail.neonet.kl2.oh.us
>, says, “After two long years of sub
bing for local schools, I finally got a
full-time job teaching fifth grade in
my dream district, Kent City
Schools. I love it! E-mail me some
time to catch up.”
Jenny K oeh ler married Luke
Tolson on June 7,2003, in a small
ceremony. Friends gathered for a
wedding celebration on Sept. 6 (see
photo on page 47).
M ich ael A sk in plays in the orig
inal rock band, Loud Earth. “We are
Q A A

Wooster friends from the Class o f 2001 held a m ini-reunion in Steamboat
Springs, CO, in August, taking in, among other events, a rodeo. (Back, left
to r) Abbie Wesoloski, Candace Lovejoy; (Front) Megan Vogt, Robyn Tew
Laditka (dean’s office), Ashley Fisher, Christie English, all ’01s

rocking our way through clubs along
the Jersey shore and in NYC. We
recendy released our first album,
Sparks. I also work in the housing
and entitlements department of
Central Jersey Legal Services in New
Brunswick. Drop me a line any time
at <AskinMichael@hotmail.com>.”

9566 Shaw Rd., Spencer,
OH 44275, <joybishop22@hotmail.
com>.
Joy Bishop,

A A A A Thanks, again, to those
i v V A who have submitted
notes. Keep those updates coming.
R ob yn K och er began a new job
in September as marketing manager
for concerts at Northwestern U. Find
her at <r-kocher@northwestern.edu>.
R achel R enk es sends several
updates. She is pursuing a degree in
children’s literature at Ohio State U.
She lives with her brother, Nathan
Renkes ’99.
Rachel reports that G eorgia
N eale lives outside of Los Angeles
and works for an insurance compa
ny. Jennifer S o rrells completed her
research at Vanderbilt U and is
working on a master’s in chemistry
at Emory U. M iran d a P fahl, a
fourth-grade teacher, and husband
Paul recently purchased a home.
E lizab eth C o llin s lives in
Lakewood, Ohio, and works for
FirstMerit Bank. C h risty G allagh er
is attending grad school in psycholo
gy and lives in Youngstown, Ohio.
B eck y H aven lives in Cleveland and
manages an Aeropostale store.
K ristian a H ess lives in Columbus
with M egan M o n k s and works for
City Year.
M argi H azlett also sends quite a
few updates. She works as a market

ing coordinator in downtown
Boston. She writes, “After living in
Chicago for a year doing marketing
for an architectural firm in the
Loop, I decided to move to Boston. I
live with S tep h A n d rea s and
S h elley B ro w n in Watertown. My
e-mail address is <margaret_hazlett
@hotmail.com>. If you’re in Boston
please send me an e-mail. I plan on
being here for a while...just can’t
seem to get enough lobster!”
Shelley moved to Boston in Aug.
2002. She had been working as a
speech aide for United Cerebral
Palsy, a nonprofit organization. She
now has a job as a speech assistant
in the Burlington Public School
District, working with children ages
3-5. “I plan on going to grad school
in the fall to study speech-language
pathology,” she says.
“I moved to Boston in June
2002,” writes Steph Andreas, “and
lived with S ally S m ith and Erica
H o u se in Southie.” She then moved
in with Margi and Shelley. “I work as
an executive assistant at a private
equity firm and love it! I’m applying
to grad schools for marketing.” Find
Steph at <sma62580@yahoo.com>.
A llis o n K egley is involved in
marketing and advertising with a
student health insurance company
and travels to schools around the
country. She continues to live with
Janie W in sto n in Somerville, MA.
E lizab eth W e isse n b o r n lives in
Portland, OR, with E m ily M ed ley.
Elizabeth laments the sluggish econ
omy. She writes, “I see something
intriguing every day and think to
myself, ‘Hey, that would make an
interesting anthropological study.’
Just kidding.” If you’re in the area,
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she would love to hear from you at
<ebilazett@hotmail.com>.
C a ro len e G ab rail is working on
her second year of research in the
pharmacology department at
Vanderbilt U. She’s a research assis
tant for Lee Eberhardt Limbird 70.
Byron ’03 and E lisa b eth B oyce
P eeb les live in Alexandria, VA.
Elisabeth is enrolled in a one-year
program at the U of Maryland to
earn a master’s in secondary social
studies. Byron is looking for a job in
the area. They celebrated their first
wedding anniversary in October.
N eh a S a h g a l is a graduate stu
dent in government and politics at
the U of Maryland, College Park.
She has settled well into the DC
area. K ate T h o m a s, Andrew Davy
’03, and Emily Welty ’00 recently
visited Neha. They had a fabulous
time catching up and revisiting
Wooster memories.
D a rla F rench writes, “I am a
graduate student at Purdue U in
West Lafayette, IN, in the curricu
lum and instruction department. 1
am working on a master’s in agricul
tural extension education and hope
to graduate in 2005. I’m student
teaching this spring at Warsaw (IN)
Community High School. My biolo
gy degree at Wooster helped score
me a teaching assistantship in the
biology department here — one of
the only non-biology grad students
to get a biology TA position.”
Darla spent a week in Amarillo,
TX, last May, with Eric Pilko and
Erin Sandle, ’03s. They stayed with
Ray Matlack (2001-02 visiting biolo
gy professor at Wooster) and his
family for a week of hiking and her
petology. Darla says, if you’re near
West Lafayette, please contact her.
Jam es and M ary N ien a b er
F oster happily announce the birth
of son Ethan Michael on Dec. 2,
2003: “The three of us are enjoying
time together while James is on
break from Ohio State U med school
and Mary is on maternity leave from
Prentice Hall. Not surprisingly, we’re
taking tons of pictures, so if you’d
like an Ethan picture fix, let us know
at <MaryJNF<®columbus.rr.com>.”
For a small world story involving
Liz F arina, see page 38.

1324 East Towne
Ln. Apt. D, Delaware, OH 43015,

M a re n L. M ille r ,
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belonged to First Christian Church
in his hometown of Meadville, PA.
His parents, Paul E. and Cheryl
Goehring Tunno, his paternal
grandparents, and a sister survive.
The family requests memorials to
the Matthew Tunno Memorial
Scholarship Fund, The University of
Montana Foundation, P. O. Box
7159, Missoula, MT 59807.
’7 6 Jeanne M arie B acon ,
Michael O ’Neil ’03 (left) poses with presidential candidate Howard Dean at cam
paign headquarters in Burlington, Vermont. The former governor so impressed
O ’Neil at the Young Democrats Convention last August — “he was unbelievable” —
that the recent graduate signed on to the campaign as a volunteer. In November
Dean’s staffpromoted O ’Neil from intern to assistant finance director. His job is
mostly to ensure that fundraising efforts comply with federal regulations, “but I ’ve got
m y hands on everything I can.”A communication major who credits Wooster with
sparking his interest in politics, O ’Neil says he “talks politics over breakfast, lunch,
and dinner.” Does he think Howard Dean can win ? “I wouldn’t be here if I didn’t.”

<Wooster02@hotmail.com>.
Q A A Q

M elissa S an tas works

A v V w as an assistant at
Karpus Investment Management
in Pittsford, NY. She provides sup
port to traders, analysts, and p o rt
folio managers.
C a th erin e D w y er moved to
Boston in June 2003 and works for
the Boston Stock Exchange. She and
her dog, Petunia, reside happily in
the exciting South End neighbor
hood. Her e-mail address is
<Cathdwyer@hotmail.com>.
K atie H y la n d married Jacob
Dodson ’02 in Aug. 2003. See their
photo on page 52.
A n d r ew S m all wed Sarah Davis
in September in Egg Harbor, WI (see
photo, page 46).
See more ’03s on page 38.

3793 W.
Suburban Ct., Columbus, IN 47201;
H a n n a h R u ssell, 99 John St. Apt.
810, New York, NY 10038, <hwr203@
nyu.edu>; and M a r t a Z ab o ro w sk i,
406 E. 30th St. Apt. 105, Austin, TX
78705, <misstex80@hotmail.com>.
K e n d ra H e ffe lb o w e r,

Births & Adoptions
’9 6 To Erik and H eath er
G lea so n G reen w ald , a daughter,

Elise Renee, May 12, 2003
’9 4 To Chuck and Lynn
W h ip k ey M eh ler, a son, Jack
Charles, Sept. 4, 2003
’91 To D o u g and Margaret

H a lverson , a daughter, Ingrid Mary,

Nov. 30,2003, joining sisters Karey
and Kathryn
’91 To Matthew, and V alerie
N a y T h o m a s, twin daughters,
Madeline Lee and Molly Elizabeth,
Nov. 5,2002
’90 To Keith and K im b erly
W achter H a rm o n , a daughter,
Cassidy, Aug. 15,2003, joining sister
Alexa (4)
’89 To D a v id and Nancy
K n o w lto n , a daughter, Lydia
Jeannine, May 29,2003, joining sis
ter Julia

O bituaries
’95 M a tth ew T u n n o , Missoula,
MT, Aug. 5,2003, of natural causes.
A member of the communications
honor society, Lambda Pi Eta, Matt
majored in philosophy at Wooster
and earned a master’s in forestry
from the U of Montana. He co
authored two books on environ
mental issues and was invited to
speak at several national and inter
national conferences.
Matt was a Boon and Crockett
Fellow at the U of Montana, where
he would have graduated in 2004
with a Ph.D. in environmental poli
cy. He had recently received a large
grant to investigate forest fires and
help prevent future disasters.
Matthew enjoyed hunting and fly
fishing and was a fishing guide as
well as an accomplished guitarist. He

Worthington, Ohio, Sept. 16, 2003,
after a long illness. A history major,
Jeanne participated in Urban
Quarter-San Diego as a Wooster
sophomore and lived at Bontrager
House, a program residence, as a
junior. After graduation, she earned
an R.N. from Capital University
School of Nursing and worked at
hospitals in Wisconsin and Ohio.
She lived with Crohn’s disease for
most of her adult life.
We remember Jeanne, high-spir
ited and unrepentant, for her wide
grin and wonderful laughter. These
thoughts, offered by Bruce Koppert
’76, were read at her memorial serv
ice: “Among her friends, Jeanne was
the glue. There are many ‘Jeanne sto
ries’ — in fact, we call them that by
label. They are golden, happy
moments, and, even with Jeanne
gone...there is no limitation, no lack
of access, no restrictions to these fun
and connecting thoughts and mem
ories.” Survivors include Jeanne’s
husband, Bob Mintz; a son; her par
ents, Tom and Jean Bacon; three
brothers, and two sisters.

—Dana Vandenburg Murphy ’76
’69 W illia m A. P a tterso n , Troy,
PA, July 31,2003. Bill ran cross
country for the College. After gradu
ating with a degree in history, he
attended Princeton Theological
Seminary, earning an M.Div. in
1975. He also did post-graduate
work at Pittsburgh, McCormick, and
Moravian Seminaries and at the U
of South Carolina.
Bill served as a pastor at
Presbyterian churches in Nanticoke
and Shickshinny, PA, and Vernon,
NY. He also was stated clerk of the
Lackawanna Presbytery and worked
on numerous presbytery committees
as well as the Troy area Christian
Council and the Troy Ministerium-
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An avid reader and historian, Bill
was the president and vice president
of the Luzerne County Library
System for six years. He was actively
involved in Masonic chapters in
New York and Pennsylvania.
’5 7 P atricia C a m p b e ll G rassi,

Salisbury, MA, May 3,2003, of can
cer. A member of the Young Demo
crats, the French Club, and Drama
tics, Pat worked on The Voice and
majored in English at Wooster. In
1961 she married Anthony Grassi.
Pat began studies for a master’s in
English at Kent State U but finished
at Salem State College, after moving
to the Boston area.
A disease called retinitis pigmen
tosa, a progressive loss of peripheral
vision, started to give Pat problems
at Wooster. That did not stop her,
though, from hitchhiking through
Europe after college and traveling to
Russia in 1960. She taught English
before working as a middle school
librarian for 22 years. Pat was effi
cient and independent at work, so
that many people did not know of
her vision loss. She enjoyed walking
on the beach and traveling to
Europe. Her husband, a daughter, a
son, two grandchildren, and a broth
er survive.
’5 7 W illia m W. H a n d , Greenbelt, MD, June 2,2003. His parents,
Robert ’23 and Marian Roulston
x 23 Hand, also attended Wooster.
Growing up in Elyria, Ohio, William
entered the College for one year
then served for three years with the
G.S. Army in Germany. He returned
to Wooster where he played the
trombone in the band, belonged to
Seventh Section, and majored in
sociology. In 1954 he married Grace
“Pat” McHale.
William worked in data process*ng for the National Security Agency
and later entered private industry as
a systems analyst. He spent many
years on a contract with the NASA
library developing computer proSrams and retired in 1989 from
Information Systems and Networks
G°rp. He belonged to the Greenbelt
Gommunity Church and to the
Greenbelt Lions Club for over 40
years, serving as secretary and presient and holding district offices. The
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Lions awarded William a life mem
bership and named him a Melvin
Jones Fellow. His wife, a son, a
daughter, and four granddaughters
survive.
’56 B o b b ie W. B u sh , Charles
ton, SC, June 1,2003. A member of
Seventh Section, Bob majored in
physical education. He earned letters
in both baseball and football and
also played intramural basketball. In
1956 he married Eileen Stefanek. He
served with the U.S. Army in the
Korean Conflict.
Bob taught school before enter
ing the field of radiography. He
retired from the Lockheed Space and
Missile Facility. He belonged to the
“W ” Association. He is survived by
his wife, a son, three daughters, eight
grandchildren, and a great-grand
son.
x ’54 Elisabeth H aynes A nderson,

Albuquerque, NM, Aug. 2, 2003,
from injuries sustained in an auto
accident. Liz attended Wooster from
1950-52 and majored in biology. She
earned a B.A. in anthropology from
the U of New Mexico in 1969. At
Wooster Liz belonged to Pyramids.
A potter, she also enjoyed reading,
skiing, and sewing. Liz also enjoyed
river rafting trips with Fred Cropp
(geology, emeritus) and other
Wooster companions. Two brothers,
John Haynes ’59 and Paul Haynes
x’60, two sons, and a daughter sur
vive.
x ’52 R ichard E. Joh n sto n ,

Albuquerque, NM, Aug. 8. 2003.
Richard also studied at Ashland U.
He worked for Goodyear Aircraft,
Lockheed Aerospace, EG & G, and
the Defense Nuclear Agency. He
belonged to the Doylestown
American Legion. Richard enjoyed
playing golf, traveling, and spending
time with his family. Survivors
include his wife, Jean Whitman
Johnston, two daughters, four sons,
and several grandchildren.
’5 2 A n n e G en u n g K in tner,

Grinnell, IA, June 21,2003, of
injuries sustained in a bicycle acci
dent. Anne belonged to Kez (then
known as Keys) and majored in psy
chology at Wooster. In 1951 she

married Philip Kintner ’50. She
began working at the Grinnell
College library in 1973 and earned a
master’s in library science at the U
of Iowa three years later. After serv
ing as associate librarian for many
years and acting librarian twice, as
well as college archivist, Anne retired
as professor emerita in 1998. During
her time at Grinnell, she developed
the archives into an integral part of
college operations.
Anne visited museums in Ger
many, Holland, Switzerland, and
Italy to study Expressionism and
modern design, interests she contin
ued to pursue in retirement. Swim
ming, traveling, and reading occu
pied much time in her adult years.
Her favorite activity, biking, led to a
reputation as “the lady on the bicy
cle,” both in Grinnell and Vinalhaven, ME, where she spent sum
mers with her family. Her husband,
three daughters, three grandchil
dren, and a sister survive.

2003. A member of Peanuts at
Wooster, she earned a B.A. at
Western Reserve U in 1952. Mary
wed Richard William Talbot Jr. ’50
in 1951. She presided over the
Wooster Federation of Republican
Women in the 1960s. With her hus
band and then after his death in
2000, she owned Talbot’s Hallmark
in Wilmington, NC. Surviving are a
son, two daughters, including Mary
Lee Talbot ’75, two grandchildren,
and a sister.
x ’51 W illia m P o u lto n , Salem,
VA, May 9,2003. Bill belonged to
Fifth Section at Wooster before trans
ferring to the Kent State U School of
Architecture, from which he earned a
B.S. in 1954. In 1951 Bill married
Mary Lou Snyder. He practiced archi
tecture in Ohio, West Virginia, and
Virginia, working on both residential
and commercial projects. He enjoyed
art, sports, and music. His wife, two
sons, two daughters, five grandchil
dren, and a sister survive.

’52 R u th G arrett M anzer,

Lexington, KY, July 10,2003, after
years of rheumatoid arthritis and
other illnesses. An English major,
Ruth was a member of the Trumps
and sang in the Women’s Chorus
and choir. In 1957 she married
Edwin Manzer. They lived in the
Cleveland, Ohio, area before moving
to Kentucky. Ruth enjoyed bridge,
bowling, and golf. Her husband, two
daughters, and a sister survive.

2001. A member of Section Eight,
Warren was a physical education
major. He earned an M.S. from
Springfield College in Massachusetts
in 1952. He served with the U.S.
Army Air Corps from 1944-46.
Oscar taught junior high math for
many years and worked with the
U.S. government.

x ’52 M ary H elen Jacobs
T albot, Wilmington, NC, June 9,

Cleveland Heights, Ohio, Aug. 8,

’51 O scar “R u sty ” W arren
R o u sh , Harrisburg, PA, Sept. 11,

’50 M arth a C h a se E p stein ,

Editor's Corner
Class Notes are compiled from reports by class secretaries, news
articles, press releases, and letters and e-mail to the Alumni Office
or the editors. Notes may be edited for content or space. We do not
report upcoming events such as engagements or pregnancies.
Send news, obituaries, and photographs to the e-mail address
below or to: Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer, Assistant Editor, Wooster,
Ebert A rt Center, The College of Wooster, 1189 Beall Ave
Wooster, OH 44691 -2363.
Do not send photographs that you wish to have returned; we can
not publish all photos. We can use high resolution digital images.
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< class__notes@wooster.edu>

Fax: (330) 263-2592
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Family Loss
2003, of pneumonia. A member of
Pyramids, Marty majored in biology.
She loved science and devoted her
life to genetics.
Direcdy after her graduation
from Wooster, Marty was hired as a
research assistant by Dr. Alfred
Hershey. Working at the Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory, the team used a
kitchen blender to help prove that it
was actually DNA, not protein, that
carries genetic information. Hershey
later won a Nobel Prize for the
work.
Marty left Cold Spring in 1953 to
work at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and later at the U of
Rochester. In 1964 she earned a
Ph.D. from the U of Southern
California. She returned to Cold
Spring each summer during the
1950s as part of the Phage Group of
biologists. A sister survives.

lived in the Rochester, NY, area
before moving to Maine.
’49 R ob ert H . Lucas, Wooster,
June 5, 2003, after a brief battle with
cancer. A geology major, Robert
belonged to Third Section and the
Geology Club and played varsity
basketball and tennis at Wooster.
From 1944-46 Robert served as a
corporate aerial gunner in the U.S.
Army Air Corps. He married
Margery Slater x’50 in 1948.
Robert owned and operated the
Lucas Insurance Agency in Massillon
from 1977 until he retired in 1992.
He served as an ambassador of the
Huntsman World Senior Games in
Utah. Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, five grandchildren, a sis
ter, Ruth ’41, and a brother, William
’45. Another sister, Virginia ’40, died
previously.

’4 9 R a y m o n d M . G retsin ger,

x ’4 8 Fran B each ler B uckley,

Hudson, Ohio, Nov. 20, 1999. Ray
majored in economics and belonged
to THE Corporation. He served in
the U.S. Navy from 1942-46 and
married Ruth Clever in 1950. He
worked at Goodyear Rubber Co. for
33 years. His wife, three sons, and 10
grandchildren survive. Two sisters
died previously.

Cocoa, FL, April 24, 2003. Fran stud
ied music before leaving the College
in 1946. She married Pat H. Buckley
in 1967. Fran worked in several jobs,
retiring in 1983 as a bank teller from
the Bank of America. Her hobbies
included gardening, traveling, and
playing the organ. Survivors include
her husband, a daughter, two sons, a
brother, L. Keith Beachler ’53, and a
sister, Darlene Beachler Eller x’60.

’4 9 M aynard K reider, Bangor,
ME, Sept. 9,2003. Maynard was
born in Istanbul, Turkey, and came
to the U.S. in 1942. A member of
Fourth Section, drama groups, and
the pre-ministerial organization at
Wooster, he majored in philosophy.
Maynard attended the U of Chicago
Divinity School and later earned a
master’s in community development
from the U of Maine, Orono. He
served Presbyterian (U.S.A.) church
es in West Virginia, Maine, and
Wisconsin. He also worked at coun
seling and health centers.
Maynard and his wife,
Genevieve, whom he married in
1953, loved to travel, revisiting
Turkey and spending time in Egypt.
He is survived by his wife, three
sons, a daughter, a sister, a brother,
Lorrin ’52, and two grandchildren.
Another sister died previously.
x ’4 9 C h a rles G . Lang,

Sedgwick, ME, Jan. 20,2002. Charles
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’48 Joh n G latz, Jamestown, NY,
May 26, 2003. A member of Seventh
Section and the Economics Club,
John majored in economics. He also
attended the Wharton School of
Finance at the U of Pennsylvania
and Rollins College. In 1948 he mar
ried Shirley Carlson. For three years,
John was a U.S. Army combat engi
neer, spending some time in the
European theatre and winning sev
eral honors.
John worked as an insurance
agent with his brother in the Glatz
Agency. He enjoyed golf, skiing,
handball, and boating. John sang in
the choir and served on several
boards at First Covenant Church,
where he was a long-time member.
At his death he was a donor for the
U of Rochester Alzheimer’s Disease
Center. His wife, two sons, including
Jeffery ’72, a brother, C. William ’44,
two sisters, and five grandchildren

During the winter holidays, The College of Wooster family suffered
another loss. On December 26,2003, Brown Professor of Chemistry
Emeritus Joh n R e in h e im er died after he was struck by a car near his
Wooster home. A tribute will appear in the next issue.
survive. Another son died previously.
x ’4 8 M u riel M ulac K ozlow ,

Richmond Heights, Ohio, Aug. 4,
2003. A member of Trumps, Muriel
attended Wooster for two years and
then went on to a business college in
Cleveland. She married Arthur
Kozlow in 1963; he died previously.
Muriel worked as a secretary for
many years. She won the Richmond
Heights singles tennis championship
two years in a row.
Muriel especially enjoyed retire
ment, attending art exhibits and lec
tures, and “just satisfying my insa
tiable curiosity,” as she put it. She
thought of the College as the love of
her life and visited campus often.
She especially treasured the long
time friends whom she met at
Wooster, such as Rose Kesel
Mokodean ’48.
’45 T h e o d o r e J. F ergu son Jr.,

Verona, PA, June 3,2003. Ted
majored in chemistry and biology at
Wooster and earned an M.D. from
the Western Reserve U School of
Medicine. In 1946 he married Doris
Stoner, his high school sweetheart.
Ted served in the military during
both WWII and the Korean War. He
practiced medicine for 50 years,
treating several generations of fami
lies in Oakmont, Verona, and Penn
Hills, PA.
Colleagues and friends described
Ted as the epitome of the devoted
family physician, making house calls
whenever necessary, any time, any
day. He also served as the local
school district physician, medical
director of Oakmont Nursing
Home, and on the staff of Presby
terian Senior Care. Ted enjoyed golf
and was active in Kiwanis, the local
library, and Oakmont United
Presbyterian Church. His wife, two
daughters, and six grandchildren
survive.
’43 R o b ert L essin g, Princeton,
NJ, Sept. 21, 2003. Bob belonged to
Second Section and the Congres
sional Club at Wooster and complet
ed an M.B.A. at Harvard Business
School. During WWII, he served

with the U.S. Navy aboard a mine
sweeper in the South Pacific. Bob
worked as a marketing representa
tive in the textile fibers division of
the DuPont Co. for 37 years, most of
that time in New York City.
He belonged to The Old Guard
of Princeton and was an original
member of The Romeo Club. He
loved to engage in invigorating
political discussions and was inter
ested in educational and environ
mental issues. He enjoyed swim
ming, golf, and tennis at his summer
home on Chebeague Island, ME.
Bob’s wife of 51 years, Mary-Alice
O’Neil Lessing, four daughters, 18
grandchildren, and his twin brother
survive.
’43 T illie W alker M a cD o n a ld ,

Brewster, MA, Aug. 1, 2003, of a
brain tumor. Tillie belonged to
Pembroke Literary Society, the
German Club, and Dominoes,
played in the Wooster Symphony,
sang in Women’s Chorus, and grad
uated with honors in English, her
major. She married Roderick C.
MacDonald ’42 in 1945. Tillie and
Rod supported Clan Donald for
many years, participating in
Highland gatherings and the New
England games. They traveled to
Scotland many times, as well as
other destinations.
Tillie enjoyed walking, reading,
and music and actively participated
in church activities. She was espe
cially proud of the opportunity to
play the violin in the Cape Cod
Symphony for many years. Tillie
supported the College as a major
gifts committee member during the
1980s. Her husband, a son, Roderick
’71, a daughter, and a grandchild
survive.
’4 2 M ary C lark B eeb e, Mason,
. MI, Apr. 25,2003. A member of the
Spanish fraternity, Mary majored in
Spanish and art. She married Walter
Beebe Jr. in 1946. Mary taught for
many years and was awarded a
medal from the American Associa
tion of Teachers of Spanish. She was
an elder, deacon, and church school
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In M em ory:
teacher at Presbyterian churches in
Indiana, Oklahoma, and Michigan.
Mary also presided over the local
women’s club. Walter died previous
ly. Two sons, a daughter, eight
grandchildren, and three great
grandchildren survive.
’4 2 C h ristia n “ P ete” Paul

G ruber, Binghamton NY, Aug. 31,
2003, after a long struggle with heart
disease. This English major was very
active at Wooster, presiding over
both the Congressional Club and
Third Section, writing for The Voice,
and playing tennis. Pete served in
the U.S. Army from 1942-46 and in
the reserves until 1980. He earned a
master’s and a Ph.D. at Princeton U
and taught English at Grinnell
College before coming to Harpur
College at SUNY-Binghamton. One
of the school’s earliest faculty mem
bers, he taught its first courses in
theater and directed the first depart
mental performances.
Pete was instrumental in creating
a separate theater department and
building Watters Theater. After over
a decade of teaching, Pete worked in
administrative roles, including assis
tant to the president, before retiring
from SUNY-Binghamton in 1983.
He loved to write and penned arti
cles for several publications, includ
ing the Wooster Alumni Bulletin
(April 1967). He served as a Wooster
class secretary in the 1990s. Pete was
on the board of the Broome County
United Way, the Family and Child
ren’s Society, and the Red Cross, and
Was a long-time member of the
Unitarian Universalist Church.
Pete’s wife of 57 years, Marilynn
Johnston Gruber ’41, a son, daugh
ter, two grandsons, and a sister,
Virginia Gruber Smith ’34, survive.
Another sister, Elsa Gruber
Alexander ’38, died previously.
’4 2 H elen P h illip s K alten b orn ,

Baltimore, MD, May 26,2003. She
Was born in Caracas, Venezuela, to
missionary parents. A member of the
Student Fellowship, Classical Club,
and International Relations Club,
Helen majored in history at Wooster.
She earned a master’s at Kent State U
ln 1955. Helen worked as a librarian
at several colleges, retiring in 1992.as
associate director of the A. S. Cook
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Louis E. Block Jr., Trustee
Louis Eckert Black Jr. ’40 died at his home in Jacksonville, Florida, on
June 3,2003. He was a College of Wooster Trustee from 1967 to 1971. At its
October meeting, the Board issued the following Resolution in Memory.
The Board of Trustees of The College of Wooster celebrates the life and
service of former Alumni Trustee Louis Eckert Black Jr.
Born in Parkersburg, West Virginia, on November 13,1918, Mr. Black
was the son of an ordained minister of the Presbyterian Board of National
Missions. His family moved to Philadelphia when he was twelve years old,
and he graduated from Kiski Prep School. Lou Black matriculated at
Wooster, where he played varsity football and participated in the Gum Shoe
Hop, the annual campus musical show. He graduated in 1940 with a major
in biology, and on September 7 of that year he married Leonie Young ’40.
Mr. Black completed a law degree at West Virginia University in 1943
and a Master of Laws at Northwestern University in 1948. He pursued his
interest in aerological engineering through postgraduate studies at the U.S.
Naval Academy. During the 1940s, Lou served as a lieutenant in the U.S.
Navy and was the senior watch on the aircraft carrier, U.S.S. Intrepid, which
was hit more than any other carrier in the Pacific during World War II.
In 1948 Mr. Black accepted a position with Chicago 8c Southern Airlines
(now Delta Airlines) as assistant general counsel and vice president of oper
ations. That same year, he joined the research staff of the Hoover Commis
sion and collaborated on a comprehensive report for the reorganization of
the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Civil Aeronautics Board.
In 1953, after five years with Chicago 8c Southern, Mr. Black joined
Standard Oil as an attorney in the transportation division. Over the course
of the next ten years, he worked in several positions at the company,
including assistant to the president. In 1963 Mr. Black became president
and treasurer of Cleveland-based Chandler 8c Price, one of the nation’s
oldest producers of graphic arts equipment. Lou and Leonie moved to
Florida in the early 1970s, and he worked as a bank trust officer before
returning to the practice of law in the Jacksonville General Counsel’s
Office, where he served four mayors until his retirement in 1997.
Louis Black was elected to Wooster’s Board as an Alumni Trustee in
1967 and served on the Library, Financial Development, and Religious
Dimension Committees. During his term, four buildings were constructed
(Armington Physical Education Center, Lowry Center, Mateer Hall, and
McGaw Chapel), the College’s relationship with the Synod of the Presby
terian Church (U.S.A.) was transformed, and notable changes in the gover
nance of the College took place, including the establishment of Campus
Council. These developments prompted Lou to record the following in
Wooster: “ .. .1 believe that Wooster has the most truly democratic environ
ment of any campus in the country. There is a standard of excellence, a
superior quality here, that only those who visit campus can perceive.”
Beyond his role as an Alumni Trustee, Mr. Black served as a board
member of the “W ” Association, hosted local alumni functions, and partic
ipated in fundraising efforts on behalf of the College. His strong family
connections to Wooster included: his brother, Marion ’30, sister, Lois Black
Bing ’31, one of his two sons, Louis III ’65, nephews Donald Black ’69 and
Hugh Black ’64, and a niece, Marion Howells ’62.
Mr. Black’s professional activities included membership in the Ameri
can Management Association, American Bar Association, and Cleveland
Engineering Society. He was a church trustee and director of the National
Petroleum Association. A licensed pilot, Lou also enjoyed sailing and play
ing golf. His wife, sons Howard and Lou, and two grandchildren survive.
For Lou Black’s contributions to the business and legal professions, his
wartime service to his country, and his sustained and enthusiastic dedica
tion to the College, the Board of Trustees expresses its deep appreciation.

—Anne M. Gates
Secretary of the Board of Trustees

Library of Towson U
In the early 1990s she served on
a committee to choose and imple
ment an automated system in all of
the colleges and universities in
Maryland. In retirement she volun
teered at the U of Maryland library
and St. Joseph’s Medical Center.
Helen belonged to the Church of the
Redeemer and served on the Altar
Guild there. A son, daughter, five
grandchildren, and seven great
grandchildren survive.
x ’41 G erald G la sg o w , Wooster,
July 27, 2003. Jerry attended Wooster
for two years and played football
and golf. He married Jean Alwell in
1939. From 1942-45 he was in the
U.S. Navy working in the Pacific.
Jerry worked for the Timken Co. in
Wooster and owned and operated
Glasgow TV and Glasgow’s Taxi
dermy. He belonged to the United
Methodist Church, Toastmasters,
Wooster Evening Lions, American
Legion, and several Masonic groups.
He enjoyed golfing, fishing, hunting,
and dancing. His wife died previous
ly. A son, daughter, four grandchil
dren, three great-grandchildren, a
sister, and a brother survive.
’41 Jam es W. M u m a w , Youngs
town, Ohio, July 1,2003. A member
of Third Section and the Scot base
ball and basketball teams, Jim
majored in economics. From 194246, he served in the U.S. Army. He
earned a J.D. from the U of Cincin
nati in 1948. The same year he m ar
ried Lois Baird.
Jim returned to his hometown of
Youngstown to practice law and
presided over the Mahoning County
Bar Association in the 1960s. He was
a founding director of the Ohio Bar
Title Insurance Co. and a director of
the Western Reserve Bank of Ohio,
among several other community
activities. Jim was an avid golfer and
a lifelong member and elder at
Westminster Presbyterian Church of
Youngstown. His wife, three sons,
including Thomas ’72 and William
’78, eight grandchildren, including
Brian ’07, and a sister survive.

’40 D o n a ld T. R a lsto n , San
Diego, CA, Oct. 1, 2003, of cancer.
After graduating from Wooster,
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In Memory: Thomas M. Raitt
Religious Studies
where he majored in history, Don
earned a master’s in counseling at
Purdue U. He then served in the U.S.
Army during WWII. Upon return
ing from the service, Don joined the
Mansfield (Ohio) School System as a
teacher and guidance counselor. He
worked there until he retired from
Malabar High School in 1980.
In 1995 Don and his wife, Mary
Virginia Turner Ralston x’43, moved
to San Diego. Don was in the First
English Lutheran Church and the
Men’s Garden Club in Mansfield. He
enjoyed traveling and golf and vol
unteered with organizations such as
the Renaissance Theater. His wife, a
son, daughter, two granddaughters,
four great-grandchildren, and two
siblings survive.
’4 0 R ob ert G. Sh reffler, San
Antonio, TX, June 10,2003. A mem
ber of Second Section, Rob majored
in chemistry. He then earned a mas
ter’s and Ph.D. in physics from the U
of Michigan. In 1941 he married
Laura Peterson ’40. From 1943-45,
Rob served in the U.S. Navy.
He spent most of his career as a
scientist at Los Alamos Laboratory,
retiring in 1975. From 1967-69 Rob
served as the first nuclear planning
director of NATO in Brussels,
Belgium. He and his wife moved to
Texas in 1998. Rob enjoyed skiing,
gardening, and bridge. His wife, two
daughters, a son, two brothers,
Lance ’48 and Richard ’43, and sev
eral grandchildren, including Peter
Eyestone ’93, survive. Another son,
Peter ’68, died previously.
’3 9 H a rry R. Fry, Wooster, Sept.
23, 2003. Harry earned a degree in
music from Baldwin-Wallace
College in 1936 and a degree in
music education from Wooster. He
married Bernice Iden in 1939. Harry
taught music in several Ohio com
munities and owned the former
Seneca Music Store in Rittman from
1946-64. He also provided entertain
ment for nursing home residents.
His wife, a son, three grandchildren,
and four great-grandchildren sur
vive. A daughter died previously.
’3 9 M arth a S h eller M ead,

Melrose, MA, June 27, 2003. Martha
grew up in Cleveland, Ohio. She
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T h o m a s M arsh all R aitt, Severance Professor of Old Testament at
the College from 1964 to 1990, died on September 27,2003, in
Woodbury, Minnesota.
A graduate of Willamette University, Raitt earned a B.D. and S.T.M.
from Union Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. from Vanderbilt
University. He was ordained as a Presbyterian minister in 1962 and
served two churches in Tennessee before entering the field of education.
Dr. Raitt came to the College in 1964. He specialized in Hebrew
scriptures and had an interest in world religions, especially Native
American religions. Students appreciated his dry sense of humor and
willingness to assist them in their scholastic endeavors. In addition to
teaching, Raitt served on the team that established black studies as a
program on campus. He also served as an exchange professor at Miles
College in Birmingham, Alabama, the semester that Martin Luther King
Jr. was killed. He published several scholarly articles and one book, A

Theology of Exile: Judgment/Deliverance in Jeremiah and Ezekiel.
Raitt married Elizabeth Jackson in 1960. They had two sons, Mark
Allyn and David Marshall. The two shared a love for the outdoors with
their father, who was an avid bird-watcher, camper, fly fisherman, and
backpacker. Taking up sailing in the late 1960s, he built a dinghy in his
living room! The couple moved to the Twin Cities in retirement, where
they served in both the Presbytery of the Twin Cities and Christ United
Methodist Church. His wife and sons survive.
majored in English and earned a
master’s degree and a Ph.D. in edu
cation at Boston U. In 1942 Martha
married Frank C. Mead Jr. She
taught English at Melrose High
School before retiring in 1989. A son
and two grandchildren survive.
x ’39 W alter R. S m ith , Sun City
Center, FL, Aug. 18,2003. Walter
attended the College for two years,
where he belonged to Second
Section and played football as a
freshman. He then began a 44-year
career in personnel management
with R. R. Donnelley and Sons Co., a
Chicago-based commercial printer.
Walter retired in 1981 and
moved to Sun City Center. He was
active in Presbyterian churches in
each community where he resided,
serving as a trustee, elder, clerk of
session, and Sunday school superin
tendent. He also served on boards
and committees at United Com
munity Church in Florida. Sun City
Center knew Walter as “Mr. Volun
teer”; he helped create the Good
Samaritan Fund there and served as
its president for many years.
In 1987 Walter received the Sun
City Center Chamber of Commerce
“Man of the Year” award. A long
time Rotarian, he served as president
of clubs in Illinois and Florida.
Walter treasured and nurtured his
College of Wooster connections. He

is survived by his wife of 58 years,
Isabelle, son Bruce ’67, daughter
Deborah Smith Spereno ’71, a
grandson, and a great-grandson.
x ’39 M ary D a n ie ls Taylor,

Baltimore, MD, Feb. 2,2001. Mary
graduated from the U of Pittsburgh
and pursued graduate study at
Boston U. She married Carl Taylor
in 1943 in Panama. From 1947-57,
the couple lived in India, serving as
medical missionaries and raising
three children. Mary and Carl
became known as “the UNICEF
couple,” working for over 40 years to
improve health and education in
underdeveloped countries. Mary’s
husband and children survive.
’38 R ich ard A rm o ld , Solon,
Ohio, Apr. 14,2003. Dick earned a
law degree from the Western Reserve
U Law School in 1942 and married
Ruth Buchanan in 1945. He worked
for Chicago Title and Trust Co. His
wife survives.
’3 7 M argaret “M itch ” Y oung
M ills, Sebring, Ohio, July 2,2003. A

member of the Glee Club, Pyramids,
and the Big Four, Mitch graduated
from Wooster with a degree in soci
ology. She remained at the College,
though, working in the administra
tion building and serving as head
resident at Holden Hall. In 1942 she

married Donald Mills ’39 in
Memorial Chapel on campus. The
couple moved to Euclid, Ohio, and
lived there for 46 years, retiring to
Copeland Oaks in Sebring in 1992.
A woman of strong faith, Mitch
was an active long-time member of
First Presbyterian Church of East
Cleveland, serving as an elder and
deacon and president of the
women’s gathering and singing in
the choir. She also dedicated innu
merable hours to Western Reserve
Presbytery’s Garden Valley Neigh
borhood Center and Project Friend
ship and played the piano weekly for
the Mary Mavek Opportunity
School in Cleveland. At Copeland
Oaks she played for sing-a-longs and
led exercise and dance classes with
her husband. Mitch was an active
alum as well, serving on Wooster’s
Women’s Advisory Board (1965-71)
and the Alumni Board (1955-58).
Don died in 2000. Survivors include
daughter Barbara Mills Horcha x’68,
a son, two grandchildren, including
Jeremy Horcha ’94, and a brother.
’37 M arth a C url M oore,

Marion, Ohio, July 8, 2003. A
Wooster native, Martha majored in
music education and also attended
Ohio State U. She married Walter
Moore in 1939, with Wooster presi
dent Charles Wishart officiating. She
taught in the Marion schools and
wrote for The Marion Star, a local
newspaper. She enjoyed performing
in the Junior Service Guild Follies.
Martha belonged to First Presby
terian Church and sang in the choir.
She was a Wooster class secretary for
five years. A daughter and a grand
daughter survive. Her husband,
another daughter, and three siblings
died previously.
’36 H . L aw rence S m ith , Talla
hassee, FL, July 11,2003. Larry
belonged to Second Section, was
manager of the Scot football team,
served on The Voice staff, played the
flute in the Scot band and orchestra,
and majored in chemistry. He
earned an M.D. at Jefferson Medical
College in Philadelphia and com
pleted training as a urological sur
geon.
Larry moved to Tallahassee in
1949 as the city’s first urologist. He
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was known as caring and compas
sionate with his patients and with
others in need. He helped found
Faith Counseling Center, was a dea
con and elder at First and Faith
Presbyterian Churches, and presided
over county and state medical
organizations. He served on the
boards of the Chamber of Com
merce, the YMCA, and the Red
Cross, among other organizations,
and enjoyed woodworking, history,
sailing, camping, and travel. His wife
of over 60 years, Juliet Bacon Smith,
three sons, a daughter, and 10
grandchildren survive.
’35 G eo rg e A. B o w ie, Michigan
City, IN, May 6,2003. A member of
the Congressional Club and Clericus, a class officer, and the manager
of the Scot basketball team, George
majored in philosophy and earned a
master’s in theology from Princeton
U. He married Mary Jane White in
1949. During WWII, George served
as chaplain in the U.S. Navy. He then
joined Firestone Tire and Rubber
Co. in Akron, Ohio, in public rela
tions. In 1950 the Bowies moved to
Michigan City, where George served
as the pastor at the First Congre
gational Church for 27 years. He also
taught high school English, lectured
across the U.S., and traveled widely,
Writing magazine articles about his
experiences. He won a National
Freedom Foundation Award in 1952.
His wife, daughter, two grandchil
dren, and a sister survive.
’35 Elinor W ilson C ham berlain,

State College, PA, Oct. 19,2003.
Elinor majored in Greek and Latin
at the College, where she was associ
ate editor at The Voice, sang in the
choir, belonged to Classical Club,
^WCA, and Pembroke Literary
Society (serving as president), and
served on the Index staff and the
judicial board of Women’s SelfGovernment Association. She
Worked for the Columbia University
Press for seven years after graduation
and married Stuart Chamberlain in
1942. Elinor then worked in public
information at Penn State U for 23
Lears.
She was an active member of St.
Andrew’s Episcopal Church and the
AAUW and was a founding member
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and board member of the Schlow
Memorial Library in State College.
She served as Wooster class secretary
for over a decade. Two sons, a daugh
ter, and four grandchildren survive.
Her husband died previously.
’35 W alter C o e C raw ford,

Coshocton, Ohio, June 15,2003.
Walter came to Wooster to study
economics and speech. He also
attended the Savings and Loan
Graduate School at the U of Indiana
and was a lieutenant colonel in the
U.S. Army, serving in WWII and the
Korean Conflict.
Walter married Margene Ehrich
in 1947. In 1981 he retired from
Home Loan Savings Bank in
Coshocton after 35 years. He
belonged to Coshocton Presbyterian
Church and to Rotary, where he
received the Paul Harris Award and
served as president (1950-51).
Walter helped acquire the Lake
Park complex for the city of Coshoc
ton and served as a board member
for several organizations. His daugh
ter, Alice Crawford Driscoll ’70;
three sons, including Benjamin ’73
and Bruce ’76; and eight grandchil
dren survive. His wife and a brother
preceded him in death.
’35 W elk er W. F unk, Reedley,
CA, Mar. 25, 2003, of Parkinson’s
disease. At Wooster Welker studied
mathematical sciences. He earned a
degree in agricultural engineering at
Ohio State U and worked as chief
design engineer for John Deere. In
1941 he married Judith Lewis ’34.
Welker and Judy served on the
board of a senior daycare center and
participated in the Mennonite
Disaster Service. They also enjoyed
camping in their Winnebago and
traveling overseas. Welker belonged
to the Mennonite Brethren Church.
His wife and a daughter survive.
x ’35 D o r o th y W. Stark, Stow,
NY, Feb. 25,2003. Dorothy attended
the College before transferring to
Ohio U, where she earned a B.S. in
education. She taught in Martins
Ferry, Ohio, for many years.
’34 E lizab eth M u ld er D avis,

Lima, Ohio, July 13,2003. A mem
ber of the choir, orchestra, and

French club at Wooster, Elizabeth
majored in English and French. She
earned a degree in religious educa
tion from Tennent College of
Christian Education in 1936 and
one in education from Millersviile
State Teacher’s College in 1956.
In 1940 Elizabeth married
Wilson Davis; he died in 1955.
Elizabeth worked for three years in
Cairo, Egypt, and taught elementary
school until she retired in 1970 to
care for her parents. Elizabeth taught
Sunday school, served in the church
women’s association, and played the
organ for over 20 years. Several
nieces and nephews survive. Two
brothers, George Mulder ’44 and
Peter Mulder ’38, died previously.
’34 R ob ert L. M cC racken,

Nashville, TN, July 2,2003. A mem
ber of Fifth Section, the Men’s SelfGovernment Council, and the varsi
ty football team, Bob majored in
biology. He attended medical school
at Vanderbilt U and did a residency
in New York. In 1939 Bob married
Billye Newman. He had a private
medical practice in Nashville for 40
years. He served as chief of surgery
at Middle Tennessee Chest Disease
Hospital and then as president of
the medical staff of St. Thomas
Hospital and chief of staff at Baptist
Hospital.
Bob also taught at Vanderbilt U’s
School of Medicine. He helped
found the Southern Thoracic Surgi
cal Association and served on the
boards of the Davidson County
Anti-Tuberculosis Association and
the county unit o f the American
Cancer Society. The Nashville
Academy of Medicine named him
physician of the year in 1985. A
niece and cousins survive. His wife
died previously.
’34 R ob ert M . Sekerak, Salem
OR, June 16, 2003. Bob played foot
ball, baseball, and basketball at the
College. He earned a master’s at
Ohio State U and a Ph.D. in educa
tional psychology from the U of
Southern California. Bob was a lieu
tenant commander in the U.S. Navy
during the Korean War and then was
recruited by the Agency for Interna
tional Development to work in
Turkey. He taught at schools in

Ohio, California, Montana,
Vermont, and Texas, retiring from
Texas A & I. Bob was inducted into
Wooster Athletic Hall of Fame in
1979. Survivors include his wife,
Jean, a son, and two grandchildren.
Three siblings died previously.
’33 M au d W eaver B rin to n ,

Lancaster, PA, June 26,2003. Maud
majored in geology and belonged to
Pembroke Literary Society and
Pyramids. After earning a B.A. at
Wooster, she attended Westchester
State Teacher’s College, specializing
in elementary teaching. After teach
ing for a few years, Maud married
Richard Brinton in 1936 and devot
ed herself to family. Later she
worked as a substitute teacher until
she retiremed in 1985. Maud and
her husband moved to a retirement
community and traveled extensively.
Richard died in 1992. Maud continuted her interests in knitting, tutor
ing, the Girl Scouts, and a local gar
den club. A son and daughter survive.
’33 H a rla n d T. D u n h a m ,

Mansfield, Ohio, Sept. 4,2003. After
graduating with a double major in
political science and education,
Harlan devoted his life to teaching.
He served for 35 years as principal of
Franklin Township School. An
injury prevented Harland from par
ticipating in sports, but he followed
College athletics closely. At age 12 he
witnessed the Severance Field dedica
tion and was an honored guest when
the renovated field and John P. Papp
stadium were dedicated in 1992. In
1939 Harland married Gladys E.
Summers. She died in 1999. Two
sons, four grandchildren, and four
great-grandchildren survive.
’33 E lean or T ru n k ey M iller,

Shreve, Ohio, Sept. 2,2003. Eleanor
majored in French and Latin and
after graduation taught in the
Andover, Ohio schools. In 1935 she
married Luther Miller, an Army offi
cer. For 20 years her home was
where the Army took them, from
coast to coast in the U.S. and for
three years in Germany. Eleanor was
an active member of Shreve Chris
tian Church, the American Legion
Auxiliary, Eastern Star, and Daugh
ters of the American Revolution. She
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was one of the seven members of the
Class of ’33 who attended their 70th
reunion. A son and daughter survive.
’33 O ra A n d e r so n M o n g io re,

Ruhnert Park, CA, July 12,2003. Ora
majored in comparative religions
and French and enjoyed athletics,
including swimming, field hockey,
and the Outing Club. Graduating
with general and departmental hon
ors from Wooster, Ora earned
degrees from Hartford and New
York Seminaries and The School of
Human Ecology at Cornell U.
Ora married Angelo J. Mongiore
in 1939, and they raised their daugh
ters while pursuing peace and social
justice. They worked with A. J.
Muste at Labor Temple in New York
City and with civil rights leaders
Bayard Rustin and Martin Luther
King Jr. They began the Albany
Inner City Mission (now AUMS)
and worked for a year at the
Waldensian orphanage, Casa Marterna, in Portici, Italy. The couple
also organized co-ops and served in
many Methodist parishes in New
York State.
Ora’s sisters also graduated from
Wooster: the late Helen Anderson
Romig ’30 and Virginia Anderson
Crowl ’32, with Mary Anderson
Williams ’47 surviving. Two daugh
ters, a grandson, great-grandson,
and many nieces and nephews
remember Ora with love. Her
Christian faith, cheerful spirit, and
lifelong service were an inspiration
to all who knew her.

— Carol Goodwin Blick
’33 V ern o n W enger, Coldwater,
Ml, June 27,2003. Verne was a politi
cal science major and a member of
Sixth Section and Men’s Self-Govern
ment. His chief extra-scholastic activ
ity was working on The Voice. In 1936
he earned a J.D. from the Ohio State
U College of Law, where he edited the
first edition of OSU’s law journal.
Verne married Martha “Virginia”
Mader in 1941. After a few years of
practicing in other law firms, he and
a partner established the firm of
Weaver and Wenger in Columbus,
Ohio. He later became a partner in
the firm of Alexander, Ebinger, and
Wenger. Verne retired in 1965 and
moved to Michigan. He was a
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founding member of Brookwood
Presbyterian Church in Columbus,
serving as an elder and trustee. In
Michigan he served on the session
and board of trustees at Coldwater
Presbyterian Church. His wife, a
daughter, a son, three grandchildren,
and 10 great-grandchildren survive.

Corene majored in English. In 1929
she married Charles Rexford, who
died in 1955. She taught school in
Dekalb County, GA, and enjoyed
traveling. A dedicated church mem
ber, Corene also loved spending time
with her son and three daughters,
and adored her 17 grandchildren
and 25 great-grandchildren.

x ’32 D o r is N o b le M iller,

Akron, Ohio, Aug. 14, 2002. Doris
attended Wooster for three years. In
1932 she married Ray Miller ’31;
they reached their 70th wedding
anniversary shortly before her death.
She worked at Akron General Hospi
tal in occupational therapy and later
volunteered there. Doris belonged to
the Women’s City Club and enjoyed
crafts, golf, and bridge. Her husband,
two sons, a daughter, 10 grandchil
dren, and 16 great-grandchildren sur
vive. A brother died previously.
’30 E sth er R eith offer D a rtig u e,

Los Angeles, CA, July 12,2003.
Esther majored in English and
earned a master’s from Columbia
Teacher’s College in 1931. That year
she married Maurice Dartigue and
moved to his native Haiti. There she
directed a private nursery and ele
mentary school, introduced sports
for girls, and worked with several
charities. From 1948-56 Esther
taught at Mills College of Education
in NYC and directed several nursery
schools in Great Neck, NY. She then
moved to Paris where she directed
the UN nursery school. She later
taught English for a year in Burundi.
Esther wrote a book about her late
husband’s career in the Haitian gov
ernment and with UNESCO. A son
and two brothers survive.
x ’29 E thel K lu n d B rau n s, Erie,
PA, April 27,1999. Ethel graduated
from Ohio Wesleyan U in 1929. She
also attended the National Recrea
tion School in 1930, the same year
that she married John Brauns. She
was very involved in her church and
belonged to a local women’s society,
which she served as president. Ethel
enjoyed crafts of all kinds and trav
eled the world with her husband,
who died in 1994.
’2 9 C o ren e M o n tg o m er y
R exford , Atlanta, GA, Aug. 23, 2003.

x ’28 D a v id M iller M arshall,

San Diego, CA, Feb. 27,2003. David
earned a B.A. at Beloit College and
an L.L.B. from Duke U. In 1948 he
married Margaret Kiefner; they had
seven children. David worked for
many years as a trial attorney for the
U.S. Dept, of Justice in Washington,
DC. He was involved with civic
groups such as the Chamber of
Commerce and Kiwanis. His inter
ests included writing, traveling, little
theater, and photography.
’27 M ary K ohr A alto, Olympia,
WA, May 31, 2003. Mary sang in the
choir and belonged to the Pembroke
Literary Society at Wooster, where
she majored in Latin. She taught
Latin for 40 years in Kansas and
California. Mary enjoyed traveling in
this country, Europe, and Mexico,
and was especially fascinated by
India. She also helped and encour
aged students who came to this
country as refugees and was com
mitted to increasing educational
opportunities for Native Americans.
In 1979 Mary and her sister,
Helen Kohr ’22, moved to Olympia
and fell in love with the Northwest.
For 12 years Mary edited the news
letter of the retirement community
where they lived. She was also
involved in the development of the
new Presbyterian Church in Lacey.
She loved to garden, read, and
engage in good conversation, and
she was a tireless correspondent with
her family and many friends.
In 1996, after Helen’s death,
Mary surprised many by marrying
Johan Aalto, a widowed neighbor,
and found new happiness. He died
in 2000. Stepsons and two genera
tions of nieces and nephews survive.
In addition to Helen, siblings Harold
’20 and Jessie ’26 died previously.
Her stepson, Frederick, writes,
“Mary’s family and countless friends
miss her gentle, unassuming nature,

her quiet erudition and intelligence,
and her fine companionship.”
’27 Z orayd a R oth R am age,

Ashland, Ohio, Sept. 10, 2003.
Zorayda also attended Ohio State U
and the U of Akron. She taught
English and speech in elementary
and secondary school. In 1942 she
married S. Kirk Ramage; he died in
1983. Zorayda belonged to the Ohio
Retired Teachers Association, Delta
Kappa Gamma (honor society for
women teachers), and the Daughters
of the American Revolution. Zorayda
enjoyed gardening and belonged to
the Ashland County Republican
Women’s Club. Two generations of
nephews and nieces survive.
’2 7 Joh n M . T o m a sch , La Jolla,
CA, Jun. 14,2003. John graduated
from Harvard Medical School in
1931. He practiced pulmonary med
icine in Cleveland until 1969 when
he moved to La Jolla. He belonged
to the Academy of Medicine of
Cleveland, the American College of
Chest Physicians, and the Trudeau
Society.
John was a proficient golfer,
making two holes-in-one in compe
tition on the same day at age 70, and
enjoyed world travel and Hasselblad
photography. Cleveland Physician
magazine featured many of his pho
tos on its covers. Survivors include
his wife of 36 years, Meta Strickling
Tomasch, son John M. Jr. x’62, a
daughter, and several grandchildren.
x ’25 A lice C h a se P atterso n ,

Oxford, PA, Sept. 19, 2003, at 101
years. Alice married Horace
Patterson, who died in 1957. She
worked the family farm and in the
family nursery business. Alice
enjoyed traveling and served on the
local school board. She was ordained
the first woman elder of the Avon
dale Presbyterian Church and
belonged to Avondale Grange the
women’s organization of Middle
Octorara Presbyterian Church,
where she also served on the sessionFive daughters, a son, 11 grandchil
dren, and 11 great-grandchildren
survive. Another daughter died pre
viously.
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Mike Lauber '8 0 : Living gratefully, giving back
President-elect o f A lu m n i
Association stops to reflect
ike Lauber ’80 arrived at
Dartmouth’s Tuck School of
Business Administration in the early eight
ies a “cornfed, Ohio born-and-bred boy,”
he remembers. If his new classmates and
the Ivy League setting intimidated him, it
wasn’t for long.
“Wooster prepared me tremendously,”
Lauber says. He may not have taken
accounting or other business classes as an
undergraduate, but he did learn to com
municate. “I got the big picture from my
Wooster education, the skills I needed in
critical thinking and communication.”
Grateful for the preparation he
received at Wooster — not to mention
meeting his wife here and enjoying all that
a small school had to offer — Lauber has
gladly given his time to the College to as a
fundraiser, alumni board member, and
alumni admissions representative.
Still, when Sandy Eyre, alumni rela
tions director, asked Lauber to serve as the
next alumni association president, he was
“stunned.”
“You’re not going to say yes, are you?”
his wife asked him, noting that Lauber is
president and CEO of a business, the
father of four girls ages three to sixteen,
and an active volunteer. “But Wooster is
°ne of those things that none of us wants
to say no to,” he says.
Lauber assumes his association presi
dency in June as Susan Stranahan ’68 fin
ches her two-year term.
“I’m still learning what the job entails.
I know I’ll be representing the College
alumni family and helping Wooster
accomplish its goals. It’s a great pleasure to
get to know the challenges from a side
niost of us don’t see.”

M

W a s h i n g t o n , D.C.
S c o t s i n S e r v ic e :

Their original project was
rained out by Hurricane
Isabel in September, so
Washington, D.C.-area
alumni gathered on
November 15th to sort
donations from a Boy Scout
food drive at the Arlington
Food Assistance Center.

Winter 2004

"If you don't enjoy what you're doing,
find something else!"
- mike Lauber
He is pleased to come on board as
Wooster’s “Independent Minds” campaign
gathers steam. “The campaign is an oppor
tunity for me to help other alumni play a
role in preparing Wooster for the next cen
tury,” he says. Next spring, Lauber’s presi
dency coincides with his twenty-fifth
reunion, a great opportunity to renew con
tacts and encourage support, classmate to
classmate.
A handful of those pals e-mail each
other almost daily from all over — Seattle,
Cincinnati, Ireland, Mozambique, New
York City. “We debate issues, political,
social, economic. It’s our own little liberal
arts group,” he says. “There are a lot of
those kinds of Wooster ‘cells’ out there.”
Lauber loves his work, running a
design and manufacturing company, Tusco

Display. His family bought the company in
Gnadenhutten, Ohio, near Dover, in 1979.
He enjoys watching employees grow and
taking on the creative challenge of connect
ing consumers with products.
“I get a little animated” talking about
his work, he admits. “If you don’t enjoy
what you’re doing, find something else!
“It’s been a central organizing theme of
my life: There’s no guarantee that you’re
going to live to be ninety. So if you want to
have an impact on the world, you’d better
get after it now.”
Lauber learned about impermanence
early. He was diagnosed with an inoperable
brain tumor in adolescence that somehow
disappeared. As a senior in high school,
doctors removed a tumor from his leg.
That operation ended his football days,
so on a whim Lauber tried out for a play as
a freshman and got a part in Arsenic and
Old Lace. At a Harvey cast party his junior
year, he first met Elizabeth Van Cleef ’81.
“The first thing I said to her was, ‘Will
you marry me?”’ he remembers. It took
four months before she’d go out with him,
but they soon knew they were serious. They
married in 1983 after each earned an
M.B.A.
Liz’s parents, Donald ’51 and Mina
Ramage Van Cleef ’53, also met at Wooster.
Mina’s father, Merle Ramage, was Class of
’26. The Van Cleefs, winners of the John D.
McKee Alumni Volunteer Award in 2001
for their service to Wooster, “are great role
models,” Lauber says. “If you could pick in
laws, they would be the ones.”
The Laubers’ two oldest daughters are
sixteen and thirteen. They adopted their
two younger girls, ages seven and three,
from Siberia over the last two years.
“With my family, friends, and faith, I
feel tremendously blessed,” Lauber says.
“You should live your life gratefully.”— L. W.

Alumni Weekend is
coming, June 10-13
Highlights of the weekend include
an all-class Hawaiian luau, a perfor
mance of South Pacific by Ohio Light
Opera, and many small-group class
events.
Visit alumni.wooster.edn/reunion
for more information.
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Heising keeps her goals in perspective as she nears
ayla Heising ’04, the 2002-2003
swimmer of the year in the North
Coast Athletic Conference, wasn’t
sure if she even wanted to swim in college.
As she visited schools, Heising sought an
atmosphere that was academically chal
lenging and friendly, somewhere that
could be a home for four years. When she
learned more about Wooster’s wellrespected swimming program, she decided
to go for it. But while Heising has met
with a great deal of success in the pool, she
has maintained her primary objective —
to excel in academics and involve herself
in many activities.
Swimming practice occupies more
than nineteen hours of her week, but aca
demics come first, Heising says. She is
majoring in mathematics with a double
minor in psychology and education. A
regular on the dean’s list, she was one of
eighteen juniors elected to Phi Beta Kappa
last spring. Her I.S. will look at the mathe
matical theory behind knots and relate
different types of knots to DNA models
and replication.
During swim season it’s actually easier
for her to manage her schedule, she says,
because she has no time to goof off.
Heising hopes to attend graduate
school next fall and eventually teach at the
high school or college level. She has
coached numerous swim teams at home,
and at Wooster she gives private swim
ming lessons to local youth. She also
tutors area students with their schoolwork.
Besides academics and swimming,
Heising works as a senior intern in the
admissions office. She has been involved
with the Women’s Athletic Recreation
Association and Wooster Christian
Fellowship.
Heising’s swimming successes are
impressive. At the 2002-2003 NCAC
championships, Heising set individual
school records in the 50-meter freestyle
(23.32 sec.), lOOm-freestyle (51.24 sec.),
and lOOm-butterfly (58.65 sec.). She also
is a member of the school-record-owning
200m-freestyle relay team, with Tanya and
Sonya Tarasenkov, ’04s, and Liz Whittam
’05 (1:35.94 sec.).
At the 2002-2003 nationals, Heising
placed second in the 50m freestyle. A
hardcore sprinter who enjoys the rush of
shorter races, Heising likes the 50m free
best. She qualified early this year for the
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nationals in March, and this time she aims
to finish first.
Heising began swimming competitive
ly at age nine. Her family moved to
Wauseon, Ohio, and she wanted a way to
meet people in her new town and keep
herself busy. She swam each summer until
she entered Wauseon High, where she
joined the varsity team.
Some aspects of competing get easier
with experience while others remain just
as difficult, Heising says. She has learned
how to prepare herself for events by visu
alizing a race beforehand and reminding
herself of her ultimate goal.
Heising admits that when she was
younger, she fed many superstitions. She
ate specific food prior to her races and
carried her lucky towel with her. Now
Heising is simply smart about what she
eats and remembers to keep herself
hydrated. The enthusiasm and support of
her coaches and teammates motivate her.
A goal-setter through and through,
Heising concentrates on doing better each
time, whether in class or in the pool. She
keeps a cool head, and she reminds herself

Harrington happily returns
A new yet familiar face is leading
Wooster’s swimming and diving pro
gram. In September the College named
Rob Harrington ’99, a four-year varsity
swimmer and a Scots assistant coach for
two seasons, to replace Keith Beckett,
now the College athletic director.
Harrington, 26, coached one season
at Wheaton College in Massachusetts.
“I’m really honored to get this posi
tion,” Harrington says. “To be able to
coach at my alma mater is really a
dream come true.”
As a student-athlete, Harrington
majored in history and specialized in
the 200-meter butterfly and 400-meter
individual medley.

that in ten years t will not matter how she
swam or what her time was at a particular
meet. The bigger lessons that she has
learned will have a greater influence on the
person she becomes.
— Emily Ryan ’05
Wooster
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Fall athletes collect accolades
MEN'S SOCCER
Three Fighting Scots were named to the
All-Great Lakes Team: Adam Milligan ’05
on the first team and Brian Conaway ’06
and Andrew DeBord ’05 on the second
team. Milligan was the co-offensive player
of the year in the North Coast Athletic
Conference after averaging a league-high
1.72 points per match. His 14 total goals
were the most by a Wooster player since
1992. Conaway, a 5’10 speedy forward,
scored five of his nine total goals over the
final five matches. DeBord once again
anchored the Scot defense, which held
opponents to averages of 0.72 goals and
7.61 shots per match. The Scots went 123-3 this past fall and shared the NCAC
championship (8-1-0) with Denison
University (8-1-0). Wooster was top seed
and hosted the NCAC tournament but
succumbed to Ohio Wesleyan University
2-1 in the finals.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

ns” s alma mater

Goalkeeper Becca Scina ’05 was selected
NCAC defensive player of the year. In her
first season as full-time starter, Scina made
79 saves and allowed 14 goals for a confer
ence-high .849 save percentage, while
posting nine shutouts in 18 starts. She
helped carry the team to the champi
onship game of the NCAC tournament
before the Scots lost to Denison University
in penalty kicks. Joining Scina on the AllNCAC first team was Danielle Witchey
’06. The midfielder tied for fourth on the
team in scoring with four goals and a pair
of assists while helping the Scots limit
opponents to an average of 0.71 goals and
9.3 shots per outing. The Scots earned a
13-5-3 record overall. They advanced past
top-seeded Allegheny College in the
NCAC but fell to Denison in an overtime
shootout.

FIELD HOCKEY
’99, head m ens
swim coach

Elayne Brown ’05, an exchange student
from Northern Ireland, was named NCAC
defensive player of the year. Katie McCoy
’04 and Julia Tryder ’04 garnered firstteam recognition on both the all-confer
ence and all-region teams. Brown
anchored a Scot defense that shut out
seven opponents and averaged 1.24 goals
allowed on 10.52 shots per contest.
Offensively, she scored three goals and

assisted on five others. Wooster stickers
went 15-6 overall for their fourth straight
year with 13 or more victories. The Scots
were 9-3 in the NCAC to tie for first with
Oberlin and Wittenberg. The team lost 10 in overtime to Wittenberg in the NCAC
finals.

FOOTBALL
The American Football Coaches’
Association, the Football Gazette, and the
College Sports Information Directors all
named running back Tony Sutton ’05 to
the All-America First Team for NCAA
Div. Ill football — making Sutton the first
consensus first-team All-American in
College history. Nick Hajjar ’04 received
honorable mention on the College Sports
Information Directors All-America Team
for the second time in his career, this year
for his efforts as a cornerback.
— Hugh Howard

FAMILY

HISTORY

A n undated photo o f Livingstone Lodge (above) with male students on the front porch. N am ed fo r the fam ous explorer, the
brick house (current site o f M ackey Hall) was home to boys from grade school through college whose parents were working
overseas as missionaries. In 1941, with that population in decline, Livingstone became home to the College’s Eighth Section.

A Cosmopolis in Ohio Farm Country
L i f e i n t h e I n k y , c i r c a 1915
ooster historian Lucy Lilian Notestein ’ll , in
her second volume of Wooster of the Middle
West, writes of the College’s early international
influence, owing mostly to its Presbyterian missionary
connections.
“[The College of Wooster] had come to have over
the years something of a cosmopolitan flavor,” Notestein
writes of the early 1900s on campus. “To and from its
memorial furlough homes missionaries from everywhere
came and went, changing every year. Sunday after
Sunday the pulpit of Westminster might be filled by
someone from the Far or Middle East, from Africa,
South or Central America, even Alaska. Yet it got still
more a continuing sense of the great world beyond the
U.S.A. from the sons and daughters of these missionaries
who were left behind for their education to live here in
Livingstone Lodge (‘The Inky’) and Westminster Home.
Years later, in a book about Tibet [Nowhere Else in the
World, Farrar and Rinehart, 1935], one of these boys,
Gordon Enders, x’18, described the life in these homes:
‘Nowhere else in America could such a strangely
assorted group be found. Not a single one of the fifty
had less than two languages; some of them spoke a halfdozen strange tongues and dialects. All of them had lived
in far-off lands where strange adventures were common
place. I was immediately thrown into fast growing
friendships with youths from China, Korea, Persia,
Japan, Syria, Siam, Indo-China and Manchuria. My
Asiatic background, hitherto confined almost entirely to
Northern India and Tibet, began to fill in with a detailed
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picture of the peoples and problems of all other parts of
that vast continent.
‘For five years at Wooster College I met this group
constantly, at meals, study and recreation.... We all had
parents or relatives in Asia, and the daily mail... consist
ed largely of letters with foreign stamps and postmarks,
supplemented by superscriptions in Arabic, Hindi and
Chinese hieroglyphics. The letters brought news to be
exchanged and discussed: somebody’s father had shot a
tiger, somebody’s brother had been marooned by a
flood, there was an epidemic of bubonic in somebody’s
home city or famine in another, there was war in Kansu
or insurrection in Laos.
‘My roommate at Wooster was... a ... chap from
Chefoo.... He belonged to a group of fifteen boys from
China.... After two years of association with them, I
knew China almost as well as if I had lived there, and I
understood enough Chinese to follow their conversa
tion, which was always richly interlarded with native
words.
‘Our evenings in the downstairs drawing room were
filled with tales of travel and adventure. As I look back
over that period, it seems to me to bear a notable resem
blance to the Thousand and One Nights of HarunalRashid.
‘It never occurred to us that there was anything
unusual about our group or our conversation. Yet, for
much of the time, we were as far removed from the ordi
nary atmosphere of the surrounding Ohio farm country
as if we had been actually transplanted to Asia.’” S2>
Woostet

The K auke C hallen ge B egins
The Walton Family Foundation has agreed to allow up to
$8 million of their previously announced gift to be used as a
matching challenge grant for the renovation of Kauke Hall.
All cash gifts and written pledges received for Kauke prior to
March 1, 2005 will be matched dollar-for-dollar by the Walton
gift. Meeting the challenge will allow work to begin in the
spring of 2005, so that the building can be ready for students
in the fall of 2006.
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N e w P e r s p e c t i v e : In this photo shot by Michael Fagans ’91, a young
Afghani looks through the binoculars o f Sgt. 1st Class James D. Gannaway o f the
1st Battalion, 87th Infantry Regiment. Fagans spent a month this fall covering the
10th Mountain Divisions deployment from Fort Drum to Afghanistan. See more

photos, page 20.

